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EDITORIAL 
Culture, as intellectual life, the product of individual efforts, ultimately 
constitutes all the intellectual and spiritual conquest which a given 
community considers its heritage. 
-WHITE PAPER ON CULTURAL AFFAIRS; Quebec, 1965-
Coniue.st~ 
1' Y of r't~ 
Culture designates the intellectual and spiritual accomplishements of an 
individual, his awareness of himself and his world, and his creativity. 
- WHITE PAPER ON A CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY; 
Quebec, 1978-
U(\ Cen5ore.q' 
e.xrr€J5 i 01) / 
In its broadest sense, culture, today, may be considered as the ensemble of 
distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional traits which 
c.haracteri~e a society or so~ial group. In addition to the arts, languages and 
literature, LI encompasses lifestyles, fundamental human rights, value 
systems, traditions and beliefs. 
-World Conference on Cultural Policy, MEXICO CITY 
DECLARATION ON CULTURAL POLICY; Mexico, 1982 -
-\ i € e. s tab Ii s A Mefl t 
i5 <o "'PI il (eV\t. I+ ~as 
c..on Sf r C;\ Cf eJ ifs 
e. f~<: +ora / h'1ac.n;ne.r-y 
i+s-e f-P. 
The second check of the data confirmed that the overall income from 
artistic an cultural activities falling under the Culture Statistics Program 
amounted to$8 billion. As for the statistics on the cultural labour force, 
these were included in a document issued by Statistics Canada. Finally 
government expenditures appeared to be more in the region of$2.9 billion 
rather than 2 .6 billion mentioned previously. 
We will continue to examine these figures on a yearly basis in order to 
avoid any possibility of error. But we wish to point out here and now that we 
consider the economic importance of cultural activities to be seriously 
undervalued, since a great many such activities are not taken into account. 
-ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITIEE ON CULTURE STATISTICS; Ottawa, 1985-
talk ' you. talk, 
w~ aJ/ + a r k ; 
+h~ y ~rof&+. 
+he s+ r~~j le 
cont in1-<es. 
2 
La culture en tant que vie de l' esprit.fruit des efforts individuels, Ji.nit par 
constituer l' ensemble des conquetes intellectuelles et spirituelles qu' une 
communaute determinee considere comme son patrimoine. 
-LIVRE BLANC DES AFFAIRES CULTURELLES; Quebec, 1965-
/€ S lOf')4tlAe.f-f-e. S 
noyee). le5 frofifs 
rno nt-ent. 
La culture designe l' accomplisement intellectuel et spirituel de la personne, 
son acces a la prise de conscience de soi et du monde, safaculte creatrice. 




Dans son sens Le plus large, la culture peut aujourd' hui etre consideree 
comme l' ensemble des traits distinctifs, spirituels et materiels, zntellectuels 
et affectifs, qui caracterisent une societe ou un groupe social. Elle englobe, 
outre Les arts et Les Lettres, Les modes de vie, les droits fondamentaux de 
l'etre humain, les systemes de valeurs, Les traditions et Les crqyances. 
-Conference mondiale sur les politiques culturelles, DECLARATION 
DE MEXICO SUR LES POLITIQUES CULTURELLES; Mexico, 1982. -
\e pouvoir~st franilli//~. 
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\ I I .a consf rq/ f e 
\ t.\ i - n, e nie . 
Notre deuxieme examen confirme que I' ensemble des revenus des 
activites artistiques et culturelles contenus dans le programme de la 
statistique de la culture totalisent 8 milliards de dollars. Par ailleurs, Jes 
statistiques sur la main d'oeuvre culturelle, quanta elles, ontfait l' objet 
d'une publication de Statistique Canada. Finalement, Jes depenses des 
gouvernements seraient de l' order de 2 ,9 milliards au lieu des 2 ,6 milliards 
des dollars mentionnes precedemment. 
Nous continuerons a examiner ces chiffres annuellement pour bien 
eviter toute erreur. Mais nous signalons tout de suite qu' a notre avis la 
valeur economique des activites culturelles est considerablement sous-
evaluee, car bien des activites ne sont pas encore recensees. 
-RAPPORT ANNUEL DU COMITE CONSULTIF NATIONAL DE 
LA STATISQUE CULTURELLE; Ottawa, 1985 -
je -paYfe, +(A parf e .s, 
'1 o L( s par Ion s ; 
i Is rrof it e 11+. 
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OAB AND IRDU 
By Robert Zend 
Robert Zend passed away during the summer of 1985. Just before that time 
he had sent us a text titled; TWO LETTERS, which we present following the 
introduction by Prof. Northrop Frye. More importantly, he had just com-
pleted a double volume of writing and imagery titled; OAB (Exile Editions 
ISBN 0-920428022-3) which features the lives of the characters DAB and 
IRDU who not only question the reality of their own existence but the 
existence of their creator. OAB is both a celebration of the creative spirit 
and a triumph of expression. It is also afondfarewell. The staff of Rampike 
salute Robert Zend, and his many remarkable accomplishments. He will be 
sorely missed, not only as a catalyst and inspiration but as a friend and fel-
low traveller. 
Northrop Frye on Robert Zend: 
Prof. Northrop Frye delivered a memorial speech dedicated to Robert Zend 
at Toronto's Harbourfront as an introduction to the posthumous launch of, 
and performance/reading from OAB. 
I remember reading once about a woman travelling in Tibet and study-
ing magic there. She created a human phantom, a monk, who took on an 
independent life and started giving her the eye, in this case a rather 
unpleasant eye. So, she had to get rid of him, but it was harder to dissolve 
than to create him in the first place. Yeats said something similar about his 
Crazy Jane. I had something of the same feeling when following the lives of 
OAB and IRDU, except that they were so utterly good-natured and inno-
cent. Apparently they'd been made out of nothing and had only a purely sub-
jective existence. But that never really happens. Whatever is created takes 
on an autonomous life of its own, and becomes objective as 
well as subjective. 














T W 0 L E T T E R S 
I received two letters today, one from a religious organiza tion, 
the other from an oil company . The former tr i ed to persuade me 
to save my soul; the latter offered me a credit card . I read 
both of them at the same time whil e eating my supp er. This was 
the impressi on I've got: 
Your Salvation comes 
Salvation is not an expe-
rience of signing some 
card or confirmation, or 
shaking the minister's 
heart-felt,God-sent, 
change of life, heaven-born 
pray, sing, shout, love ... 
and live a life, free from 
a 11 the 
old-time, faith-believing 
prayers which are offered up to 
Maker and Keeper of al 1 things. 
It cannot be bought by s i 1 ver and go 1 d, 
Blood of Christ, by fully surren-
dering at the foot of the 
humble position, fit to work 
and be your best for your Father, 
Heaven and a 11 its riches 
when life is due 
that you are sinner in the sight 
of God and that brings 
Do i t a n d 1 i v e 
1,700 different Gospel-tracts 
published by the 
from Canada Oil Limited. 
liberty of enclosing 
a personal credit 
services throughout Canada 
and the U.S.A. - Quality, 
petroleum products, a 
complete line of 
tires, batteries, accessories 
and repairs on convenient 
accomodation (lodging, meals and 
beverages) at Sheraton Master 
but by a Rent-a-Car service from Avis, 
Herz and Tilden, National 
Best-Buy brand-name merchandise 
at attractive prices on easy 
completely portable from actress to address. 
Enclosed a change of 
to destroy or return to us. 
Your credit-card is a reference 
good luck in your carreer! 
very truly yours 
Manager, Credit-Card Merchandising 
Department 
Desinformer, le mot existe 
TOFORM 
induire 
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test C g C g 
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abolir a a 
z z operation 
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d e d 
e 
tramper C g C g 
contrefaire b h b h 
mensonge a a 
parachuter z z 
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y k y k 
pro pulser 
X X 
deadline w Ill w 111 
transformer V n V 
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arreter d C g 
flash b h 
confirmer a a 
cerns r z z 
danger y k y k 
X X 
defaire w rn 
taire V n 
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d e d e militant 
signaler h 
inclure a a 
menteur z z 
introduire y k y . k 
soutirer X X 
rn m 
journal n 
caviarder p t p 
r q s r Q 
defiler 
cache 
infiltrer falsely true true vrai vero 
orienter verdadero wahr 
variante 
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ON THE RADIO 
From an upcoming book called 77 Poems for People 
By George Bowering 
When we're all on the radio 
the world will roll away 
& there will be poets' 
voices resounding in poets' ears. 
Every honky tonk heart of them 
pulsing 
decibals too high. 
Voices, saying listen,just 
listen to this. 
* 
It's too late 
for prophecy, the book of revelation 
should have been read by everyone by now, 
it's time to move out 
"for we are bound where mariner has not yet dared to go." 
The 21st century will never happen, 
0 bard! 0 lips I have toucht, 
touch mine! 
The 21st century would have been nice. 
There would have been thin mountain tops of silence -
radio poets on the top 40, 
great inventions of anarchist muzak! 
* 
Too late, I think. 
We have given TV to the president. 
His wars are shredding our retinas, 
feeble women ramble on the highway 
singing songs of highway death, 
luring all the dead insects of the fields. 
Speech as well as song, all 
gone public, all 
wiped away at day's end. 
No man talks inside his head, 
no library waits, 
no filaments are moved across the street. 
All microphones dangle in faces. 
All voices bounce off cameras. 
No child in the kitchen 
but is hearing an adult looking for a job for his voice. 
The words, the poor words 
have no time to find their place 
& no place, finally, no home, 
these our children. 
Have children, yes 
leave thy immortal lineaments to walk the earth. 
We have our years till the 21st century. 
ADVERTISEMENT 
By Louis Dudek 
ADLIE RTIS£MENT 
Ladies s no ge ntlgm en 
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A talk with Eli Mandel 
Eli Mandel talks about life and death and love and dualities in reference to 
new writings of his tentatively called; THE VALENTINE JOURNALS. The 
first section of the book is completed and is titled; THE L?N? POEM; 
JOURNAL AND ORIGIN.The book willfeature the protagonists travels to 
India and Eastern European countries including Yugoslavia and Italy as 
well as featuring a visit to his ancestral home in Kiev and Odessa w_ithin ~he 
Ukraine and the U.S.S.R. Valentine's Day becomes a central motif pullmg 
seemingly disparate experiences together across time and space. 
The universe of death is what you see in India, and therefore my trip 
from Dachau to India becomes for me a very significant kind of movement 
across time and space. The one case of course involves a concentration 
camp, but then you go out to a place like Varanasi, the sacred home of the 
Indian Hindu faith on the Ganges, and what you see there is this incredible 
thing of the acceptance of death all around the Indian people. The Hindus of 
course burn or cremate their bodies on the banks of the Ganges, and you see 
the smoke rising from the burning bodies, and the little glowing pyres and so 
on, and then you hear these chants, gongs sounding and so on, and they're of 
course celebrations, they're not mourning songs at all, because here death 
has become a form of oneness with the universe. Rather than total sepera-
tion with the universe you are now totally fused with it. Well, Layton has got 
a great poem on this that gives us the political sense of the whole thing, from 
MAO TSE TUNG; A MEDITATION ON KINGS AND FLIES, a wonderful poem, in 
which he says its not the way of the dictator, its not the way of Christ, its not 
the way of the Budhists, its none of these, its not the way of the Lepersarium 
and its not the way of the nothingness that the Hindu seeks. The answer is 
the kind of nobility a man achieves by his defiance in the face of nothingness 
itself and that's of course an I-Ching answer, but its an I-Ching answer 
reframed. 
Thomas Mann was a very great novelist and he wrote DOCTOR 
FAUSTUS which is a tremendous version of this whole problem of how one 
lives in this kind of universe. What kind of an assertion do you make in the 
face of these things? Well, I wrote about that in AUSCHWITZ, THE POETRY OF 
ALIENTATION, where it seemed to me that the problem was how to find a 
way to write about negation and to write about evasion, to write a poem 
which asserted while it was denied at the same time. The kind of language 
you get into is the language which Kristeva writes about in; POWERS OF 
OBJECTION. I think Kristeva's DESIRE AND LANGAUGE and POWERS 
OF OBJECTION deals with this question very nicely. 
AUSCHWITZ, POETRY OF ALIENTATION is an essay on how it was that I 
finally came to write the poem on Auschwitz, and the way in which I wrote 
that poem. The point is, I am not a survivor of Auschwitz, and so it seemed 
to me that I didn't have the right to write that poem, yet at the same time I 
felt the necessity to write the poem. I was asked to take part, not in the 
Auschwitz experience, but in a memorial service for the liberation of 
Auschwitz, and that's when I thought I could write this poem, because it's a 
poem about a memorial service, not about the Auschwitz experience itself, 
in other words it slides away from the central experience to something else, 
which is what is real. 
10 
That in a sense would explain why I feel the necessity for creating 
another double poem, which is to say, a series of entries on my experience 
as a traveller, which is a displaced person, which gives me the kind of 
alienated world where I feel most at home. Malcolm Bradbury's book 
RATES OF EXCHANGE, is a marvelous book. Its about a traveller, a pro-
fessor who is a linguist, who travels on a lecture tour to Eastern European 
countries , and its about his experiencing himself while he's in this country in 
which he's a stranger. What he experiences most intensely are the very 
things that seem to deny his existence. Its a very, very funny book, the char-
acters' name is Petworth by the way, and Petworth is constantly getting into 
trouble, his guide is an intourist, a woman , a very attractive woman and so 
on, and she is obviously very much in love with Petworth, and calls him 
Petwart, and also sometimes Pervert. This kind of displacing of the name is 
very important. So, I've often thought its interesting that Canadian writers 
tend to locate themselves politically, often in their travels, and by being out 
of Canada. Canada becomes more real in a certain sense, when they're away 
from it rather than when they're in it. Earle Birney, is such a person, and 
thinks politically when he's not in Canada, and that's true of Al Purdy, Pat 
Lane, of all sorts of writers who locate themselves when they're away. 
What interests me as well in the concept of the "Valentine Poems" is 
the double pole of things, the polarity of Auschwitz on the one hand and the 
Hindu world of identification on the other, but equally, the polarity of 
Thanatos and Eros, Valentine being the god of love, as well, in this case, 
with the Valentine's Day Massacres, the god of death. I think that what one 
discovers, I believe that what I've discovered, is that the whole question of 
betrayal which operates on both a p~itical and personal level, is not really a 
question of being betrayed, but of betraying. In other words, the real seer of 
betrayal is yourself, its that you will betray yourself, that you are the one 
who can't be trusted, that its you who are the least trustworthy of all. That 
probably is that double, that is, the discovery that love and death are the 
same thing, that desire and death are identical. The source for fear seems to 
be outside, but its inside. That's where the doubling comes in. 
. :'_- ," ... ·· _, __  .. ; ;·:.a 
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FUTURE EXTERMINE 
Par Paul Chamberland 
"Nous sommes tous des otages. Nous servons desormais 
d' arguments de dissuasion." Jean Baudrillard 
ce matin aux nouvelles reportage en direct sur les 
lieux, une base militaire en Ontario ou se de-
roulent des manoeuvres americanobritannicocanadien-
nes d'abord effet sonore le vrombissement d'un 
avion de chasse en plein vol la commentatrice 
nous apprend que le scenario a I 'instant performe 
simule I 'intervention ennemie le terrain de ma-
noeuvre a ete selectionne pour sa ressemblance avec 
le sol sovietique on imagine qu' en Sovietie au 
meme moment des manoeuvres ont lieu sur un terrain 
qui rappellerait le sol canadien fantasmes logis-
ticomeurtriers synchrones 
6 heures du matin un timide soleil printannier me 
voici prevenu moi granule conglomere dans le massif 
masse par les media qu'il me faut des maintenant me 
faire a l'idee que la guerre se prepare et done re-
peter mon petit role de figurant-otage conformement 
au bout de scenario qu' on me refile en vitesse sur les 
ondes me voici mis en alerte et tenu de m'"adap-
ter psychologiquement" a ma condition de futur exter-
mine dans I 'irradiation des populations c' est a 
quoi se resout desormais ma responsabilite de citoyen 
du monde libre 
adaptation psychologique comment s'y prertd-on aujus-
te existe-t-il des techniques pour banaliser la 
perspective de }'extermination globale ne devrait-
on pas deplacer une toute petite partie des budgets 
militaires pour I' engager dans une campagne scientifi-
qu' ils manipulent des rats les behavioristes (qu'on 
selectionne les plus fana) seraient certainement ca-
pables de mettre au point les moyens d'obtenir des po-
pulations-cibles le consentement a leur propre immo-
lation (]egaliser la drogue ?) ce serait une ope-
ration d'envergure l'une des plus magnifiques proues-
ses de la sociopsychotechnologistique mais vos or-
dinateurs ont deja rejete comme superflu ce type de 
scenario operationnel, pourquoi doubler le telejoumal 
la dose quotidienne d'atrocites fl.nit toujours par pas-
ser entre le gosier Pepsi et les machoires hamburgers 
"rien que du stage blood" (Yolande Villemaire) le 
notre inonde les prospectives la civilisation du 
progres materiel finira par ces mots filtres par un 
vocoder "faites vos prieres" 
inadapte irrecuperable je fais partie d 'une quantite 
statistiquement negligeable ne me reste, c'est 
un masque a gaz ou un abri, que l' amor fati 
130-140 
Par Patrice Beray 
Minium de la nuit ; rochelles apontees a la mer et la mer est cet 
instant dans les yeux qui s'irise de pierreries blessantes . 
Lettres de cuivre du port que griffone le vent , que chiffonnent 
les yeux . Ces quelques lettres detacheees par la pluie, "L'AVENTURE," 
flottent sur la devanture d'un bar comme pavillon en hautre mer. Et 
les bourrasques ne semblent rien annoncer de plus que les tintamar-
res irreguliers des disc-jockeys, les voix fh1tees a travers les 
fumees des boxes . 
A 130-140, mon coeur ne m'ecoute plus sur cette voie expres et les 
jours et les nuits y sont accroches comme un vague projet de vertige. 
Routes blondes, longues, arrondies sur le dos des matins. 
Je relis dans mes mains, stereophonies, fantasia breve, des mots 
froisees, des rendez-vous invisibles annotes sur le papier en-tete 
de l'hotel ouje reste seul derriere des tentures mouchetees d'air. 
Je vois les bras du fleuve se heurter et s'elargir en gagnant la 
mer sous les paupieres nerveuses de la ville qui fourmille dans la 
baie vive et efflanquee la nuit comme une puree d' etoiles sur la 
pupille d'un chat. 
Quand il fait moins chaud, on enserre de faux bijoux les poignets 
et les cous. Sous les halls on entend a nouveau le chiuntement des 
jupes en mohair. Les lassitudes s'affichent pres des <lamas. Et les 
pas de course des telegrammes qu 'on apporte reveillent les chambres 
nues au bord de l' ocean. / 
ONZE HEURES 
Par Luc Richer 
Ete onze heures, le ciel aboie. 
Les boulevards maritimes ont la perspective des voyages, 
la duree d'un aller accomplit l'aventure. Lumiere cassee, 
eclats solaire·s contre les parapets, c'est une caravane en 
l'air oil clignotent des mondes, un bazar de passage risque 
sur le desert, sur lejour insonore, la, dans l'ecran de cris-
tal entre l'oeil et la mer. Le bruit des vagues vient apres, 
reconstitution artificielle qui, de loin, accompagne l'action. 
Et ce bruit, INDISCUTABLEMENT, m'amene au bord d'un hall asep-
tise, une maison a ciel ouvert, vaste comme le monde, et les 
geometries me sont presque familieres. Ma valise est posee 
sur le dallage blanc, ou marche!!l--des oiseaux rassasies. 
Tout est calme, nourri, pas le moindre soup<;on de peur ou 
d'inquietude. Jene vois pas d'humains. Je puis librement 
rester, mais sur le boulevard on me demande l'heure. 
Ete quinze heures, le ciel s' est bloque la machoire. 
Au bas du bQulevard le goudron cafe,le port et la Place. 
L'eau verte et la photographie se piquent d'oiseaux noirs 
devant les larges vitres. Le fil des ombres nettes incise la 
craie des murs, le cran de nuit en plein soleil. Et, diamant 
derriere la baie de verre, le regard du peintre decoupe le 
musee, le costume. 
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MIHALY LADANY 
Come Back 
For years you were surrounded by glory 
your peaked cap came into fashion, 
actresses were wearing it in a gamine-like pose, 
just as the literature your favorite words. 
Thousands were living off you, 
you were appointed an M.P., they drove you around in a black car. 
History - at least, so it seemed -
had compensated its outcasts. 
Since your apprenticeship: lathe, 
on payday tin bartop, beermugs. 
A wife at home, grown fat from childbearings. 
The brat does not introduce you at the freshman's ball. 
A couple of years from now he'll be whining in public 
that you're idle, you don't work-
And the odes will 
become glosses -
I don't know, what should I think of you? 
miss you. Come back! 
Maybe you still have a couple of chums here and there, 
the bartop, as usual, in beer-slop. 
Don't sit at home for yourself, 
don't mow the grass, 
don't walk the dog in the evening. 
Come among the people. We miss you. Come back! 
The Pack 
Their blue jeans are sandpapered to look worn, 
their greasy hair hangs down to their shoulders, 
they climb in a pack on the streetcar, where 
more decent generations, 
steady careerists, honest profiteers, 
women, elbowing with their pretty knees, 
civil servants, peddling their past, 
are looking with disgust at these brats, who 
don't kneel down before officialdom, 
they move with their companions on to solitude, 
they have not yet become stooped from anything, 
there is still something humane in them. 
Inventory 
One balding forehead one pair of glasses 
one mouth with sad agitated Adam's apple with a bitter swallow 
one chest without decorations and with stubborn red heart 
one beer-belly with nervously trembling liver 
one penis with two testicles and with three offspring 
footprints of two feet disappearing in the mud and unattainable 
thresholds 
and a few songs 
about footprints disappearing in the mud and unattainable thresholds 
few songs 
above my head 
in the wind 
II. 
Three soldiers died for the pawnbrokers 
five soldiers died for the grocers 
eight soldiers died for the undertakers 
two hundred and ten died for the country in general 
this is a total of 
two hundred and twenty-six soldiers. 
Something is not correct here 
according to the report 
two hundred and twenty-seven dead 
should be there 
about this the text-book writers can make trouble 
I have it-
One of the soldiers was a poet, but 
he fell at the beginning 
for the two hundred and twenty-six 
14 [) 
LASZLO KALNOKY 
Roving on a Celestial Body 
Greyish-blue sleeping mountains, 
lifeless lowlands at their feet. 
Saddest is turning into the cities 
to see a mass of bones dispersed 
yellowish in the alleys, 
the brick walls' scarlet stumps 
at the last flare of evening light, 
and the stone steps in' the harbour, 
from which the tide has washed away 
the dried blood long ago -
Ash rain fell over the lightheaded 
corpses, who yielded to their 
misleading instinct. 
Deep down, 
epidemic more dreadful than pestilence raged, 
but the stars shone just the same way. 
And they are going to do this even if 
the berserk vegetation overruns 
the statues and the tower-roofs. 
This was a fiasco, but into its darkness, 
reflection of some heroism mixes also, 
because those who fell aimed high. 
They finished miserably, but the shame 
can never wipe away the mourning. 
Now humility also prostrates itself here 
and kisses the wounds of the soil, 
with the hook of remembrance in its heart. 
Solitude 
Girded with smoke-puffs and shreds of clouds 
I run at top speed where there is no forward or 
backward. 
The contented, gold-coloured face looks at me without 
blinking. 
I have nothing to cover up or to fear, 
if I could, I would spit in the tyrant's eye 
with calm heart 
if the leash wouldn't tighten. 
I carry hopelessly 
my rocks and my seas. 
My parasites die out, 
my fields are becoming sodic. 
Graying Time, my nanny, 
rocks my whirling head, 
makes me sleep, covers me with ashes. 
What Man Could-Do On Earth 
To poke up the fire so that the back-snapping flame 
should bite into our hand. 
To thirst so that after the first gulp 
the glass should'absorb the water. 
To run away along the corridor, colourful 
with idiotic screams, 
keeping our sane mind. 
To fall flat among trap-setting lights, 
and to wait for the weapon to strike down, 
or for some pity, misunderstanding our face, 
to grant an extension. 
To irritate with provacative words 
indifference, which turns in another direction. 
To vegetate in colourless medium 
of an accustomable danger, 
to come upon a secret window, 
and have a presentiment of the 
blurred picture of a future city 
five hundred years from now, 
to pay attention even with plugged ears 
to suppressed, unknown sounds, 




The enemy stays far away today too, 
far from our shoulderbase, from the smell of our skin, 
but sends a message from behind the illuminated forest: 
we are defeated , we should not forget , 
our hand is a hand stuck in rock , 
we are on the ground, we are underground , 
we are under the apron of swamp, 
in the rose-garden of fossils, below, down below, 
and we should not breathe , we should not budge , 
scoured mothers ' wombs blinding above us, like copper cauldrons; 
down, even further down, 
down, undeer the darkness of driftwood , 
horizontal the vertebrae! 
The First Moment of Resurrection 
There sat the dog, covered with fragments of straw and wounds 
on the dunghill. In Gehenna's stinking smoke there sat 
the dog. 
The Easter-bells were tolling for his wound, ding-dong, ding-
dong and from the wall of nape-shot houses one or two wasps crept 
forth too 
but nobody believed that we would rise again. 
The war's last dead were just being undressed by the 
quick-handed survivors: helmet down, boot down, foot cloth down, 
jacket down, as mothers would strip off the soiled garments 
from their dead drunk sons: my sweet God, where were you 
you unfortunates, 
pigs, my orphans, my dearest! 0, your derailed Adam's apple, 
your bloody pate -
The southern wind brushed me and made fingertips bud too in 
death's stack-yard, but undefeated I saw only a hen remained 
alive: she struggled nightmarish with a dead man's boot-lace. She 
pulled and dragged, snatched up the end from the mud mixed with 
hair and cartridge-cases, almost soaring from the luck 
that she had just taken by the ears, the longest springtime 
earthworm in the world. 
Fragment from the Seventies 
I slept, I waited, I crumbled, 
fading for years in the shadow of a single grassblade, 
I peered at the hands reaching up to the sky, what are they searching for, 
the aroused swarm of eyes starting up to the Moon, 
but only the pictures, the news, the boring miracles 
multiplied, 
only my hair falling in the garbage, only the exciting 
industrial dream progressed toward me with singing door-handles, 
the great winged door, whirling continents into each other, 
but only Hungary's premature hoarfrost 
sits down again on my threshold. Well, I could begin to shine 
again with my scanty life: producing myself for myself 
even the air too and on the day after the space-carnival the orphan 
words, the never-light, the nerve-miracle, whatever cries, whatever embraces 
and through my bone sends a message to my eye -
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JANOS PILINSZKY (1921-1981) 
Scaff old in Winter 
Who is being led up? 
Who are leading up? 
Slaughter-house or scaffold? 
Who kills and whom? Man kills animal, 
or animal kills man? 
And the fall, the unmistakable , 
and the silence afterward? 
And the snow, the winter-snow? Perhaps 
exiled sea, God's silence? 
Scaffold in winter. We know nothing. 
I don't know. 
I don't know. 
I don't know. 
I don't know. 
I don't know. 
Through a Whole Life 
I 
We break it, splitting into two, 
we alone and by ourselves 
what is one apd indivisible. 
2 
After that 
through a long - long life 
we try in vain blindly, deafly, 
to tack the world's 
immaculate and original fabric. 
3 
We should die in our childhood, 
at the peak of our knowledge, at the top of our humility, 
but we live further on, mending and 
patching the irredeemable. 
4 . b It is even good that we can fall asleep m etween 
and finally. 
Adominition 
Not the draw of breath. The gasping. 
Not the wedding-table. The failing 
scraps, the cold, the shadows. 
Not the movement. The commotion. 
The silence of hooks is what you should note. 
Pay attention to what your city, . 
the eternal city pays attention to, up to this day: 
with its towers, its roofs, 
its living and dead citizens. 
Then perhaps you can communicate 
the news even in your days that 
alone is worthwhile to communicate here. 
Scribe, 
then perhaps you didn't pass here in vain. 17 
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By David Godfrey 
The Mkurgo Cart ha' s Report from M arduccia and Rahorus From the Files 
of Aleryic and Fonc 
Marduccia. It is an outpost. Deep in the fifth wave of Rahorus. Dogon is 
ingenious, there is no doubt of that, but what can be said of a domain more 
remote than Ischeryia, more primitive than Chermacia? I seem to have 
already forgotten the reasons for Dogon' s banishment and invent new ones 
to amuse myself: was it merely jealousy on the part of his energizers? Or was 
it perhaps genuine rebellion? A boredom beyond restraint? At this exact 
moment, I don't care; dearest Aleryic and Fonc, you have no idea how tired 
one can become on these inspections. I shall try to amuse you, but you must 
be forgiving if Miricus seems to have knotted my tongues. 
Dogon has taken the form of his charges, of course, and believe me I 
shall not describe that. And he is chained, that is his corporeality is linked to 
a large, black Chitoth on the surface of Rahorus. He seems very powerful in 
a crude fashion; the wave forms he can read are very limited in this kranoth 
he had adopted and his main sensor is always tossing about as though aware 
that there is much he has lost and much wisdom passing him by of which he 
has no Cathing. 
His torment from Janu is this. He has been bonded to his charges. Mil-
lions of infinitesimal charges whose time phase is mere icrons and whose sta-
ture is less than a hopita on your lovely tame krakrana (whom I can easily 
see as the carrier of Fonc in the coming Janu celebrations just by closing 
down all fourth-level sensors here in this dark and odoriferous domain to 
which I have been assigned). 
In any case, Dogon. Dogon's bonding makes an interesting knowknot 
and many other mkurgoes shall surely reference my reports. Dogon is in 
constant lamentation and yet a frenzy of activity fates him. The bonding is 
more extreme than any we have seen to date. The charges are pathetic; they 
have divided themselves into thousands of classes, but their sense of 
greaterorgh is chaotic and spasmodic. They have even tried to give each tiny 
icronic representation a name and sense of Janu (if that is not blasphemous: 
in my report I use the term Krakranu to maintain a sense of proportion and 
provide some sight relief for my fellow mkurgoes). Dogon calls them changs 
for some reason. He seems to enjoy this Krakranu equality they have given 
to one another and suggests, despite all the evidence to the contrary, that 
their tinga may progress in this manner rather than in the specialization of 
function found in other penal experiments. 
Although Dogon's banishment has lasted only three kraths, his changs 
have passed through millions of cycles. Their tinga is like that of the Cher-
macians, so slow as to be barely perceptible to us with the instruments we 
can bring here; one can see almost no improvement. Not that this is our role. 
Despite his frenzy, Dogon' s own internal tinga appears excellent. The main 
question is whether his insistence on viewing them through their own 
pathetic Chemitz represents a sophisticated rebellion or an attempt to force 
tinga? Let me provide you with an example if I can and then you can 
perhaps return me your own prognosis. 
He knows now, of course, that we have discovered his colony of 
changs within Rahorus. These changs call the end of a cycle time-beyond-
time and have many erroneous notions about the transformations. As yet, 
their slow tingation means they lack all control over the most elementary of 
transformations; the few true mutations have been able to introduce the con-
cept, but almost all of their reported cases, according to Dogon's records, 
are fraudulent. He, of course, is desperate to approve any and all, so the 
fraud must be very obvious. All of their consolations stress transformations, 
but most aren't even within the circles. Some are quite interesting, in a bar-
baric fashion. 
Let me digress a little. Dogon has been limited to three modes of inter-
vention, all of them very gross. Cathing between Dogon and his changs is 
allowed, but very rarely and then the record is erased from his mind. He 
can't tell whether to believe them or not after an event. He must sleep and 
then the changs are on their own and at times those powers he has are weak-
ened to test his resolve. The three modes are varg, consolations and hunger-
goods. Yes, well I told you this was no Eurythionia. 
In the third Krath, he has obviously experimented a good deal with 
consolations and contaminated most of his charges in the process. Indeed 
killings by one group of conso-charges by another is the major source of 
Dogon's torment. Phrasings of an unbelievable simplicity were given to 
selected changs to return with. Most of these returners, of course, the 
changs considered mad (which poses an interesting problem for the Cath 
experts), but a few were accepted; Dogon is aware that this acceptance 
increases in times of great stress. You two would love to see the ways in 
which these Cath phrasings are passed on, with bowing of limbs, moanings, 
dances, mouthings, touching of main-sensors to the ground, crude images. 
Of course, the phrasings have only been passed on in the crudest of abstract 
form for perhaps 100 Chang cycles, so it is hard to say yet which ones have 
really taken hold. Yet these little changs of Dogon gladly kill for these writ-
ten phrasings, whether accurate or not, just as they killed for the mouthing 
ones. 
Vargs, also, we record from his byblos, are an intervention he perhaps 
regrets. Useful, perhaps, in Krath I, when the number of changs seemed 
under his control and he had dreams of speeding up their tinga, the vargs 
now appear out of control, ally themselves with the consolations and seem 
more destructive of tinga than supportive. Indeed, as the changs have 
discovered rudimentary chemo-force regulations while knowing nothing of 
Cathing let alone Kyundix, their ability (and desire) to close themselves 
down is quite surprising in creatures so tiny and primitive. In large vars, mil-
lions of changs close one another down. The genetrack seems more or less 
frozen through all of this, unfortunately. It is true we are dealing in an 
icronic scale, but would like to see something. It is perhaps that Dogon's 
refusal to take a larger view, his insistence on splitting his being into chang 
units for observations, has affected the dynamics of this 
retributive/restoration process? 
ln any case, this is the example. I admit that I have sipped ~he hu_nger-
goods interventions, but I do seem to be tiring here. In order to mvestlgate, 
of course, we have had to adapt to Dogon's microseeing and it has not been 
easy. There is a firearea on the edge of a large body of water (al~ the_ chan_gs 
are land inhabitants, of two sexes, class h3rd sensors, non-Cathmg, icromc, 
languages below the 50,000 db l~vel, knowing only sin~le-time, with grep-
ping facilities at class z5ty [yes, 1t can go that low]). This firearea has been 
the source of innumerable consolations. We see no reason ~ot to_ follow 
Dogon's classification. This fei:nale chang would t~us b_e a behever m class 
rs7945q345 (ignoring several mmor and cross-classification features!, a class 
which they seem to term allah-phrasers. Changs of r87945q345 believe that 
Dogon is male, all-po~erful, single-formed and manager of what they seem 
to call the time-after-time. . . . 
The prospect of entering this time-after-time i~ appealmg to them, more 
so than to most changs. Young boys gladly wal~ mto the for~es that com-
plete their brief cycle, bearing a scrap of some d1st?rted P?rasmg. The con-
solation forbids images and yet the changs of this prop1ef ~eem to have 
strong representations of their goal in the time-after-time. I w~l send you a 
few for your amusement. The phrasing lead.ers are well orgamzed, !mt not 
yet differentiated in their genet~acks. Chastity has ~reatly slowed ~iffere~-
tiation down. (Dogon has estabhshed some lesser bemgs [yes, lesser 1s possi-
ble] whose greaterorgh is far more complex and where gencellular structures 
of a primitive type develop, but greaterorgh here is still on the surface among 
the changs). 
I wander from my example. 
At the chang-fate level, Dogon can intervene ~r not. .The. female's 
name was Gila. This light we recorded his every Janutlc. ~e 1s qmte at?az-
ing; no one has ever expended as little energy on us. He _is almost entirely 
focused on this female. She is past puberty, but has no children (they ~reed 
extraordinarily quickly). The phrasing-masters have told ~er that ~ she 
drives a small vehicle of their chemo-force into a troop earner of the JeSU-
phrasers then she will go immediately to the time,-after-time a~d ~eve~ need 
to leave it. Dogon is concerned about the mo~her ~ lac.k ?f behef m this,ph!-
ut. The father, he has foreseen, will not beheve m his mnerm~st, but will 
move more deeply into the consolation, while he lives. ~he phrasmg:m.asters 
have told the female that only if she does this phr-act will her father s illness 
be cured. (It is something they call cancer, a minor disharmony among the 
lesser beings that cellulate these changs, but Dogon has been unable to s~ow 
them the restitution for this yet.) The father is unaware of the phrasmg-
masters' shaping of his daughter's propief; he believes his case is hopeless 
but does not want to die in their hospital. She asks more than one why the 
father isn't given the phr-act to perform. 
Dogon laments. Even over this he laments. Bae~ and fo_rth he goes, 
chained his own original rebellion totally forgotten. His Janut1c forces are 
weaken~d by this. We have not seen such bonding before. He has another 
100 cycles of the changs before he must sleep. !fe weighs th.is act, this speck 
of an act, by dividing into separate chang umts; a~d he views ~ach .of the 
jesu-phrasers who will close down and weighs the ~am-cost to .their children; 
tracks the implications out for ten cycles. And decides not to mterfere. Pa~-
ing the price now for the future potential. Goodness, yo~ see how this 
micro-seeing affects one. Perhaps your nephew could make his fortune: h3rd 
sensors, the deprivation experience you have miss~d! .. 
Tums his eye upon us. Has he been able to distort our Jaumtlc connec-
tors? They read nothing, but I feel a malevolence such as I have never felt 
before. You must help find me a more useful job. Rebellion, obviously, ~us~ 
be punished, but are these experiments necessary? What are we breedmg. 
What are Dogon' s desires for these minute changs? Why has he bonded so 
closely? What will happen during his sleep? I know the ma~ters h~ve 
informed us fully; I shut down my own questioning, yet as the tm~ vehicle 
moves towards the despicable, chaotic scum ofje~u-~hrasers dep?s1ted here 
as part of Dogon's trial, I cannot avoid the questtonmg. I am lo_smg ~ontrol 
here on Marduccia. A crash. A whiff of smoke on Marduccia. Gila has 
closed down. Thirty-two jesu-phrasers have closed down with ~er. The 
phrase-masters make her a goddess. She arrives before Dogon. He 1s weep-
ing. She is terrified. For a moment, what must seem like cycles to her, ~he 
hears his guilt song ringing through the skies of Rahorus. She stares at h1.m, 
frightened by him even in this kranoth. In her hand, clenched, the p~rasmg 
that carried her to her closing down. Dogon weeps; he clenches his own 
chain; mutely shows it to her. Tums his eyes upon us. Dogon has a power 
still that we did not expect. I must leave here at once. I must be recalled. Pull 
some strings. Alyeric, I beg you. 
sel f -portrait in the Valley of Death 
autoportret w Dolinie _Smierc~ 
, ........ , 
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LAST WORD IN FEBRUARY 
By Gerry Gilbert 
i don't believe my afternoon anger today 
it must be that annual puffa tobacco i took to 
keep mune 
this poem is a public service 
the latin 'munus' (service, gift) & 'communis' have the 
sanskrit 'mayate' (he exchanges) in common 
what's the invisible matter 
if not imagination 
meantime, the bus driver chews into gear 
& the drunk says, "i do that too but i'm only learning" 
snake-eyes & box-cars 
i was closed 24 hours 
the lunk says to the kid, "see all that lumber out there? 
"you can have it all if you've got the nerve" 
no, 'anger' comes from the icelandic 'angr' (grief, sorrow) 
peacemakers: the time to search for the peace is before 
the war 
well, if you don't 
what will, care 
there's alone, in marriage 
there's together, in love 
the stonededest age people are born as smart as us 
so what makes us this stupid is our own fault 
original taboo 
i shit in the laundry-tub & the pope starts anointing 
babies with the water 
hey, will somebody please pull the thread that unravels 
the argument between 
say, the u.s.a. & the u.s.s.r. 
watch the dancer listen to the music 
you can read this later 
all that time you were looking at the sky thinking that you 
missed the lightning, your eyes were focussed somewhere 
that the bug flew exactly through & you looked up & it was 
the sky 
when it really is 
it's almost nothing 
guitars are all air 
tablas are-de-are-are 
saxes 
rhythm 'n' instinct 
jazz is when it gets medicinal 
my cat has whiskers on her wrists 
* 
22 
smashroom hangover next day is sadness 
clunk hangs out in bookstore sunday 
feigning interest, smelly 
clanking empty cans & bottles in his empty pockets 
distracting me, for 1 
so i say, "the library's open" 
& he looks up, brightens, nods me a thank-you & leaves 
no one knows what to say to me 
i guess i make sure of that discontinuity 
with all these blank books i write 
in the confidence of my own anger 
you mean: we're supposed to wait until voting day to tear 
this depression apart? 




the m.c. said, "this is gerry gilbert & i feel he has 
important content in his ... " 
SOX 
1 of those weeks i can't afford to buy a paper without 
doonesbury anymore 
so i do the show right here 
dear miss spell 
you take the smell 
sound, i mean 
right outa my bean 
(which reminds me-
THE GREEN 
i heard it on the news muse 
the poem away from poem 
THE GREENs CONVENEs 
just in time for the next provincial election 
correction, distraction 
CALLING ALL SITU A TIONISTS & LOCALIZED ARTISTS 
thejoseph beuys-informed west-german convenience 
party for everyone else 
THE GREEN PARTY HAS SITUATED IN B.C. 
)see the language 
the surface of the day 
& notjust what it has to say( 
B.C.GREEN 
a political party is like a mutation 
a mis-spelling 
a new chance for human events 
with a 
LET'S TAKE ON THE POWER-CREEPS 
that buncha pimps 
the way they try to run our lives 
-there are letters on the daisy-wheel there are no 
stamps for) 
"anyway, as i was saying" 
anyway, as i was saying 
when you mis-spell 
you lose the illusion 
that without being seen 
you can tell 
has your imagination a language? 
has your language an imagination? 
DON'T LET ANGER STRANGLE YOU 
rise from the bed of your natural compassion 
something comes up 
deal with it 
march came in like a lion on the lam 
or was that st. david in a coracle? 
anger goes back to a sanskrit word saying: anxiety 
ANGRY FOR THE FUTURE 
see the musicians dance the way it works 
see the indians deform their limbs 
see the rain dissolve the queen 
see the charter of fights & greedoms squeeze us between 
the supremacy of its god & the rule of its law 
seen any argument get to agreement without going through 
anger, lately? 




THOSE CATS OUT THERE CANT SPELL 
BUT THEY SURE KNOW HOW TO YELL 
i give you my best time, dear listener 
& you aren't 
even it isn't 
mine 
my man has folded this poem into a dart 
& thrown himself away by now 
maybe it' s not too late 





after the city 
hats off 
gloves off 
the whole day offers 
sunny eyes 
shiny fingers 
run along now 
lost in wind 





like a bird 
each seed 
i remember where i hide 
the food in each word 
"spare change?" 
"never touch the stuff' 
you see movies 
tv watches you 
* 
sport 
is there a diaphragm named 
gracie's stadium? 
there's a stadium called billie' s condom 
but how's 
puffball 
to call that instant bully out there 
hogging the neighbourhood, the parking & the view 




& bell the bore with a sneer 
EL ESTADIO POOF-BOWEL 
empty place 
the wasting of B . C. 
* 
HISTORY BOTTOMS OUT 
false premise #83 
angry's what you get 









I asked the people: 
Did the NORTH KOREANS vote 
the ccmnunists into power? 
Did the EAST GER\1.ANS vote 
the ccmnunists into power? 
Did the LITHUANI.A.NS vote 
the ccmmmists into power? 
Did the MACEIX)NIANS vote 
the carmunists into power? 
Did the UKR.AINIA.~S 
the ccmnunists 
Did the BULGARIANS 
t he cCX11TIU.Dists 
Did the \1ongolians 
the cannunists 








the corrrnunists into 
Did the CA~1BJDIANS vote 
t he carrnunists into 
Did t he ES1DNIA.~S vote 
the corrmunists into 
Did the AIBANIANS vote 
the carrnunists into 
Did the YUiiOSLAVS vote 
the canTIUDists into 
Did the RUSSIANS vote 
the carrnunists into 
Di d t he LATVI ANS vote 
the carrnunists into 
Did the TIBETANS vote 
the corrrnunists into 
Did the AFGHANS vote 
the carrnunists into 
Did the CHINESE vote 
the carrnunists i nto 
Did the CZECHS vote 
the corrrnunists into 
Did the CUBANS vote 
the cmrnunists 
Did the POLES vote 
the corrrnunists 
I asked 




















They gave us carmunism 
FDR FREE! 
This is called a free vote. 
This is socialist r ealism . 
This is antisodal surrealism . 
NIMIS UPDATE 
By Lars Vilks 
Th~ NI MIS PROJECT was featured in the last issue of Rampike magazine. 
It 1s a land-art project by Swedish artist Lars Vi/ks. The project started in 
1980. In 1984 NIM IS was 50 metres long, 12 meters high and consisted of 25 
tons of driftwood. The Swedish authorities declared the project illegal and a 
violation of national park regulations and ordered its owner and builder to 
dismantle it. A lengthy court battle ensued. In order to save the sculpture 
from the authorities , VILKS sold NIMIS to West German artist JOSEPH 
BEUYS. This greatly complicated the government order to have the work 
dismantled. NIMIS was partly burnt down by unknown persons in January 
of 1985. The restored NIMIS opened in May 1985. The legal battle is not yet 
over. However, in the meantime restoration work continues. Having dealt 
extensively with Swedish Government authorities over the past six years, 
VILKS has decided to start his own government of the FREE STATE OF 
NIM IS. He is presently building a Cabinet of ministers, and those interested 
in serving in the new administration are invited to contact VILKS care of the 
editorial offices of this magazine . 
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ENERGIES AND SOURCES 
Talking With Herbert Huneke 
Herbert Huneke, poet, writer, intimate friend and personal influence to Wil-
liam Burroughs, Jack Kerouac, and Allen Ginsberg, is the original "angel-
headed hipster" of New York's Times Square in the 1940's, who came off the 
cold street one day and announced to Kerouac, "Man, I'm BEAT" - thus 
unknowingly providing the inspiration in Jack's mind for what was later to 
become "The Beat Generation". Herbert Huneke introduced the "Beat Trin-
ity" in their youth to the Genet-ian underworld of mobsters, pimps, junkies 
drugs, petty theft and free sex of Times Square New York, giving Burroughs 
his first taste of morphine. The rest, as they say, is history. To anyone who is 
familiar with the proliferating biographies of Kerouac and the Beat literary 
phenomenon in general, the name of HUNCKE elicits a wry smile of affec-
tionate complicity. -Alan Lord-
Rampike' s editor Karl Jirgens had the great pleasure of speaking with Her-
bert Huneke during the Montreal Poetry Festival hosted by Alan Lord dur-
ing the summer of 1985. Mr. Huneke, now, at age 70, spoke candidly about 
his work from his room at the Park Hotel. 
KI: Have you been doing much writing lately? 
HH: I've reached a spot where its hard for me to send a postcard much less 
anything else. I wish I were prolific like Burroughs, he can write thousands 
of words, and he does very well with it, but I'm not. Look at Ginsberg. Of 
course Ginsberg, has ceased to be really as great as he started out to be. 
He's more now the entrepeneur, though that's maybe being a little hard on 
him. He is a good man in many, many ways. Of course I'm not the prime 
example of a successful man by any sense. Not really. I would never com-
pare myself to a man like Burroughs for example. There's no reason to. He 
is a bona-fide writer in the sense that he's not only able to write, but he has a 
very active mind and he's trained in his field. I think he's first and foremost 
an anthropologist, and a philosopher of course, a satirist. He's really hard to 
beat, I think he's one of the greats of the century. Of course I'm not familiar 
with all of them, but most that I've read don't hold a candle to him. He can 
focus in on anything you bring up and he'll strip away the layers of crap, so 
to speak, get to the meat of the situation. I like a minimum of words, not 
necessarily, you understand, I think that words are great, for example 
Kerouac used to swing them around and come up a winner every time. He 
was marvelous in that. I'm a little reserved about Kerouac because I think 
unfortunately his mother influenced him so much that it does come out in his 
writing. It prevented him from being much greater than he was. But I cer-
tainly don't want to take anything away from his reputation, he was a good 
man and a good writer. I think we tend to underplay the reader because we 
don't leave anything to his imagination at all, he's got to pick up on the key 
words, if there are key words, and fill in. I can sit down and try to describe 
you to somebody who's never seen you, I can't do it, I don't believe it can be 
done, maybe, maybe with time, but I can give a general impression. I can get 
certain valid points across, and my reader will get a fairly close picture of 
you, get you and the feeling or ambience surrounding you, so to speak. I 
think that that's what I aim for if I aim at anything, and I think that's enough. 
Otherwise I'm going to spend too much time describing you and by that time 
the atmosphere has changed. I once got so hung up on a story, I can't 
remember right now which one it was, but I wanted to catch everything, I 
wanted to catch the feeling, the moment, the air condition, the works. I just 
couldn't do it, it was crazy. One critic wasn't at all charmed by my writing, 
he thought that my writing should be listened to and not read. One other cri-
tic said that unfortunately I'm inarticulate, which I don't think I am, I really 
don't, I think that was a stupid comment. They object to my lack of 
knowledge about proper punctuation, and I can understand that a little. In 
the beginning I used hyphens which I prefer, but so many have beefed about 
that I did try to start using commas. Now I find that I'm not at all happy. So 
that kind of intimidated me, and I stopped doing anything with it except 
sticking in a comma here and there, then I find I haven't conveyed the tonal 
quality I wanted. If I do any more writing I'll go back to hyphens. There 
have been a lot of other comments, its obvious that I've missed the beat 
somewhere along the line. You know I'm never referred to as a writer, not 
by the critics. I'm the sort of spectre in the background, the street-person, 
the drug addict, the thief, the violater of you-name-it. And that's as far as 
they ever get. One or two have tried to qualify their remarks, but none of 
them, absolutely none of them are sympathetic to me as a writer. Which is 
perfectly all right, I'm not going to - maybe they're right, I don't know. I just 
don't think that [kind of criticism] is valid, writing is writing. True, I haven't 
followed a set pattern, principally because I don't know how, and I'm not 
sure I want to know how according to the way they present it. 
KJ: That's an interesting ring you're wearing. 
HH: Thank you, its a bloodstone, a friend of mine, the same person that took 
the photographs of Lewis, found the setting with no stone. I'm sure its a 
western silver setting. If you wiggle it in the light you '11 see the little flecks of 
so-called blood or red. Its very alive. 
KJ: Have you ever thought about geomancy, or the psychic properties asso-
ciated with stones? 
HH: I know that gemmologists have a whole history of what various stones 
have meant to different civilizations. Have you ever heard of a DORIE? Well, 
in India and in Nepal up in the temples almost every temple is Budhist, and 
in each temple there is a DORIE an object, either large or small, or maybe 
several of them, and these are constructed in such as way that supposedly 
they extract energy from the atmosphere, they're very interesting looking, 
they're sort of curved, and they fulfill an important part of the whole pro-
gram of the ritual. They're made of a metal of some sort. The one I was 
thinking of in particular at this point is one that's at the top of a mountain 
which is peppered with small temples and all of these temples make a big cir-
cle and in the centre of this circle is this gigantic DORIE which rests on a huge 
rock and it is really impressive, especially after one has climbed this moun-
tain to get up there to see it. Its the monkey temple and there 's herds of mon-
keys all over the place, flocks of them, I guess they don't travel in herds but 
they're all over the place, troops? Flocks? What are they? Herds of c~mels 
and tr?ops of. monkeys isn't it? The sceptre is of course the symbol of 
authonty, but if you look at the Tarot deck then you '11 see the card with the 
sceptres, s~me people refer to them as clubs, I'm sure you've seen them, 
they look hke war clubs. There's one country that has a tarot deck with 
sceptres, and they're staffs, those that I saw were bamboo with a few green 
leaves. on them. - but all of those things apparently carry some kind of 
psy~h1c for_ce with them. One can really become involved thinking about it. 
!ts mterestmg a.bout seers or tellers of fortunes. You know, every tribe has 
its shaman or witch doctor, or you name it. 
KJ: Do you ever .think of yourself within the same kind of social relationship 
that a shaman might have? 
HH: I try not to think of myself in relationship to anything at this point to be 
quite honest about it. I do think about the future of the world mankind in 
general, and I do have a lot of little pet theories about the future ~fthe world 
but I've never t~ought of.my writi~g as a kind of message to people in that 
sense. ~ woul.d hke to believe that m some of my stories I've succeeded in 
~resentmg thmgs as hone~tly as I know how without resorting to too much 
h,cens~. Its a hard, hard thmg to do by the way, because like everything else, 
I ve _discovered th3:t truth is very flexible, what may be bona-fide truth to 
you 1~ not necessanly be the. same thing to me, we each have our own per-
spective, we each approach 1t from our own standpoint. But I would like to 
feel that some ?f my stories at least have been presented in such a way. For 
exampl~, there s one story "~lvarez", that's rather horrifying, and its true, it 
dea!s ~1.th the. law~ or the P?hce, and th~ir relationship to prisoners, or peo-
pl~ mJa1l, the1r attitudes, without my gomg into all that. All I've done is just 
t~1ed .to tell a story, and ! hope that people will use their heads and their ima-
g1~ahons enough to reahze that that is a tragedy, that its a tragic thing, those 
th!ngs are not ~ecessary. I've ~iven up on all that though, because I really 
thmk_ that there s a for~e that dnves us anyway. Not pre-meditation as a con-
cept m t~e sense ~hat its all mapped out ahead of time, or that there's a nice 
pretty picture of it ~nywhere along the line, but whatever that thing is that 
~akes the world spm and the heavens and the whole universe. I think that it 
is ~o far beyond our conception that we couldn't even imagine i(, at this 
pomt. any~ay. When I was here last fall, there was a young man from 
McGill, he d come up to th~ gallery to see me, he'd heard about me, wanted 
to find out what ma~e me tick, _and he had a young anthropologist with him, 
and the anth~op?log1s~ was asking the questions. So he got into the business, 
an? asked; d1dn t I thmk that we faced nothing but annihilation the world is 
gomg to ?e blown up if these politicians don't stop. All of that I sort of 
agr;ed ~1th, I can't argue against it, I don't think there's any doubt that 
w~ re gomg t? get o~t of hand sometimes. But anyway, in thinking about it, I 
tned t~ explam t? him, that. I didn't feel that it matters, and all our worrying 
about it and talkmg about 1t, and prattling about it isn't going to change it 
muc~. And that it isn't a tragedy if we do go up that way, because whatever 
that 1s that. has kept thi.s whole thing going as we see it is not going to stop. 
And when it go~s its gomg to be shot out there into this great universe to join 
!he other en~rg1es ~nd ~orces. You know man is so hung up upon himself that 
its hard for him to 1magme that he isn't the most important atom or iota in the 
whole set- up. So ljust don't want to think about it in terms of fear and hor-
ror and so on. You know, I don't like the idea, I don't have any d;sire to be 
burned or gassed or anything else, but if that's what happens, its going to 
happen and t~ere's not a damn thing in the world I can do about it at this 
pomt. I do thmk that if we can get to the point where we're thinking - if we 
can get all our forces together simply - if we can do that - why not think 
about beauty and love and all the other things we believe are worth the 
effort, yo.u know what I'm saying? Its all so hard to reach everybody with a 
thought hke that because there's so many pro's and con's but I think the 
?est ma~ can do is live, and live as fully and in whatever wa~ he can. I think 
i!s certamly much better to live and to seek communication, and try to estab-
lish some understanding of ourselves in that way, in our relationship to each 
other than to ~oncentra!e our energies on new weapons and blah, blah, blah; 
that I agree with. I have no argument with that at all. But this is the way it is 
you know, like this instant. ' 
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INSTANT HOUSE 
By Vito Acconci 
Sculpture (mobile architectural unit), originally shown at The Kitchen in 
New York and La Biennale di Venezia . 
Self-erecting room, or house, activated by a swing. 
In the initial (unactivated) phase, four American flags - wall-size and 
attached to wooden frames, lie on the floor in a cross-shape around a central 
wooden framework: there are cuts in three of the flags (at this stage, as the 
flags lie undefined on the floor, the cuts are probably noticeable but not read-
able, they are seen simply as cuts without a function). 
In the middle of the central framework, in the middle of the flags, a swing 
hangs down from the ceiling (in the first installation, the swing was made of 
metal, like a conventional playground swing, in the second installation the 
swing was made of wood, like the framework of the other parts): the walls 
are connected by rope to a pully-system that holds the swing. 
When a person sits down on the swing, the swing descends to the floor, the 
flags rise up around the swing and become the walls of a room, a house: the 
cuts are definable now as door and windows ( or eyes and ears and mouth or 
nose); inside the house - the part available to the participant- the walls are 
the American flags that have been spread out on the floor; outside the house 
- the part available to the public - the walls are what had been the unseen 
underside of the American flags, the walls are Russian flags. 
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TYPEWRITER POMES 
by bill bissett 
images by bill bissett 
hold on to yr typwritr 
i was gett ing buggd by all th propaganda on tv 
evn tho the r ar s um gud p r ograms nan artist writr 
works a l one a lot so tv can b g r eat companee but 
televishyun el iminates neighbours 
ther wa s too much tirade uv t h frothing matreearks 
th gnashing patreearks mo ralitee nth macho gorillas 
n theyr petite wives for me to feel gud abt l iving 
bcoz thees ikons ar being relatid to how we shud vote 
or arm o ur se lvs against what isint like themselvs 
soi had th kaybu l disconnectid but it was still that 
moralistik powr trip heer they cum they dont like art 
o r l o v e o r f r endship or sex or nude bodeez or thinking 
n why is that thos can b avenus to independens what they 
reelee l ove is deth how can they how much dew they 
reelee know abt it they mite hate it n machines a r ok 
mach ines a r th best evreething e l s is suspisyus 
evn on domestik programming th moov to th ri te it sz 
govrnment o ugh t to have less powr l ess int r usyun into 
our lives on th othr hand we shud want to spend mor 
on defens to protect our freedom f r om sum govrnment involvment 
in our biznesses so we have less munee for edukaysyun n 
food n kleen air all thees attempts to split what usd 
to b calld th left censoring takes choices from peopul 
wch ar essenshul to growth n changing censoring also 
remoovs informaysyun abt th past p r esent possibul futurs 
n thrfor weekns dissent whethr we like it or not nowun 
has th rite to dew that to aneewun ths is ho~ th c athode 
ray seems to me s urntimes fingrs ar po inting at evreething 
n ca l ling it pornographik thrfor censorabul forget all 
th yeers it tuk to establish evn fair trials for l a wranc e 
miller forget evreething its th lenming cry agen for 
destruksyun at anee price tho thr we r still sum gud 
programs i enjoyd what wer the y 
soi sold th tel ev i shyun to th man upstairs who owes me 
a pay1. ent for it be came to th door n sd he cud int pay th 
rest bcoz it wa s brokn ok i sd i undrstand three daze latr 
i sa w him slurking into th elevator with a tv gu ide undr his 
s houldr ok i sd i undrstand but i c ud use th payment great 
he sd n went up tel vishyun hc1s e liminc1rid porch0.s 
evreethings on kaybul now its hardr for peopul 
to talk with each othr n opinyuns ar getting rigid 
agen probablee a lot uv peopul want war theyr fr 
sure spending for it as a relees for living with 
contradicksyuns so th kaybul companee insists i 
have a kaybul in my apartment evn tho i dont have a 
tv aneemor i say no pleez but they cum in whn ium 
out n put it in nits leeking i know its so 
long it goez undr th bed it duz leek wun time i 
was going up north but it came thru th kaybul that 
th frasr canyun was closd i woke up n phond grey 
hound nit was accurate th canyun had just closd 
anothr time i woke up sumthing terribul had happend 
in india i knew it i went outside met surnwun what 
happend i askd he sd indira bought it god i sd 
i knew it 
soi realize all th propaganda is still leeking into 
my life unavoidablee ium having to deflect thees demons 
thees klassikalee mid 1980's avoidans uv reel responses 
for equalitee not a superioritee race ovr battul uv th 
sexes or ideologee to get food to peopul not moralistik 
contradictoree kleeshays meenwhil all th valuabul programs 
ar getting cut rape releef sheltrs for batterd peopul 
welfare allowances old peopuls programs programs for th 
handeekappd ths was all predictid by writrs who will 
probablee soon b bannd 
ths is my storee as th kaybul is l eeking all ovr th 
apartment so iurn getting a tv agen i went almost 5 months 
without it its getting too hevee i figur i can hook th 
kaybul up to th televishyun n if i can manage to not turn 
it on maybe th tv will catch n stop all th leeking hold 
th informaysyun n propaganda inside th set thn iul nevr 
turn it on n itul all stay in ther wuns a week i can 
turn it on say n leev th apartment opn all th doors n 
windows so it dusint xplode from th data build up ths will 
probablee work bettr than th books uv knowledg iuv bin piling 
on top uv th kaybul end wher evreethings cumming out uv it 
ar contradicksyuns an unavoidabu l part uv life uv deth dew 
yu think ium spending too much time alone writing cao 
u find th conradicksyuns in ths pome 
canadian sasquatch sitid in nicaragua fighting against u.s. backd 
contras 
vietnam veterans ar hunting sasquatch north uv hope be itul b a 
great moovee ther wunt b wun sasquatch left aftr theyr thru its 
not eezee to know what to dew aftr a great war is ovr he sd gess 
iul go hunt sasquatch for a whil north uv hope mite make a great 
moovee now th wars gone gotta keep killing s umthing its fine for 
wuns who stay at domestik home t o sit n critizize u s aftr a ll we 
wer eithr following ordrs aneeway or dfending freedom or didint 
know what we wer dewing so vietnam veterans ar hunting sasquatch 
north uv hope be canada ths is veree trikee bush countree wun uv 
them sd sumtimes yu think yu see a sasquatch c leer as day nits 
onlee a huge shadow uv what or uv yrself yr seeing makes yu feel 
pretee silly but ther is a big risk bcoz what if thees sasquatch 
evr got organizd n bandid togethr what wud that dew to lawn ordr 
nth freedom wch we hold so deer in our societee but yu know soons 
yu got th gun raisd n aimd in th sites they jump UP into th air out 
uv all range if we cud dew that sted uv having to use helicoptrs n 
th poison gas we cud fr sure rid ourse lvs uv thos russkees n theyr 
totalitarian ways probablee we cud continu to kill th sasquatch nd 
operate on them n find out how they can jump out uv reech like that 
whats theyr secret n we cud modify our own evo lushyun to incorporate 
what they know it wud i think b veree successful meenwhil our ordrs 
ar just to shoot on site wev got quite a few tho they levitate aftr 
deth as well n we nevr have bin abul to captur wun bodee uv them ye t 
no yr ri t its bad ;:;o far for re serch n all ;iu t thers a lot l ess uv 
them in thees hills now that mite terrorize th local citizens n theyr 
homes n towns no thers bin no recordid insident uv that happning so 
far but peopul ar sumtirnes mi ssing n nevr seen or herd from agen n 
th unorganizd ternpr o r maybe evn frite uv th sasquatch wch is aftr all 
a giant beest thats th most likelee suspec t uv such awful crimes in 
thees parts who knows what kind uv intelligens they may have or what 
othr life forms that they may b answring to meenwhil vietnam veterans 
ar certainlee hunting sasquatch north uv ho pe be canada n ther fr 
sure is a g r eat moovee script in ther mayb e ther ar no sasquatch in 
nicaragua but wer mining aneeway shud th canadia n govrnmen t arm th 
sasquatch sumday a vietnam vet wud make a great hood ornament for th 
entrprizing sasquatch car s ar they being usd against th amrikan contras 
nvishyuning sum furthr allians with th lockness rnonstr that is th danqr 
uv making war aqainst ths covert specees anothr comme nt wa s what ar 
thees amrikan vet s d -wing killing sasqua tch in our countree nceway 




By Chris Twomey and Elliot Letko 
Bryon Gysin, the man who inspired William S. Burroughs, Brian Jones and 
countless other writers and musicians recently travelled to a major univer-
sity (which will remain un-named) to deliver a lecture. Not only did they 
mis-pronounce his na_me, they barely knew who he was. 
I was sitting beside an English writer who was well known, says Gysin. 
I'm sitting there and they can't even pronounce my name properly, they 
think its French, and this young writer pulls open this big package and pours 
it on the table in front of me - all these bits of clipped newspapers with arti-
cles about William and me, and some writings of his own, and he said I just 
want to tell you all I am not the author of my novel, Bryon Gysin is the 
author! 
Gysin, 70, laughs as he tells the revealing story on transatlantic tele-
phone from his home in Paris. Gysin's art and ideas have brought sever~! 
generations of writers and musicians in contact with the_ world of ~thmc 
music and with the exploration of language. But beyond bemg known m cult 
circles as the long-time friend of Burroughs, Gysin is unknown. 
In fact, says Gysin, he is still being blamed by publishers for making 
Burroughs writing less commercial than they had hoped it would be. They 
hoped for NAKED LUNCH, then SON OF NAKED LUNCH, and then 
GRANDSON OF NAKED LUNCH. They had hoped that William would 
churn out books like that, and the fact that he took this esoteric turn made 
them nervous, explains Gysin: 
The esoteric turn was Bysin's cut-up method which involved shearing 
completed texts and re-arranging them in random order. Gysin used the de~-
ice to inject some new forms into the process of writing, as had been done m 
the art world. It was a perfect device for Burroughs who had extracted 
NAKED LUNCH from a massive manuscrit in a broken old suitcase. Even-
tually, Burroughs culled three books from the manipulation of the materials 
on hand. 
Even today Gysin is still paying the price for his bold inventiveness. 
His latest book THE BEAT HOTEL, has been called too long and friends, 
including Burro'ughs, and publishers have called for massive changes in the 
novel which could bring him the wide-spread appreciation his many achieve-
ments deserve. 
Born in England, Gysin lived in the United States as a child, finished 
high school in Alberta, went back to the States where ?e ·worked _as _a 
designer on Broadway musicals before he moved to a self-imposed exile m 
Tangier and then his present home in Paris. 
His trip to Tangier was on the invitation of writer friend Paul Bowle~. 
While there Gysin heard some extraordinary music which would change his 
life. We heard some amazing music of some esoteric brotherhood who threw 
people into trances with their music, and we should have been sufficiently 
fascinated by that, but from another direction I heard an even more remark-
able music. I turned to Paul and said I want to hear that music for the rest of 
my life, Gysin recalls. 
These were the Master Musicians of Jajouka, pan-pipe players who 
lived in Tangier and conducted fertility rites dedicated to the god Pan. Gysin, 
meaning to stay part of the summer, spent the next 23 years in Tangier with 
them. 
To have the musicians on hand, and have them in my life, I opened a 
restaurant ~alled 1001 Nights which I eventually Lost. But I still have the 
musicians in my life to this very afternoon. Some of the children and 
grandchildren of those same musicians have been scattered all over Europe 
in order to work, and they no longer make music. But one of the places they 
still come together is here at my pad, says Gysin with a great deal of pride. 
Through Gysin, the rest of the world can hear the Pan-Pipers' music as 
well. His friend, Brian Jones of THE ROLING STONES had their music 
recorded and released on the Stone's own label. Jones was so affected by the 
music, that he wanted the Stones to use aspects of it, but his death ended any 
such interest. 
After living in Tangier, Gysin went to Paris and the Beat Hotel, where 
writers like Burroughs and Allen Ginsberg were engaged in a hotbed of 
activity. Gysin helped Burroughs write and assemble NAKED LUNCH, as 
well as making experimental films with director Anthony Balch. Even today, 
the films CUT-UP and TOWERS OPEN FIRE can shock audiences with 
their innovative uses of the cut-up technique, ethnic music and Gysin's art 
and ideas on the subversion of language. Years later, the hotel is the subject 
ofGysin's belated new novel. 
I use the hotel as a framework, but it's not a descriptive novel of what 
happened there, no. It's just that the hotel had sevenfl.oors and seven room_s 
on each, forty-nine in all, which is exactly the same set-up as the bardo m 
the TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD, the 49 states of transition of the 
liberation of the soul, he says. So it's really a sort of slightly hillarious but 
nevertheless a little bit of a grim joke, confusing the real hotel and a mysti-
cal one. So it's not at all an inside story of who did what to whom, etc. -
Besides his difficulty in selling his new book, Gysin has also met great 
resistance to the DREAM MACHINE, a device that induces a drug-free hal-
lucinatory state using light, which was made with mathematician Ian So~-
mervill~. He thought it would be the biggest home product since the televi-
---
sion, but as with most of his creations it went either under or over most 
people's heads. 
I went through every kind of humiliation that the business scene can 
provide, says Gysin wearily, I dealt with everybody! I even fell into the 
charming hands of a woman who had been able to put over the shmoo. Do 
you remember the shmoo? The shmoo was something everybody could eat, 
everybody could screw, everybody could live with, everybody wanted, which 
was put out in the LIL' ABNER comic strip. This lady made them in edible 
form and it swept Americafor six months. And she thought she could do this 
with the Dream Machine, but she couldn't. 
The DREAM MACHINE was made in a limited edition of rooo and is 
occassionally exhibited. Recently it was shown in a large show at the 
MUSEUM OF MODERN ART in Paris, called ELECTRA, on the theme of 
the meeting of electricity and art. But even here the DREAM MACHINE 
was considered too dangerous and the police asked for it to be removed to 
ensure the public's health. 
Even this exhibit couldn't rnake the DREAM MACHINE a star, jokes 
Gysin./ don't know why it never caught on, it should have, that's all. Every-
body should have a DREAM MACHINE, this very night by your bedside. 
Recently Gysin has been spending a lot of time making music. He has 
recorded with jazz musician Steve Lacy as .well as younger French punk 
musicians who have put his permutated poems like, JUNK IS NO GOOD 
BABY, to a hypnotic funky beat. A circle of orgy boys including Iggy Pop, 
David Bowie and The Stones all have mentioned him as an influence and 
visit his home in Paris. 
A special connection with British industrial music experimental 
groups, inspired by early Futurist noise music, such as THROBBING GRIS-
TLE and CABARET VOLTAIRE has developed. These groups have taken 
directly the cut-up method and applied it to their music and videos. I've had 
some influence on them, William in many more ways, _explains Gysin, and 
this is what is really new, a closer connection between young musicians and 
pertinent writers. 
Image by Marcia Resnick 
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GRAFFITI POEM 
By Irving Weiss 
Graffiti Po e m 
Visual Voice 8S 
Dug, dug, 
Jug, jug 1 
Good year and good luck! 
With chuck, chuck, chuck, chuck! 
Go, lovely rose- -
0 Rose, thou art sick'. 
Edmund Waller, "G o, Lovely Rose 
Blake, ' 'The Sick Rose 11 
One dies, alas, the li ving and the dead! Blake, " The Gates of Paradise" 
0 unseen shame, i nv isible disgrace I 
Green grow the rashes 0, 
Green grow the rashes 0, 
The lasses they hae ,vimble bores, 
The widows they ha e g ashes 0 
0 Iv1other, mother. ,vhere arn I now '? 
But Celia, Celia, Celia, Celia shits 
I am the poet of the body, and I am 
the poet of the scml 
Stevenson, 
Swiir 
''The Sick Chi ld " 
Whitman , " Son g of Myself" 
0 P la to! Plato! You have paved the way Byron, Don Juan 
0 Death, thou comesl when I had thee leas t Everyn1an 
in mind ! 
I an, Ulysses Laertiades 
Chastities sweet bowre 
Maidens to be, and voer coal! 
Let the mouse out of her hole! 
Honor to chivalry ! 
Chapman, The Odyssey 
Spenser, "Epilhalamion" 
Anonymous 
Men are made to mell with, boys are not to Shakespeare, All's Well That 
Ends Well, IV, iii, 214 
And now with a sanctify'd kiss Burns , The Merry Muses 
Let's kneel an d renew covenant: 
It's this --and it's this--and it's this- -
That se ttles the pride o' your cunt 
Tyger, ty ger, burning bright 
Let copulation thrive 
Her perfection is my wound 
Zero at the bone 
Nor churl nor silken gull 
Shall my maiden blossom pull 
Hold your tongue, a nd let me love 
Come, my Corinna, come 
Diaphenia, like th e ci affadownclilly, 
White as the sun, fair as the lilly, 
Heigh ho ! how I do love thee 
Ha,-ne, h a me, hame, hame, fain wad I be; 
0 hame, hame, hame, to my ain countrie ! 
Who will believe thee, Isabel ? 
Pandar us is named Troilus bawd 
I l ove thee not, Sabiniu s 
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Blake, "The Tyger" 
"Shak e sp e ar e, K ing Lear 
Donne, "The Canonization" 
Herrick, '' Cor in na' s Going A-
Maying " 
Henry Con s tab l e, '' Diaphenia" 
Allan Cunningham. " Harne, H' 
Harne '' 
Shakespeare, Measure for Me 
Skelton, "Phi lip Sparrow '' 
Jonson, ' 'To SabicliL1 s 1 • 
THE COMMUNIST 
MANIFESTO OR WOT 
WE WUKKERS WONT 
bi Chuck Marx un Freddie Engels 
redacted und traduced inteh dialect 
uv the west riding uv yorkshire bi 
steve mccaffery, a son of that shire. 
Transcribed in Calgary 25 November to 3 December 
1977 un dedicated to messoouhrs Robert Filliou und George Brecht ozz uhriginul 
ideeuh this iz eh reeulizayshun. 
Nah sithey, thuz eh booergy-mester botherin awl oer plaze - uhm its booergy-
mester eh comminism. Allt gaffers eh awl Ewrup 's gorawl churchified teh booitit aht: 
imint vatty unt king un ahl , unehjerry uneh frog unt groggy mothermekkers untjerry 
plain cloouz bobbiz. 
Nahn then , can ther tell me any oppehzishun ent been cawled uh kommy bi 
them thuts runnin shueh? Uh oppuhzishun thur ent chuckt middinfull aginst them uz 
int frunt un them uz int back un ahl? 
N ah thuz eh cuppul eh points ahm gooint chuck eht frum awl this eer stuffidge: 
Wun: thar deeuhulin wi uh reight propeh biggun in this eer komminizum. 
Too: its abaht bluddy time thu komminizum spooehk its om mind, un worrits 
ehbaht, un ed eh reight set-too wi ahl this yunguns stuff ehbaht booergy-mesters, wi 
eh bit eh steight tawkin onnits whoun. 
_Dn sooah, kommiz frum ahl oer plaze uv snugged it tup dahn in Lundun, un 
peowild shl thur book lumin tehgither un cum up wi this eer Manifestoh, units in uz 
whoun un int froggy untjerry unt eye-teye unt flemmy unt dayunish . 
I. GAFFERS UNT WUKKERS 
Werrits awl been abaht uz bin eh bashup wi gaffers unt wukkers such us mee un thee . 
Then wit brass un them uz nowt, them uz runnint show un them uz tekkint lip, 
themuz gorrit un themuz int, in eh word , them um uz, brokun bottlin wun unuther, un 
awlus evvin eh reight wollupin un skalpin un ivry time thuz eether eh new gang eh 
gaffers ur else eh reight bluddy mess for awluz concerned. 
Nah thur warrer time when awl this eer gaffer un wukker bizznuss wur reight 
complicated up wi ivribody upundahn on this eer kind ehsoshul laddur thing. 
It wuh like this in Roouhm ehfoor Mussuhleeni, unint Middul Ayguhz wi 
theeze eer fooduhl bossuz unt surfs eh summuht. 
Un even nah wiv still got theez kinds eh bash ups. Alm meeuhn thumpers eh 
diffrunt but thumpups ehjust ehbaht same. 
But nahdaze wive cottuhnd ontuh summuht a bit diffrunt units this: wi bluddy 
well noah whour wi bashin. Its them uz gaffers units uz ehz int. 
When blowks startud makkint brass abrooehd in Ehmerika un tahns like that 
wellt foodul sehciehty went forra burton. Doint biznuss with chinkiz unt dahkiz unt 
indiuhns kindeh oppund up things unt nokt ell aht eh them theer yoonium men int lik-
kul biznissuz. 
Un allt time thur wur moor un moor shoppers croppin up un thur wur wantin 
moor un moor things soouz thurd got teh bild moor faktriz unstart bildin faktriz int 
fust place. Un its becozeh them faktriz thut gaffers gorint act. 
Un thur warra lottunuz made eh pile eh brass , un thur wur nooah wukkin mens 
clubs then thannuz. Thats when chuffers started runnin, unt big boouts ont watter 
unt muck startud pilin uppurds. ' 
Sooah tha seeze thats weer big brass unt gaffers cum frum. 
Un wot the gorruz brass int pockits the gorruz pehlitikul pahr un ahl. Wenev-
~er:t ~aff ers uz got p~whu~ then thuv put booit int poowerur blowks un smashed up 
ivnthm un left uz lakies wi nowt. Thuv skimmd froth off topeh buppy un dun bluddy 
we~ nowt forrit. Thuv gorrel that brass for buckshee bisittin on thur arsuz ahl day 
whilst such uz uz gon slavin arahn int pits unt faktriz. Gaffers uv turned eh lotteh des-
sunt blowks inter nowt but laybruz unt left uz gaggin while thuv guzzled up ahlt 
larrup. 
Now tuh stop thumsenz deein gaffers uhv tuh keep on makking things new. 
Thuv got tuh be chaingin ivrithin ahlt bluddy time. Un thruahlus needin sum mug ooz 
goointeh buy ahl theyeh rammul. Soouh they heve tuh goo awl oert place un ahl 
ovveht wurld. 
Un worrahl this boils dahn to is this: ivrithins intehnashunul un thadunt evowt 
thuts theeoun ux eh cuntrymuhn. A meeuhn camt just ev tripe un cowl eel frum 
~onny, thaz gottuhrev bluddy yaks balls frum Afganistun eh sum such. Urreh pint eh 
b1tteh frumt beer-off? nooah, thatz gotteh rev largeh eh pilsneh un ahl them theer for-
rin brands. 
Tha seez, gaffers moov seh bluddy fast ivrithins intehnashnul befoor thacun 
seh Jack Robinson. 
Un them ahtside eht tahns ehv -ed tuh buckle undeh to them uz int. Gaffers huv 
bil! theez r~ight big tahns un braut in ahl them gormless gawps frumt bushuz unt 
twigs . Un bit saem accahnt gaffers uv made awlt forriners nuckle under sooah that 
ahlt brass unt buppy's gooin inteh pocktis un dahnt guzzuls uhv them few uz evvit 
ahl. Nah, ask thissen, is it propeh? 
Tha cun scarce find eh tree nah thut ent bin chopt up un uptipt inteh sum fur-
niss teh keeup chuffers runnin teh carry muck foht gaffers. 
Sooh tha seez: gaffers kem up aht ut ranks eh theez eer fooduls . But fooduls 
cuddunt keeup up wi ahr things wur makt, sooat gaffers startud takkin owld eh are 
things wur makt un the made eh reight propur circus onit awl. 
But sithi, wor happund teh foodul toffs iz appunin teh gaffers nah. Coz thuv bit-
ten off moor thun the cun chow. Un wots up iz reightly this: thuv ovvehshot thesenz; 
thuv makt too many bluddy faktriz un pits sooa much sooa thut the slittin the rooan 
throwits un guts un thur onny rooud eh andlin it iz teh find moor mugs teh sell teh un 
moor faktriz teh clozupp. 
Sooa the slittin thur ooan throwits un the bildin uz up better un better weeach 
slashing. 
The moor they groa the moor we do unawl. Nah lets ever dekko uht who we 
are. Wi just eh lumper rubbinrag in they eh minds. Wi' immuz turas andulz un oils 
'coggins. Wi gerrinuf teh eight, teh shittun guh teht lav un teh breeud. Thurardeh it 
gets the wussoffwe ahr. The dooin owt fer nowt un that dooin it foh them. 
Duster rimember eh time when thi granfatthur yooist teh wuk? Ed ed iz ooun 
place beside 'fire int cottidge. But such times uz gone forrer propeh burtn fer good. 
Nah ivribodiz got teh cum tut tahn unt wuk foht gaffers feh praktikly nowt. Wi 
bluddy slaves mate - teh gaffers un teh mehsheen. 
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Un the dooint same teht mississ un ahl. The dunt care ahrowld yur ahr. The put 
yunguns unt lassuz int faktriz un dahnt pits sloggin the boddiz te deeuth foh nowt but 
braes foh themmuz lahngin abaht dooin nowt. Un bit the duz um gets takkun frum 
thee bit next gaffer foht rent un foht fooid. 
It ahl startud wi eh bash up ehtween ehfewon uz. Tha nuz, sum int faktriz 
starud brekkin up mehsheenz un settin leet teht place. But the weh noosh orgun-
izayshun in them days un wi weh not reely feightint gaffers but feightin foht gaffers 
aginst themuz gaffers wontud teh bash. 
Nah it wur layter thut wi startud gerrint yooniuns tugether un startud makkin 
eh show on it, bottul throwin un heeud smashin unt likes eh that, wot no-ahls wur cal-
lint class struggle. 
When wi feight like that its not sommuch wot wi get forrit reight ehway uz 
furahr wi cotton on teh bringgin awl uz wukkers tehgether. An meeun teh seh, it 
stands teh sense thut wen thaz gorra reight deesunt transpurtayshun system which 
gaffers purrup , well then, it serves uzoon bennifit un ahl. Soouz wicun get 
tehgethurun orgunize pit top strikes un mekka sidayshun eht gaffers lawdinit awl 
ovveruz. 
Soouz wivvawk got classifide. Yonder mayor int tahn ahlz got teh lissen too uz 
nah, unt blowks int guvumunt un awl. 
Nah warrawl this duz is mak gaffers purrup the dawks agin thumsensz un ask 
fohrahr help in bashin eaarch uthur up. Un that maks uz pehlitikul un gizzuz tooils 
teh start feightin gaffers thumsenz. Uz well uz this, wi pickin up new mates uhlongt 
way un evntshully evunt gaffers staht cummin ovver too uz . 
Ah meen teh seh, yer cahnt beet istry can yeh? So finaully uz uz wukkers uv 
gorra chance. Its inevitubble: gaffers made us wot we ahr unt gaffers eh gooin teh 
gerrit frum uz. 
Worriver that duz doosh thooeh, dunt get muckled up wi' lickle shopkeeupper 
unt little whoumuz. Coz the not reely wukkers like thee un me but therinnit feh the 
senz un the dunt wont neh change ut ahl but wont teh keeup there lickul comer eht 
markit. 
Es for uz, wiv got nowt sept mississ un too many kids. Un its just like this in 
Germunny un Amerrykeh un France un ahl. Them uz went uppards tried teh keeup 
uz gooin dahnards un nah wiv it rock bottum thuz nowt uv uz ooun teh feight foh 
except teh guz uppards ageeun. Un bi reights this uz got tehrappun coz wirra lot big-
gur thun they ahr. 
Int past sehsighertiz bin based on them uz ez aginst them uz dunt. Up teh press 
thuv mannidged awlreight bi this. But gaffers tehday eh pushin uz lower un lower to 
eh point weer wiv got less thun even nowt. Sooah ahr can tha goo on? Wot ~uv dun 
iz teh cut thurooan throwits. Thev been uz daft uz bluddy pit-props. Un thuz nowt 
the can doo abaht it. 
IL WUKKERS UNT COMMONISTS 
Nahr ahrz eh wukker like eh commonist? I ask yeh. Well, fo wun thing, com-
monists eh wit wukkers ahl way. Wot they want iz wot we wukkers wont. If wi wont 
eh sidayshun they dooun ahl. The dunt av therooun gafferdom. The juss like uz. Wo 
setsum ehpahrt frumt eht wukkers iz: 
1: Eht whooum un ehbrooud the let thi noosh juss worrit iz tha wants, wethur 
tharra tyke orra cockney orra forriner. 
2: Durin ivri part eht bash up wit gaffers the rawlus on they side un stickin up 
foh thee. 
Commonist that seez eh miles ehred en rivri wun els int wukkin class. Tha nuz 
worra meeuhn, the rawless aht theer int frunt unt furst teh cap neb gaffers. But 
besides evvin awk this ear brawn thuv gorra lot eh brain un ahl. Ah meeun, the nooah 
worrits awl ehbaht. 
Wot Commiz wont is wot we wukkers wont: the wont teh mak uz moor mus-
sully; the wont teh get riddert gaffers un the wont teh tak oer guvunmunt. 
Nah the mite ask thissen - weer the get the brains frum un thad ask reightly 
sooah. Weel the not just maarth spahtin uther blowks i dee uz, wot the reely dooin is 
corkin forms wukkers. 
Then uz oouns arzuz unt faktriz keeups on changin. Istorickly like, thuz sumdy 
ahluss uptippin shooa un takkin uther peepulz things thut bi reight belong teh them. 
Wot commiz us uz eh gooin teh doo is tak ovvur ahl that propurty frumt gaffers un 
mak it awl belong teh ivryboddy. 
Nah thuz sum uz beeun complayenin thut wot commies ehz dooin iz stoppin thi 
frum evvin thi ~oun place. Nah that complayunts eh loo ud eh owd codzwallup forra 
stah~. Coz evvm this ooun place tway thut gaffers hev theirs reight nah iz based on 
takkm such u.z theee un me forreh reight ride. Wot the doo iz get the places ut ahr 
expense un wi get nowt. Its nowt burra big bluddy fiddul. 
It wuks like this: wen that runz faktriz thaz gorra cart looud eh soshul power un 
thats wot gaffers hez un thatz wo weer gooin teh get fohruzzsenz - un ah meeun for 
awlonuz. 
Nah tak brass. 
Wot wi gerruz tak ooum pay is nowt but rock bottum The gi thijust enuff soouz 
th:t woant dee un soouz tha can keep on makkin moor brass for them. Un this is wot 
w1 wont teh get ridder. Ahl wi wont iz a deesunt slice uht tripe foht poor wukkers. 
!ha seez gaffers live wot beent cas lawds it ovver wots case nah; the way we 
komm1z wots case nab lawds it ovveh wots beant case. Int gaffers way eh life them 
thut maks brass dunt keeup it but gerrer reight diddlin. 
Nah thats wot wi wont teh change. Un omy be reights un ahl. Teh purrit fair un 
square: lets get riddert bluddy gaffers. 
Nah wot duz tha meeun bi freedum? Well uz things iz nahr undert gaffers it 
meeuns freedum terrev uthers wurk fohthi, freedum teh twist un cheight un fiddul un 
freedum teh mak uthers poor. Soo uz omy freedum thut commiz iz takkin away ist 
freedum teh cheight utherz aht eh wots theres bi reights. 
The reight sluffund bi uz commiz wantin teh doo ahway wi evvin this ooan 
place.ahnt tha? Burrits gorrnluss teh think that way, un meeun, uz it stands that eamt 
ev this ooan ooum unless tha wun eht gaffers. Sooah why complain? Bi privut pro-
purty tha reeully meeuns gaffers propurty dunt ter? Un all tell thi streight thurrits 
gaffers thut wi wont teh get ridder. 
Tomy thing thut commonizum stops is takkin tuther blowks forrer diddul. 
~ah thuz su~ uz sez thut gerrin riddert gaffers way ul end up wi ivriboddy 
lahmgm abaht doom nowt. Well thuz neether meight nur micklin in that wun. Ah 
meeu~ teh se~ th~ts wot bluddy gaffers uz been dooin since dazer Adum. Seh stop 
cummm on w1 this eer gaffer tawk ahltime ehbaht lesser freedum yeh bluddy two 
faced buggers. 
. Thuz eh lotteh chirrupin un ahl abaht gerrin riddert family un thuv creeated eh 
re1ght puther abaht that. An meen ter seh, wet soort uv eh famly ev wukkers got any-
way? Yunguns ev teh gooan dahnt pits just like the fahtthurz unt granfahtthurz. Unt 
mutthers eh reether cartint muck ont pit top urelse evvin teh sell thussenz toot 
landlawd forra quick poouk betweent legs. Duster cawl tharrer famly? 
Un ejercayshun? Tomy thing gaffers doo iz edjercate ther ooan kind while such 
uz uz eh shooan ahr teh carve eh pitprop eh brekkuz backs carryin eh tun eh coil. 
But wots appund befoour teh them befoourt gaffers iz gooin teh appun teht 
gaffers thesenz. Un therez nowt the can doo abaht it. Un thal nivver seeah likes eh 
th~em ageeun. Went commiz tak ovver its ahl goin teh be contawled be uz. That way 
will.staht makkin moor un moor fohr uzsenz. Burrits gooin teh bi tuff uht furst, units 
goom teh meeun gerrin inside weert gaffers ehr oiled up un sumow gerrin ridder um. 
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Nahr in mooist cuntriz this is ahr will do it: 
1. Purrer stop teh them landlawdin it ovver uz. 
2. Tak munny frum thez us ez it. 
3. Purrer stop teh them uz gets munny from them uz deeud . 
4. Them uz woo eh forrinuz bur uv cum ovver eer un them uz dooant wont teh tow 
line ul get nowt. 
5. Oppun up eh bank run bit wukkers. 
6. Let wukkers runt chuffers unt bussers unt airy playuns. 
7. Bild moor faktriz un oppun up moor pits run bit wukkers. 
8. Let them uz can wurk wurk un them uz camt try teh get better soouz the can. In 
uther wurds lets awl muck in ut wunce. 
9. Them wukkin int feeulds un them uz wuks int faktriz un dahnt pits shud get ter-
getheh un spred it aht eh bit better sooaz thuz enuff dahn pits teh keeup pits gooin un 
thuz enuff int feeulds ter keeup crops cummin up . 
IO . Buckshee teertchin forruz junguns. Purrer stop teht yunguns wukkin dahnt pits 
un int faktriz , un teeurch em ahrter wuk wen the grow wup. 
Went time cums wen wukkers er incharge er it awl then pollyticks ull disserpeer. Coz 
pollyticks iz omy theeur becoz thaz got ter feight , un went feightins ovvur unt gaffers 
uv tuck eh runninjump int cut then therl bi nowt teh feight abaht. 
Wot will ev uz such time cums iz thee dooin it foh thissen un foh thi wukmates . 
Ill. BUKS BAHT SOSHULIZUM UN BUKS BAHT COMMONIZUM 
1 . Gaffer Type Soshulizum 
a. Foodul Soshulizum 
The warra time wen allt upper cruss unt kings un queens stahtud scribblin ginst 
gaffers. This wah foort gaffers reely wot gaffers . Rahndahbaht 1830 ther ed eh reight 
perlarver ovvur theer in France unt same thing eer in Brittun. Upper cross reely got 
booit purrin um ut that time sooaz ivriboddy stahtud battlin wi buks un ritin lettuz un 
such. Abaht this timet upper cruss , oo ud beeun takkun ovver bit gaffers , stahtud 
rightin theez songs thut tuk nicky aht ert gaffers un wahmed em eh wot wur cummin 
up. This wur went upper cruss tried teh sidle ooeh tut wukkers but wukkers wud ev 
nowt errit. N ah theez upper crusses wur wot wer nooan uz fooduls un the critisizum 
nivver got beyond just singin songs un takkint micky. 
2. Little Gaffer Type Soshulizum 
It wur not just upper crusses thut gaffers made eh reight mess un, bur the wur 
uthers unahl. Un the wur sum uz wer not reely wukkers like mee un thee but bisome 
ehcahnt wur not gaffers like them. The weh sooah ter little gaffers un ther oppund up 
shops un bort un sowlt things . Nah theez little gaffers tried teh slit eeuch utherz 
throwits sooah thut sum erum ud goo uppurds unt tutherz ud goodahnurds. Them uz 
stud int middle wurt little gaffers like this eeur Sismondi blowk. Nahr ee wurrer brite 
lad un ee knew eh lot wot wur appunin, ehspeshly int pits unt mills. Ee started aht 
abaht ahr unfair itwer un ahr ivriboddy weh gooin ehrahnd slittin eeuch utherz 
throits . Burri wont reely foht wukkers , ee wuh moor fohr hissen un ahr things yooist 
teh bi un ee endud up looizin face un lookin like eh reel duck egg. 
b. Jerry, oah Proper Soshulizum 
Nah the worrer lotter jerry eggeeuds thut took owd er wot frog wur sayin abaht 
bashin up gaffers. But things in Germuny wer reight diffrunt frum things in France. 
Soouz worappund wer this: Jerry eggeeuds pinched er lotter theez French ideuz bur-
rit wer neether meight ner micklin thut the did sooa. Ah meeun, the racted just like 
little skooil kids. 
But the wur sum uz cawld Prushuns uz took it or bit moor seriously un the stud 
up aginst them uz wot runnin shoos. Theez Proper Soshulists uz the wer cawld wer bi 
reights little gaffers un the sooin endud up wavin the rooan flag. The stahted sayin 
thut Jerriz wert best ut ivrithin un shud, bi reights , bit top dog unt cockert class. 
2 . Toory, ooah Gaffer Soshulizm 
Thuz eh bunch ert gaffers woo wonter upoluhgize bur omy ter mak shure 
nubdy kicks em aht wit booit. 
Them uz noouz abaht ahrt system wuks, un them uz sez the care abaht wukk-
ers , un woo sez the wanter diuz eh better deeul , like this French blowk nom uz Proo-
don. 
Wot theez gaffersoshulists wont iz best eh boouth worlds. The dunt wont ter 
muck up shooe but the doo wont ter mak sur thut wukkers dooant kick upper bother. 
Wot the reely wont iz gaffers weeaht wukkers. 
Eh bit diffrunt ter this iz them gaffers uz tryter prove thus wot wukkers wont 
reely iz moor buppy, better clooaz, bigger tellies un thicker carpits. Wot the wont, in 
fact , iz ter gee uz wukkers a little bit moor er eh bigger pie. But the still wont ter cot-
ton oiled eh faktriz unt mills unt pits. 
The wont ter do foruz but the wont ter lerruz ev nowt. 
3. Nooin-ahr-it-shud-be Soshulizum un Commonizum 
N aht Commiz wert fusst ter see wukkers uz beein mooist badly off er ivri-
boddy. But them blowks just befoort commiz wantid ter mak things betteh fer ivri-
boddy not juss wukkers , sooah the mist point eh wot bash up werawl ehbaht. The 
didnut like thorter takkin up pick andles un brokun bottuls un evvin it aht ont 
streeuts. The wantud it awl toowappun weeaht eh feight makking things better wi eh 
smidgin eer un eh smidgin theeur. 
Nah this inter purrum dahn compleetly, ah meeun, the saw eh looter wot wer 
wrong, un the put spanner int wuks er eh lottert gaffes ideuz. The wantud teh get 
blowks in frum feeulds intert tahns un even things aht eh bit; the wantud ter scatter 
ah_t brass eh bit _moor fairly; cut back power eh bobbiz unt guvumunt, un ahl teez 
thmgs werahl re1ght. But the seez, it wer awl ed stuff un the red nooah brawn abaht 
uhm, ah meeun, the ~idunt wanter get the dawks mucked up in any reel set too, 
nooah, the wer moor hke onlukkerz, like bluddy egged fairiz oo ud nivver mix it up 
un mawl it arahnd eh bit. Sooah the wont mush use to uz. 
IV. UZ UZ IZ COMMIZ AGAINST THEM UZ INT. 
. . Nah ~ommiz ev intrests ut wukkers ut art booath nah un unt fewture. The may 
side it up w1 uther groups if that helps uhm, ah meean, thuv dun this in France un 
Germany un Switzerland un Poorland. But the nivver forgot oo the wer reely feightin 
fob. Nahr~aze ivvridoddyz lookin tords Germuny uz thats weer its awl gooin ter 
staht un w1 shud awl back up uz mates theer. Un wi dunt iddy wot wi feel un think 
co_ss wot wir~ter i_zzer reel sidayshun er awl this gaffer rammle. Un wi cun omy duh 
this we eh re1ght big bash up. Gaffers eh nockin ut kneez ut thort eh that wun. Woaah 
wi stickin up uz dawks ter gee uhm eh reight good lickin. Wiv nowt teh looiz burruz 
ancuffs un thuv gorrawlt bluddy world ter win. 
SOOAH BUCKLE UP LADS UN SET TO, WEERIVER YERAHR! 
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SHADY BUSINESS 
By Negovan Rajic 
Translated by David Lobdell 




I am writing these words from the beyond - without the slightest illu-
sion. Those who pride themselves on being "well-read" will say: "Ah! 
another account from beyond the grave. " In their cynical indifference , they 
will pay little or no attention to my words. The naive , the credulous , all 
those who are still able to dream, will be surprised, meanwhile , to learn that 
it is possible to transmit a manuscript from the kingdom of darkness to the 
kingdom of light. But they, too, will run the risk of overlooking the e ssential 
fact: the manner in which, at the age of 42 , I most imprudently and unpro-
ductively (and much too soon to suit my taste) left this world , just when for-
tune was beginning to smile on me. But I have no intention of bewailing my 
fate. Who could possibly be interested in the fate of a dead man? 
Still, I cannot pass over in silence the strange disappearing act staged 
at the Petit Theatre last October, a performance that was looked upon by 
some as a simple illusionist' s number. But take my word for it: the diabolical 
machine, of which I alas! was the inventor, is still functioning perfectly. 
You must know the Petit Theatre, located in the old part of the city, 
near the ramparts , overlooking the river? From the outside, it isn't much to 
look at, just an old grey stone building standing amongst a cluster of similar 
structures , part of an old school. But, inside , the theatre is a small jewel, 
with its gilded stucco , its chaste nymphs and its crystal chandeliers . This 
atmosphere of discreet charm is very misleading, however, for an atrocious 
end awaits all those who set foot on its stage. 
In the .world of the living, the only person aware of the existence of the 
diabolical machine inside the Petit Theatre is Professor Abimov, an illusion-
ist and conjuror of international renown. But I doubt that he has ever 
breathed a word of it to anyone. In fact , I suspect him of keeping deli-
berately silent on the subject in the secret hope of seeing the machine 
activated once again. 
It is for this reason that I have decided to relate the circumstances that 
led to my being precipitated so prematurely into the kingdom of shadows. 
The idea of constructing that diabolical machine came to me quite 
unexpectedly during the inaugural speech of the twentieth national conven-
tion of the Association of Illusionists and Conjurors, an association of which 
I am an active member. The convention was being held in the auditorium of 
the Petit Theatre. I was seated on the parterre, on the third floor, in the third 
seat from the left. On my right sat Professor Abimov, sketching a design on 
the back of his programme. I glanced at the drawing from time to time; it 
bore a vague resemblance to the wall of an ancient temple, a buttress of 
large, polished stones. But I know that if I had asked him if that's what it 
was, he would have replied, "It has nothing to do with stones!" It was 10:30 
a.m. On the stage, the members of the executive sat around a large table, 
conferring in hushed voices, awaiting the arrival of our president. A lectern 
stood at the front of the stage. 
Our president is a curious character: never short on ideas, always alert, 
a mop of unruly white hair encircling his polished face. You might almost 
expect to see him leap at any moment from a bag of tricks. While some 
honour him as a genius in the field of conjuring and illusion-making, his 
detractors see him as a charlatan, a man who in a lifetime of conjuring has 
not staged a single number worthy of the name of genius. But I wonder if 
they aren't mistaken in this regard, for isn't it possible that his genius lies 
precisely in his ability to create the illusion that he is a great illusionist, while 
remaining in fact a conjuror of the most mediocre order? The same 
phenomenon may be observed amongst certain writers , who are also illu-
sionists in a sense. In the verve of their youth, they forge a few verses that 
meet with critical renown , then they spend the remainder of their lives nur-
turing the illusion of their genius, they end up becoming national glories. In 
this alone lies their genius. 
The president finally arrived, distributing smiles to left and right. Step-
ping swiftly down the aisle, he climbed to the stage and took his place behind 
the lectern, then raised his arms in the air to call for silence, his mouth open 
wide as if he were gasping for breath. Little by little, the hubbub in the hall 
died down. 
"Ladies and gentlemen, colleagues and friends, I should like to begin 
by conveying the regrets of the Minister of Arts and Sciences for not being 
with us this morning. But he has assured me that he will join us without fail 
this evening, at the banquet. 
"We all know, ladies and gentlemen, that it is the fashion these days to 
denounce conventions: they are redundant, sterile, unproductive .. . . But I 
don't have to remind you of the major role played by conjurors and illusion-
ists in our society, whose welfare would be gravely endangered without their 
invigorating presence. I do not believe I exaggerate, therefore, when I say 
that our convention is not just another convention ... there are conventions 
and there are conventions .... " 
At that moment there was born in my brain, with an electrifying 
abruptness, an idea that might surely qualify for the epithet "bri~liant." A 
moment before, my mind had been a complete blank. I was attemptmg, more 
or less successfully, to suppress a yawn, only vaguely a~used by t~e ~pecta-
cle of the speaker fidgeting about behind his lectern hke a devil_ m holy 
water, while, at my side, Professor Abimov, indifferent to ev~ryt.hmg, was 
tirelessly adding new stones to his ancient temple, when a blmdi_ng ray ?f 
light suddenly flashed through my brain and allowed me t? ghmpse, m 
minute detail, the blueprint of a machine designed to cause the mstantaneou.s 
disappearance of any fastidious speaker taking undue advantage of the pati-
ence of his audience. 
The principle of this salutary, diabolical machine? Nothing mo.re si1:11-
ple ! A trap-door opening beneath the feet of t~e speaker and ~wallo~mg h~m 
up, along with his lectern and his notes and his glasses! And , m keepmg with 
the most recent advances in technology , the trap-door would be operated by 
a remote-control switch. As long as the current continued to pass through 
the coil the trap-door would remain closed ; but the moment the current was 
cut . . .' well , you can imagine the rest. A hidden circuit bre~ker ~ould be 
installed beneath the armrest of a chair, perhaps the very one m which I was 
seated, allowing the operator to control the contraption from a di~tance. 
While I was scribbling notes on the back of my programme , pu~ting the 
finishing touches to my ingenious machine, our president continued to 
deliver his opening remarks: 
"There is every reason to be grateful, ladies and gentlemen, to th<;>se 
who , even now, are conscientiously applying themselves to the preparation 
of new illusions , ever ready to respond to the urgent 1:1-eed for the excha~ge 
of ideas and illusions - and what, I may ask, is the difference? - prepanng 
the way for the practical application of even the most apparently farfetched 
theories , so important from the point of view of. .. . " 
In my mind, I pressed the little button located be~e~th the arm~es! of 
my chair, and the distinguished president of the As~ociatlon of Illus1omsts 
and Conjurors went tumbling through the trap-door , in one hand the notes of 
his inaugural address, in the other the glasses with which he didn't cease 
fiddling , placing them at one moment on his nose , then removing them the 
next to gaze triumphantly over the room. "Ah! you old goat," I thought, 
"you '11 stop swaggering when you find yourself plunging through the trap-
door!" And I smiled, as if captivated by the president's remarks. 
For the moment, however , all these images were no more than the pro-
duct of my over-excited imagination. The man went on talking as imperturb-
ably as ever, while the stacks of pages at his side diminished with a 
desperate slowness. Meanwhile , at the back of the room, there could be 
heard faint clinking sounds , where the waiters were setting out the bottles of 
wine and glasses for the reception to follow. . 
"The fact is , ladies and gentlemen, that we cannot entertain too many 
illusions about the significance of our work as illusionists and conjurors. 
This afternoon, in the workshops , and tomorrow morning during the general 
assembly , we shall have an opportunity to consider in greater d~p~h ques-
tions that are of the utmost importance to the future of conJunng and 
illusion-making. I have no doubt that these discussions will be conducted at 
a high level of competence, and I assure you of my complete .... " 
But what on earth would one do with the speaker who had fallen 
through the trap-door? The first solution that came to mind was to stage a 
summary execution. But that would leave me with a corpse on my hands. 
Clearly, that was not the answer. Of course, I could simply let him escap~. 
But that also posed certain risks. In the event that the fall hadn't resulted m 
any serious injury, he would simply leap to his feet, dust himself off and 
climb back to the stage. In his irritation at having fallen through the trap-
door, he might even prolong his discourse. In the end, there was only one 
solution: a sulphuric acid bath located directly beneath the trap-door. 
Nothing better than acid to pick an illusionist clean! And that, too, 
would resolve the problem of the corpse . All one would have to do is leave 
the body in the acid bath for 24 hours, then empty the vat. 
But what would be the reaction to the sudden disappearance of a 
president addressing the assembled delegates at a convention ?f illusionists 
and conjurors? Very likely , the event would be looked upon with more than 
a small degree of amusement. It would be seen as the latest, most dazzling 
demonstration of the president's conjuring skills and would be roundly 
applauded. The hall would resound with cheers. There would be c~es of 
"Encore! Encore!" - cries that would not be answered. And even if they 
thought it was only a trick , there is no doubt the delegates would be 
delighted to see one of their number fall into a trap. 
In theory, my machine functioned without a hitch. Its realization ~as 
only a question of will coupled with a touch of madness - without which, 
need I say, the work of an illusionist would be nothing. 
Meanwhile, the inaugural address was winding down: 
"In closing, ladies and gentlemen, I should like simply to say that I 
have the highest expectations of your discussions, whose repercussions, I 
am certain, will be felt for some time to come. 
"I thank you for having responded to our appeal in such large numbers. 
The visitors in our midst, who will follow your discussions first-hand, as well 
as all those beyond these walls who will follow them in the media, are look-
ing to you for guidance. No one in this country will remain indifferent to 
your comments, whose effect will be felt far and wide. 
"I am sure there is no need for me to wish you god speed, so I shall 
confine myself to declaring the twentieth national convention of illusionists 
and conjurors officially open!" 
A wave of applause followed these words. But apparently the president 
had not yet finished: "Ladies and gentlemen . .. ladies and gentlemen · · · 
one moment, please ... refreshments will be served . .. after the w~rks~op 
sessions .. . . " But no one was listening. The delegates were mo_vmg m a 
mass toward the lobby of the theatre, where the s~unds o_f poppmg corks 
reached our ears and where the sparkling, well-chilled wme was already 
being poured into long-stemmed glasses. 
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As I was getting to my feet, Professor Abimov emerged from his 
apparent lethargy. 
"Not a bad invention, that." 
"What invention?" 
"Come now, don't play innocent. Instead of listening to the president's 
remarks, you were drawing up plans for a diabolical machine designed to do 
away with the man. It has all the makings of a most successful act. I only 
wonder if you 're capable of carrying it out. " 
"Well . . . you know ," I stammered, "it ... does present certain 
difficulties. For example , how would I ever manage to transport the vat and 
all the rest of the equipment beneath the stage?" 
By now, we were at the bar. Professor Abimov took a sip of his wine. 
For a moment, his gaze was lost in the distance , as if he were contemplating 
the quality of his champagne , then he said in an ironic tone: 
"That' s what we always say when we lack the courage of our convic-
tions ." 
"But if you find my invention so interesting , why don 't you help me 
carry it out?" 
"Oh, hang on now! I didn 't say I wanted to get mixed up in your little 
intrigue!" But, having swallowed the contents of his glass, his eyes assumed 
a strange glow and he said to me: "Listen, I just might be willing to give you 
a hand transporting the vat and the other apparatus . For the rest, you 'll have 
to manage on your own, understood?" 
A great collector of novelties , Professor Abimov could hardly refuse to 
lend me a hand in my most recent enterprise , however strange it might seem 
to him; but, in agreeing to help me, he found himself with his back to the 
wall. So what began as no more than a farfetched idea had begun already to 
take shape. So it is with man - in order not to lose face , he is sometimes 
ready to risk his neck. 
I was already on my way to the door. If I wanted everything to be in 
place by tomorrow morning in time for the general assembly , I didn't have a 
moment to lose. And I feared the professor might launch into one of his 
interminable lyrical flights. 
Fortunately, I was aided in my little scheme by chance and cir-
cumstance. It was by a stroke of pure luck that the convention was being 
held in a theatre whose stage was equipped with a trap-door; otherwise, the 
whole thing would have been quite out of the question. Then, sporting an old 
cap, I found it a simple matter to enter and leave the theatre by way of the 
artists' entry. Each time the old, ruddy-faced caretaker greeted me with an 
amiable smile, I rejoiced: I, too, belonged to the world of the theatre and illu-
sion. When Professor Abimov and I passed before his quarters, gasping 
beneath the weight of an old bathtub we'd unearthed in a second-hand store, 
he inquired ofus: 
"What play is that for?" 
"The Death of Marat," we replied simultaneously. 
When he saw us pass with a number of wicker-covered jugs filled with 
sulphuric acid, he gave us a smile of complicity. I never knew why. 
Night had long since settled over the city when the professor took his 
leave of me, wishing me a good time. Suddenly, I found myself alone on the 
stage. The hall, dimly lit by the small red bulbs located above the doors, 
resembled an immense cavern lying deep beneath the surface of the sea. A 
sort of drunken euphoria took hold of me. I wanted to shout, to yell, to hear 
my voice echo beneath the high vault. But I was afraid to disturb the air, to 
awaken the ghosts of all the actors and spectators who had ever laughed, 
wept and strutted about on that stage and in that hall. For I was not alone. 
They were all there, dressed to the nines. I could distinctly hear the rustling 
of satin gowns. And I could see the glitter of opera glasses raised to study the 
painted face of an actor. 
I had to make a great effort to rid myself of all those phantoms. If I 
wanted everything to be ready by dawn, I had no time to lose. At the 
moment I set to work installing the machinery, the delegates were sitting 
down to dinner in the large banquet hall of the Hotel du Chateau, only a 
stone's throw away on th~ hill. I had a great deal to do: centre the tub 
beneath the trap-door, install the bolt, run a wire from the generator to the 
trap-door and another from the trap-door to the button installed beneath the 
armrest of the chair I had occupied that morning. This final operation proved 
a very delicate one, for it was necessary to conceal the wire in such a way as 
not to arouse the suspicions of some over-curious delegate. 
When everything was completed , I decided to test the mechanism by 
placing a chair on top of the trap-door. I switched on the footlights and 
mstalled myself in my seat. The single chair sitting in the centre of the stage 
put me in mind of the set for an avant-garde play. I held my breath and 
pressed the button. The chair disappeared instantaneously , followed by a 
dull thud deep beneath the stage. The machine functioned beautifully! All 
that remained to be done was fill the tub with the yellow, sticky, corrosive 
acid. 
It was three a.m. when I finally replaced the lectern above the trap-
door. Only then did I allow myself a moment's rest. Standing before the high 
windows in the lobby, I contemplated the lights of the sleeping city. The 
beam of a giant spotlight swept over the low-flying clouds. The remainder of 
the night I spent sleeping in a loge on the ground floor . 
Does the perfect crime exist? Some assassins go to great lengths to 
prove that it does, forgetting that the works of man can never be perfect, 
whether motivated by good or evil. There is always a hitch somewhere. Sub-
sequent events were to bring this truth home to me. 
The general assembly was scheduled to begin at 9:30. But, as usual, the 
president kept us waiting. The hall was filled with the din of impatient 
yoices. Finally, the man arrived, stepping smartly down the aisle, distribut-
mg saccharine smiles to left and to right. He climbed directly to the stage, 
but ignored the lectern and removed no papers from his pocket. Walking to 
and fro - like the pendulum of a giant clock - he improvised, speaking in a 
much more relaxed style than on the previous day. I had the impression he 
was deliberately avoiding the trap-door. But why? I paid no attention to his 
words. I kept my hand on the button, following his every move; but it was 
almost as if he had divined my intentions and were actually defying me, 
approaching the trap-door only to veer away at the last moment and resume 
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his pacing along the apron of the stage, with his perpetual air of self-
satisfaction. At one moment, I had the impression he was looking straight at 
me and smiling. Did he know something? It occurred to me that I had been 
betrayed. But by whom? Professor Abimov couldn't be an informer. The 
caretaker? But he had given every impression of believing us. I was about to 
rise and leave the room when I distinctly heard the president pronounce my 
name. So! I had been unmasked. I tried to get up, to beat a hasty retreat, but 
I felt as if I were nailed to my chair. Another surprise awaited me. The 
president was smiling at me, sympathetic faces were turned my way, and 
there was a smattering of applause. Was it possible? I was not being 
accused, I was being congratulated. But for what? The prize? What prize? 
First prize in the national competition of conjuring and illusion-making. It 
was all so long ago, I'd completely forgotten. I couldn't believe it! Such a 
great distinction for such a little illusionist! But I had to face the facts: I was 
the winner of a competition I had thought long since consigned to oblivion. 
I forgot everything, the machine, the night spent in the theatre inha-
bited with phantoms - everything! As in a dream I listened to the president 
sing my praises: "You have a natural predilection for the illusory, the fantas-
tic. Your imagination transports you instinctively to the uncertain frontiers 
separating the real from the imaginary. Your performances reveal a distinct 
propensity for the ambiguity which keeps the spectator perched on the edge 
of his seat, wondering whether it is life that is the illusion or the illusion that 
is life .... " 
At that moment, something very strange occurred. A sensation of 
well-being had spread throughout my entire body, warming my heart. But 
there was more. All my life, I had lived as if detached from the world, like an 
observer existing at a certain remove from the affairs of other men. And 
now, as the president continued to praise my work as an illusionist, that 
duality grew blurred, fuzzy; for the first time, I felt at one with the universe, 
I even saw myself at the very heart of that universe. It whirled intoxicatingly 
about me, like the ballroom about a dancer. 
Suddenly, I realized I was being called to the stage. It would have been 
indecent to refuse. I moved as in a dream . . . I climbed the steps . . . the 
president shook my hand ... the hall broke into applause ... my heart was 
thumping wildly ... the president asked me to say a word or two ... he ges-
tured toward the lectern ... I approached it as if I were walking on air ... 
why couldn't I become president one day, too? ... Oh! I was standing on top 
of the trap-door and I knew it, but somehow that didn't seem to matter. 
There are risks involved in glory , they must be accepted. For the first time 
in my life, I spoke in a steady voice, smiling gratefully upon my audience: 
"Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, fellow illusionists and conjurors, 
friends .... " 
At that moment, there occurred a totally unexpected event. Even as I 
watched, Professor Abimov rose and slid across to my seat - to get a better 
view, I thought. I was about to call out to him to be careful of the button on 
the armrest, but it was too late . . . too late . . . I was already plunging 
through the trap-door, carrying with me the image of the professor's smiling, 
enigmatic face. I had only time to hear, somewhere above my head, the fran-
tic applause that greeted my sudden disappearance. 
After that, things transpired quickly. The sulphuric acid went to work 
on me at once, attacking my flesh and my bones. A dense cloud of smoke 
rose frorr.1 the tub, carrying with it my soul which had taken leave of my 
body. Once again, I found myself separated from the world - this time for 
good. 
Since that October morning, I have haunted the Petit Theatre and its 
grounds. To kill time, I watch all the shows staged in the theatre, both ama-
teur and professional, though, for the most part, they leave me bored. They 
plays are dull, the actors mediocre. I prefer conventions, though these alas! 
are all too rare. I particularly enjoy literary conventions: the actors are more 
natural, the~' seem more at ease in their roles. I listen to them deliver their 
interminable speeches, displaying their erudition, defending some frivolous 
notion tootL and nail, and my heart fluctuates between admiration and pity 
for those extemporaneous performers. 
When l begin to tire of the spectacle, I disguise myself as a dust eddy -
or, in winter, a snow flurry - and take myself off to the ramparts, located a 
stone's throw from the Petit Theatre. In the distance, an island sits in the 
centre of the river. The ocean is not far off. All about me, the gulls have built 
their nests in the mouths of the long-silent cannons. I watch them glide end-
lessly over the lower town and the harbour, I hear their piercing cries, and I 
wonder if life and death are not mere illusions. 
.. 
A BLAISE CENDRARS 
Par James Sallis 
Traduit par Henry-Luc Planchat 
Ce n'est pas si loin. Trois etats, une centaine de miles, 
Deux heures 
Comme changer de voiture au milieu d'un voyage: 
Rien de plus, rien 
De plus serieux 
Rester simplement ici 
A vec une femme et un enfant de cinq ans 
Une autre femme a Londres (oui, Blaise, 
Nous sommes tres loin de la; oui, 
Jeanne, tres loin) 
Dont le ventre se gonflera de mon enfant 
Et une ice qui 
N'enfantera pas, l;me femme avec un ventre calme, et plat 
Qui s'ecroule quandje sors dans la rue ... 
De jeunes N oirs agrippent les poignees des taxis 
Pourmoi 
Suivent l'un d'eux, en courant,jusqu'au prochain carrefour 
L' arretent devant moi dans la rue 
11 repand une odeur d'urine ou de resignation 
De nouveau je suis au milieu d'un voyage 
De nouveauje change de voiture 
Et je suis la dans le desordre de mes bagages 
Dans un taxi 
Les mots Port et Authority ne s'accrochent pas a moi 
Ni le mot Terminal 
Accroupi sous le portail ancien: Oui,je distingue 
Sur le rebord 
Comme un papillon de nuit, qui attend 
Non, Chris, tune pourras pas comprendre 
Ni meme, finalement, le supporter 
"Dis-moi, Jim ... " 
On ne peut pas echapper aces implications 
Academie Nationale des Artistes-Peintres en Aquarelle 
(au-dessus de la devanture d'alurninium d'une agence de voyage, a 
Londres) 
Cet homme tranquille, violent, le savait 
11 parlait a une fille endormie et lui racontait 
Comme moi, en ce moment, a une fille absente 
Lui disait quej'avais peur, queje ne pourrais pas 
Aller jusqu 'au bout 
C'etait un mauvais poete retournant a Paris 
Tout impetueux, avec une petite fl.Ile de Montmartre 
11 aimerait desormais cette ville 
Ou ii ecrivit autrefois un poeme de Paques 
Rien d'humain ne lui etait etranger 
J' ai appris quelques histoires, noires comme la peinture 
Sur l'echelle d'incendie, devant ma fenetre, ici 
Et elle paraitront dans un livre avec ses poemes 
Je pense que nous aurions du parler, nous entendre 
Maisj'aurais pule croiser dans la rue 
Et nejamais savoir,j'aurais pense: ii appartient a cet endroit 
Etre demoli 
A vec: La Societe de Demolition S&M 
une production S&M 
Votre billet gratuit al 'interieur 
11 ya le desir de parler frarn;ais, chercher a tatons 
Des mots d'Espagnol 
Voila quel est le nom de tout cela 
Voila la maniere dont tu demandes quelque chose 
Etje n'en comprends qu'une partie 
Moi-meme ' 
Je me suis installe au bar le plus proche 
Commande de la biere et laisse de gros pourboires 
Envoie des fl.eurs a la patronne 
Des Noirs des quartiers nord, des pederastes, des prostituees 
Autour de moi dans la rue, rentrant tardivement chez eux 
A l'interieur du metro avec Mike dans son accent britannique 
Unejeune fille souffrit sept ans d'une chaise-jouet dans son poumon 
Dans mon appartement meuble je songe a Thoreau 
Ou a Tom, l'annee demiere a Londres: 
Apprenant a mettre en code leurs signaux de detresse 
Je n'autoriserai pas lesjourneaux dans l'appartement 
J'ai brule les derniers que tu as apportes 
Je voulais les dechirer en lambeaux, ouvrir ma fenetre, 
je ne l' ai pas fait 
Ayant peur d'aller jusqu'au bout 
Comme toi, mais pour des raisons differentes 
Et un mauvais poete, egalement, si mauvais 
Je pense que nous aurions pu parler, nous entendre, en cet endroit 
Assis sur les hanches de ces deux villes 
Deux cow-boys 
Dan Yack et tout I' or est parti 
Tout notre argent dans le commerce du rhum 
Le salut entre les jambes des femmes 
Tu te demandes ou est ta main 
La petite Jeanne demande, "Dis-moi, Blaise ... " 
Nous sommes tous deux de mauvais poetes 
Nous sommes tous deux au bout, a des bouts differents 
Ou un bord 
Nos dames nues et folles et renversees dans les mines 
Renee demande, "Dis-moi ... " 
Et nous parlons, ensemble maintenant 
Mes doigts se dressent vers le ciel 
Dans Orion, ou ii fl.amboie, oil ii brule 
Ils touchent 
Ta main froide 
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MEMO FROM MINOA 
By Mara Zibens and Richard Truhlar 
you had to be there having been 
there you 
invent a type of speech 
a speech of type but your 
inventory does not equal 
the scattered traits of 
a lost civilization 
they whisper at night are wholly 
dependent on the certainty that 
the scene really happened 
so 
the building of landings, terraces 
& fountains (the secretions of 
time may be spared the boredom 
of verbal description 
will not be seen highlighted 
by the moon 
which sweeps its searchlight 




you move to build a fire 
(remember?) 
but they blow away 
in the warm wind 
the inertia in your breath 
becoming a language 
mostly spoken in functional 
quarters where 
the world is written 
through & through 
faced with such & such a townscape 
the photographer had to be there 
having been there 
(& the goats ate them) 
because, as you can see, on the right 
it seems the image becomes 
a mechanical analogue of reality 




By Glenn Frew 
Prepared tape: Richard Truhlar & G.M. Frew 
Performers: Michael Dean & G.M. Frew 
Photography: Monika Wagner 
A photographic documentation and text of an excerpt from the 30 minute 
performance work, SYNTAX OF THE SINISTER (ERASURE OF MEMORY). 
YREFFACCM EVETS OT was first performed at the Artcultural Resource Centre 
on Queen Street West as part of the 1984 Kontakte Writers in Performance 
Series. Its second presentation was at the 8th annual Rhubarb Performance 
Series by Buddies in Bad Times Theatre at the Theatre Centre on Brunswick 
Ave in Toronto in 1985. 
Live indicates text spoken in conjunction with or in 
counterpoint to the tape. 
Lights; 2 over-head spotlights. 
Audio Tape; runs continuously. 
A: (Live. Steps forward under spot and the two spots pop on. 
Tape on). Waiting 
A: Waiting for 
and she 
B: (Live, outside spot). Can you? 




waiting to wait waiting 
B: (Live, steps into spot). understand? 




A: (Live). Might 
B: you can? 
A: she did, you? 
I was going? coming go? before and after 
(pause) 
B: (Live). Remember? 
forgot/time/place here there when? 
(Tape chorus) smooth smooth smooth smooth smooth smooth smooth 
smooth smooth 
(B: Live) wet touch wet touch wet tight white 
(B; Live, acentuates) breathe breathe breathe breathe breathe 
A: In 
B: Give thrust take offered feared offered feared feared fear 
offered offered feared 
A: (Live, bows to B). thank you 
B: thank you (B bows to A and stays in bowed position) 
A: (Bows to B) thank you 
B: thank me (B returns to upright position). 
A: need same the not is need to the but need same the is need for? 
nod smile simply or hand her off er stand to whether choice 
ladys-The. 
B: It's women? (A makes appealing gesture) 
A: Since times several changed have must I, but morning this up got I 
when I was who least present at just, hardly I she said 
B: what? 
A: (Live, appealing gesture). I, er, I, er, er, I 
sleep? 
the back from the back 






(Tape chorus-A & B step out of spotlights). stand tremble 
touch wet warm shiver shudder shudder soft shudder shudder shudder 
shudder thigh belly curve heat crotch throat heat salt hair 
B: soft 
rest 
(Tape chorus) drive pull straddle straddle bounce bounce bounce 
pound pound pound 
A: (Live) stop 
B: (Live, steps into original position under spot) more 
(Tape chorus) fast faster faster faster faster faster faster 
faster ((A; steps into spot with B, who is crouching). 
father father father father 
A: couch me at look he meow or whine not did he in him - held I? 
(pause) 
B: then met had we think don't I, should you? 
A: imagine would you as it craving a and company crave I when, out it 
seek? 
B: without a stranger approach request 
discussion for them mistaking-no. Was there? 
A: perhaps, I come down lack of effect into excursions possible 
the and room my to upstairs flew imagination my enticing that in there 
sitting trembling shook. 
B: (Live) feeling 
A: (Live) lack 
B: something fought life. Yours? All? (B backs away with appealing 
gesture and enters A's original spot). 
A: wound close will I do that anything that seem doesn't it and 
healed I be to refuses that being my in ache - an is there? 
B: existing merely you our or living your are living and love are you 
know must there out one some you understand must one some like feel 
you understand to pressed hard would and you know doesn't (A & B 
look at each other). 
A: who one is? 
(Lights fade out). 
BLATANT COMMERCIALISM 
FROM THE MINISTRY 
OF REDUNDANT 
GRAMMATOLOGY 
By Karl Jirgens 
Imagine a world rendered inarticulate, drowning beneath the axioms of a 
television Babel. Enter the, hero, a lone drifter, a would-be bon-vivant lost in 
a love triangle between himself, the audience, and the language he loves. 
Tom between linguistic mediocrity and a need to be heard, he disgraces him-
self before his friends and those that love him most by writing a sleazy, sen-
sationalist, pulp, novel. In a desperate attempt to redeem himself, he tries to 
pass the book off as a black nouveau roman only to be recognized by a 
trashy hollywood producer who attempts to purchase his apostrophic script. 
Desperate with shame he contemplates life as an extended alcoholic meta-
phor on the back pages of Interview magazine until one day he re-discovers 
the sanity of late-night television: 
We interupt this program to bring you a brief message from The Ministry of 
Redundant Grammatology - Syntactical infelicity will no longer be 
tolerated! Take fair warning, those recalcitrant seditionists foolish enough 
to attack our literary conventions will be erased. We-all don't cotton to no 
colloqualisms in THIS town. Split infinitives we have you in our cross-hairs. 
All insubordinate clauses will be sentenced to death with no questions asked 
and no last words. Cunning linguists will have their tongues removed and 
will be given no opportunity for a commuted sentence. Syntactical errors 
will be hung by the neckfrom the nearest dang/in' participle! We now return 
you to our regularly scheduled program: 
It is late at night. The hero is walking home from his late-night job at the 
Ministry of Conventional Literary Love. He is thinking about thing~. He is 
thinking about his girl friend. He is thinking about a vision he had the night 
before. It was the vision of a bride, in a bride's dress. She was standing 
upright in a coffin that had no lid. The coffin was on fire. The bride was no 
bride at all, but a tall thin man dressed up in a white flowing bridal-gown. His 
face was obscured by a lace veil. There was a giant keyhole shape cut into 
the lower part of the dress revealing the man's naked groin area, his thighs, 
his genitals. All of this was in the display window of a well-known depart-
ment store just before Christmas. That night the hero is unable to sleep. 
The next day he wakes up to the sound of the phone ringing. He has fallen 
asleep in front of the TV again. When he answers the phone, the person at 
the other end hangs up. He brews coffee and then he re-reads reviews of his 
book in various publications: 
Karl Jirgens has constructed stories in which a trip to the bank, a visit or a 
phone call act as a catalyst, triggering a reaction that leads the reader into a 
postmodern version of The Twilight Zone. 
- The Globe and Mail -
Our hero feels a mangey-mutt gratitude towards the well-meaning critic. 
Yet, by now, he is weary of the term postmodern and he wonders if the bit 
about The Twilight Zone won't be misconstrued. The coffee is bitter. He 
watches the oily film spiral on its surface. He reads further: 
These stories never lose sight of process, the.fluidity of meaning, or the need 
to stretch language to reveal experience. 
-Books In Canada- , 
His teeth chatter from too much coffee. He feels stiff and wishes he knew 
more about how to stretch language. Ashamedly he admits to himself that 
he is envious of others that he suspects know more about this stretching than 
he does. He thinks about going to the typewriter: 
!irgens brings the narrative back with a jerk each time it risks going too far 
mto space; [he] keeps the elements of the story orbiting like the electrons of 
an atom around the narrative nucleous. 
- Now Magazine -
The writer suspects that he may already be irredeemably lost in space, but 
su~pects that this may, in fact, be to his advantage. He stares at the type-
wnter before him while thoughts whirl around his head like satellites in 
slowly decaying orbits: 
STRAPPADO is elegant and witty. In these days of bland, commercial, 
almost corporate fiction, it is a welcome breath of reality. 
-Quill & Quire-
Taking another sip at the cold mug of coffee, the author stares out the win-
dow at the gray street below. He is in a neo-Pavlovian funk and he wonders 
whether commercial success and true artistic expression are mutually 
exclusive. He wonders if there is such as thing as true artistic expression. He 
goes back to watching TV, occassionally turning to stare out the window. 
He is waiting for a phone call which if it ever comes, comes because it is a 
wrong number. He waits patiently for the kettle-whistle to signal that the 
water is boiling on the stove. 
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A GREENPRINT FOR 
THE FUTURE: 
ECOLOGICAL POLITICS 
AND THE GREEN PARTY 
By Trevor Hancock 
The Green Party is a relatively new political movement. One of its better-known sup-
porters and members is West-German artist, JOSEPH BEUYS._ Trevor Ha'!c~ck, 
one of the leaders of the Canadian GREEN PARTY offers the following text outlmmg 
the party's goals. 
The Greens are perhaps the most important international political movement to 
emerge since the advent of socialism in the 19th century. And just as socialism was a 
19th century answer to the problems created by an 18th century political philosophy 
- free- enterprise capitalism - so is Green politics an answer to the global promblems 
created by both capitalism and socialism. 
WHAT ARE THESE GLOBAL PROBLEMS? -nuclear weapons, and their ability to des-
troy most of civilization, most of humanity, perhaps life_itself. -dep~etion of our 
natural resources - oil, coal, minerals and metals. -pollution of the air, water and 
soil at a global level. -massive erosion of our topsoils. -destruction of our fore~t~. -a 
divisive, aggressive approach toward others. -centralization of power and dec1s1on-
making. 
A NEW POLITICS FOR A NEW AGE 
We live in a new age. The photographs of the Apollo astro~auts h~ve given us a n~w 
image of ourselves as inhabitants of a small, beautiful, frag1le-loo~mg_ sphere ha~dmg 
in the vast reaches of space. Our space, computer and commumcations techmques 
have enabled us to reach instantly across the planet to see and perhaps to understand 
the global problems we face and the local solutions that others are developing. 
At the same time we are undergoing a dramatic transformation in our understanding 
of values; a nev/ consciousness is emerging, an integration of left and right-brain 
thinking, a humanistic psychology. 
And yet, at least in politics and at least until recently, Einstein's commment ha~ _bee_n 
true· everything has changed except our way of thinking. But now, a new pohtics 1s 
eme~ging, a politics that is neither right nor left; a politics that. thinks globally and 
acts locally; a politics that puts humanity not at the centre but in context as part of 
our environment, our planet; a politics that accepts responsibility for future gener~-
tions, not just the here and now; a politics with a consistent and integral~~ set of pol!-
cies and programs based on a clear set of values and principles, not a politics of mam-
pulation and expediency. A new politics for a new age. 
THE GREENING OF THE PLANET 
Green politics is a scant ten years old. And yet, in the decade since the first ecological 
political parties were first formed - in Britain and in New Zealand in 1973-:- Green 
politics has exploded across the face of Europe, has reached ac.ross the Atlantic, over 
the iron curtain into Eastern Europe, and down to South Amenca. Green members of 
parliament have been elected in West Germany, Holland, Italy, Belgium and Fin-
land. In the 1984 European elections, the Greens were the only party to run on a~ 
agreed-upon European manifesto. They won II seats, giving them status as a politi-
cal faction in the European Parliament. 
In Canada, the Green Party was first formed in British Columbia in February, I?~3, 
and in Ontario chapters were set up in the Spring of 1983. Small foci of Green politics 
are active in most of the remaining provinces as well. And in the U.S.A., Green par-
ties have emerged in several states. 
NEITHER RIGHT NOR LEFf, BUT AHEAD 
Green politics does not fit into the nice comfortable, convenient left/right 
classification of conventional politics. Indeed, the West German Greens, when 
elected to their federal parliament, refused to sit in their assigned seats to the left of 
the Social Democrats and insisted on being seated in the centre. 
The problem is that the traditional left, the traditional centre and the traditional right 
have a great deal in common with each other. They stand for large-scale solutions to 
our problems - big business, big government or big unions. They see economic 
growth and increased consumption of the earth's finite resources as a solution to our 
problems. They see our environment as something to be dominated, exploited, mani-
pulated, rather than as something to be cherished, protected and preserved for future 
generations. They believe in the technological fix - that technology is the answer. In 
short, they continue to present 19th century solutions to 21st century problems. 
We Greens are part of an entirely different political axis, a vertical large/small axis. 
Our solutions are small-scale, human scale, not large-scale -for multiple small-scale 
solutions and diversity gives us greater impact and more flexibility. We are con-
cerned with sustainability, not growth, and believe we have to demonstrate responsi-
ble stewardship of the earth and all its resources for future generations. We believe in 
small-scale free- enterprise, local control and sma11 government, but we also believe 
that some forms of control and protection are required in the interest of the planet 
and of future generations. Our politics are neither left nor right, they are both and nei-
ther. 
THINKING GLOBALLY, ACTING LOCALLY 
The major problems we face as communities, as a society, as a species and as a 
world, will not be solved by large-scale top- down solutions. That is a basic tenet of 
Green politics. But equally, we cannot act at the local level in a responsible manner if 
we do not have a clear understanding of the global nature of our problems, and a 
knowledge of the multitude of small-scale local solutions being developed and 
applied locally. For example, we need to strive for more self-reliant economies and 
yet understand that economic actions in Vancouver will not only affect Seattle and 
Toronto, but also the countries of the Pacific Rim, and we must devise our economics 
in the light of their activities, and the implications of our action for their economies. 
Another important aspect of global thinking influencing local action is to recognize 
that policies in one sector will have an impact in another sector. For example, mov-
ing to a soft energy path (conservation and renewables) will create more employ-
ment, and will also disperse that employment. This will have a beneficial impact on 
regional ec~omics, upon health (since unemployment is a major health hazard), and 
upon the environment (since soft technologies are more environmentally benign). 
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Indeed, one of the most appealing aspects of_Green politics _is that policies that mak_e 
good sense in one area will usually help to re~1eve ~roblems m another area - our poh-
cies are integrated, coherent and mutually remforcing. 
IF YOU LOVE THIS PLANET 
The most significant threat to life and to the planet is nuclear war. Ideally, we must 
rid ourselves of nuclear weapons. Yet that alone is not enough, for the existence of 
nuclear and other weapons is a result of fear and distrust, of apprehension and com-
petition for the minds of people and the material resou~ces they pos~ess. We have to 
wage peace with a great deal more effort than we put into preparatlons_for ~ar, but 
we have to start first with ours.elves. We have to find local ways of settling dispute~, 
and then expand them to the global situation, and we have to find ways of commum-
cating as people to people, not government to government. 
THE ECONOMICS OF ENOUGH 
As Ghandi said, there is enough for each person's need, but not enough for each 
person's greed. We are an incredibly we_al~hy nation, ~i:td an inc_r~~ibly weal~hy 
world. Yet our economic system, based as 1t 1s on competition, acqms1t1on, matenal-
ism, envy and greed, is in the long run bound to destroy u~ and in the ~hart ru~ to 
ensure that human beings continue to live in squalor, to die of starvation or dirty 
water and to be subject to all the indignities and injustices of poverty. Our Western 
value~ and ideals, still based upon an ethic of growth and conspicuous consumpti~n, 
have become the aspirations of the world's people, but are not supportable on a fimte 
planet. If is inconceivable that all the worl_d's people could have a material standard 
ofliving equal to that of the average Canadian. 
Instead of an unsupportable economics based upon greed and consumption, we have 
to develop a new set of values upon which to base our economy. Those values would 
include a greater emphasis upon conservation rather than consumption; upon qual-
ity, not quantity; upon sufficient rather than more; ~ooperation, not co~petition; 
upon satisfying spiritual and social rather than matenal needs; upon shanng rather 
than ownership. In this way, there would be enough for each person's needs. 
WE DO NOT INHERIT THE EARTH FROM OUR PARENTS, 
BUT BORROW IT FROM OUR CHILDREN 
For many generations now, we have treated the earth and its resources as oYr posses-
sions, something over which we have dominion, something we own, and can th~s do 
with as we please. It never was. Canada's native peoples did not feel ownership of 
the land but believed that land was an entity on its own, a common resource that 
belonged to everyone and no one. The notion of responsible stewardship was 
inherent in their culture, and still is, and we have much to learn from them. 
If we do not own the land and its resources - living and non- living - but instead hold 
them in trust for future generations, then it follows that it is our responsibility to 
ensure that we pass it on to them in a state that is at least not worse, and preferabley 
better than that in which we received it. We must not use their capital - the earth's 
resou;ces - but instead build up the capital while we ourselves live on the interest. 
Right now, we do precisely the opposite, using the capital and leaving them less. And 
they will not thank us! 
Though we may not own the common resources of humanity, we are not absolved ?f 
responsibility for them. Failure to act responsibly can result in what Garrett Hardm 
called the tragedy of the commons; each individual acting in their own self-interest 
will contribute to the destruction of common resources. For example, if industries, 
large and small, do not see themselves as being responsible for the common 
resources of our lakes and forests, it follows that it makes good economic sense for 
them to pollute - and so they do. It is not just an economic problem, however, but 
fundamentally a moral problem, and our economics must be adjusted to reflect the 
moral position that we do not inherit the earth from our parents, but borrow it from 
our children. 
JOBS-BUT NOT AT ANY PRICE 
It follows that, if economic activities are based upon a set of ethical values such as 
those outlined above, work that provides jobs counter to those values can not be sup-
ported. At its simplest, this means that jobs in the armament industry should be re-
directed towards socially produGtive rather than destructive ends. And jobs in pollut-
ing and resource-depleting industries should be replaced by jobs in non-polluting and 
resource- converting industries if the industries themselves cannot be re- oriented. 
Obviously, such changes cannot and should not take place overnight, but a start must 
be made. For example, the same skills that make guidance systems for missiles could 
perhaps be used to develop directional aids for the disabled, while the same money 
that is spent on producing a few hundred highly-skilled jobs in a nuclear power plant 
could be used to produce thousands of jobs across the country retro-fitting homes 
and building small local renewable-based energy systems. 
We should look at the whole concept of work. There is enough work to go around, 
but perhaps we need to share it out more equally, and pay people for much more 
socially useful work - such as child-caring- that is presently not recognized. 
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE, BY THE PEOPLE AND FOR THE PEOPLE 
The Greens believe firmly in the philosophy expressed in Abraham Lincoln's famous 
phrase. And yet, today, it seems further from realization than ever. Instead we have 
government of the people, by the beurocrats and for the. politicians. Every four or 
five years, after a brief and very expensive propaganda bombardment, we troop off to 
the polls and vote for an image, a style, and a set of policies intended to say little and 
offend few - but not, for the most part, for a person who has advanced carefully 
thought-out, consistent and coherent policy and discussed it with us. Furthermore, 
we are expected to vote in one of two or three ways, since votes for minority views in 
our system are wasted (witness the recent general election in Britain, where the 
Liberal SDP Alliance won 24 per cent of the vote but only 3 per cent of the seats!) 
Meanwhile, most of the decisions that affect our lives are taken by people we don't 
know a long way away. 
Green politics is a politics of participation. Greens believe that decision-making and 
power must be decentralized to the greatest extent possible; that information must be 
widely available to the governed; that a government has no rights other than those we 
(temporarily) concede to it; that a system of proportional representation would more 
accurately reflect the true heterogeneity of our society; that in this age of computers 
and communication a true participatory democracy is possible, and that in conjunc-





By Lucy Lippard 
Last year Franklin Furnace (NYC) presented a show featuring public 
relations and propaganda. The show was curated by Lucy Lippard who 
prepared the following text. 
Public Relations is about political/corporate image. Propaganda is 
about social belief structures. Both are about communication. (So, sup-
posedly, is art). Public relations is an accepted component of the American 
Dream. Propaganda is a nightmare that happens elsewhere - in Cuba, 
Nicaragua, or Russia, not in the White House, the New York Times, or on 
network TV. Public Relations is a sales technique, where propaganda tends 
to be taken more seriously. In most situations, they are euphemisms for each 
other. A sophisticated and/or cynical populace understands both advertising 
and politics to be lines (or lies) so obvious that nobody would fall for them. 
The same people fall for them daily, the 1984 presidential campaign being a 
case in point. 
The word propaganda originated in the Catholic Church. Its original 
meaning was positive: to spread the word, to propagate, to disseminate prin-
ciples by organized effort. It implies active communication rather than pas-
sive resignation. An informed and educated public, thinking for itself, is in a 
position to make up its own mind about the propaganda to which it is 
exposed, opposing views being an integral part of a democratic system. 
However, use of the word propaganda has come to imply disrespect both for 
its makers and its receivers, because an uninformed and ignorant public is 
susceptible to lines and lies. 
Distinctions have been made between good and bad propaganda, 
between that which makes us act and that which discourages us from acting; 
that which overtly employs fact to educate an audience and that which 
covertly employs lies to divide and manipulate its audience. This exhibition 
included both varieties, and a lot of shades of gray in between. 
The initial idea for Public Relations, a.k.a. Propaganda was to make it 
a survey of persuasive imagery, past and present, from all over the world. 
This turned out to be too ambitious a project for the space, time and 
resources available. But there is a more urgent reason to concentrate on 
current images and issues. - We need to analyze what messages and tech-
niques do and do not work, here and now, why and how. I wanted to avoid 
the distancing and nostalgia that allows us to look at propaganda from other 
times and places as formally interesting or quaintly amusing. Because it's all 
too clear that we are falling for things we don't stand for. 
The material in this show was intended to emphasize the contradictions 
inherent in the most apparently simple assaults on our opinions, to make us 
conscious of and responsible for what we see and don't see. The installation 
consisted primarily of non-art, the artists' books, video and performance 
componenets of the show all consisted of both art and non-art, or pro-
paganda and non-propaganda. Sometimes it's hard to tell which is which, 
and that's the point. 
Where do we get our information? Whom do we believe? Why? How 
easily do we change our minds? What changes them? What makes us act on 
our beliefs? What is the role of image, and art in effectively spreading the 
word? How do you communicate a complex idea simply, without denying its 
complexity? Do the left, right and center have different styles and stra-
tegies? 
And now this: Advertising, whether it pushes a product or a corpora-
tion or a president or a value system, presumes to think for the passive, to 
use those unwilling or unable to think for themselves and therefore unable to 
act in their own interests. (The similarities between the public relations of 
commerce, politics, and religion are so basic that commercial interruptions 
on TV are actually called messages. At the same time, political messages are 
considered out of art's bounds: If you want to send a message, call Western 
Union - ) Since information is the fuel for thought and thought fuels action, 
false or one-sided information leads to false thought, false action. Establish-
ment propagandists who can afford to be pervasive tend to hide their agen-
das and goals. Oppositional propagandists who operate on miniscule budgets 
are often forced into reactive roles, reasonable facts or opinions can be made 
to look unreasonable in a climate already altered by another set of informa-
tion - facts and opinions may be questionable but are rarely questioned. 
-
OH THOSE SOAPS 
By Andrew J. Paterson 
In the fifties, the Ross Hunter-produced women's pictures or melodra-
mas (especially those directed by Douglas Sirk, such as WRTITEN ON THE 
WIND or IMITATION OF LIFE), the largely wide-angled mis~-en-sce~e wo'!ld 
reveal dissonant components in the group (read family) relationships ?r 
hierarchies. All might seem harmonious to the players, but the reflec~10n ~n 
the mirror or the wilted flowers inform the viewers that corrosion is 
definitely present. 
On television, the wide-angled mise-en-scene is virtually impossi~le. 
Long takes in a group or family situation are not as easy as altematmg 
close-ups. Plus the demands of the stars' contra~ts demand thos~ cl?se~ups. 
The close-up arbitrarily interrupts group or famt_ly encounters; it_ h1ghh_gh~s 
the individual while nullifying the overall dynamt~: T.he close-up is th~ mdi-
vidual player's moment of triumph; even in humihatton hystena domtnatt:s 
the small screen and all of the next shots until another pla~er' s tum ~~r thetr 
close-up. The players do not exist harmoniously; they are m compet1!10n for 
the divine moment. And therefore, the individual or the star alway~ tnumphs 
at the expense of the family. Even when they are returned t<:> thetr place by 
the family, the moments are the parts of the soap opera which are remem-
bered after the family has disappeared from the frame. 
._. ... _. . 
'\" 
>r::: 
·-~:::::\ .. .. 
Mr. Spelling, I'm ready for my close-up. 
THE SEMIOTICS 
OF POWER 
By Marino Tuzi 
Cinema stands as one of the central elements of popular culture. Since its 
nationalistic inception, whether in America or Russia, its primary function has been 
intrinsically involved in the presentation and attenuation of the given nation ' s aspira-
tions . Griffith's Birth of a Nation behaves in terms of its intention and effect in the 
same manner as Eisenstein's Potemkin. Both films are thoroughly informed and man-
ifested in the terms of their nationalistic ideological perspectives. Moreover, both are 
strategies to popularize the national ideology through the semiotic ability of the film 
image. 
Film image was recognized to have an ability that transcended time and space. 
That is , the visual image could create categories of social communication instantane-
ously without the process of inculcation. Unlike reading literature that required tem-
porality and spatiality in the assimilation of a functional literacy, reading cinema was 
an automatic correspondence to the living image of the world. This attitude towards 
the universality and instantaneousness of cinema fed into the corollary about the 
pristineness and classlessness of film image. 
The underlying aesthetic of cinema was perceived as engendering a spontane-
ous and organic act of popular culture. It is this tendency which is operative in 
Griffith and Eisenstein despite their radical differences towards film form and ideo-
logical content. That is, despite Griffith's phenomenological call to imperial futurity 
through elitist individualism and Eisenstein's dialectical evangelism of a new revolu-
tionary order based on a constructive collectivism. Therefore Griffith and Eisenstein, 
in their respective countries, were seen as priestly figures creating the national 
apotheosis at the altar of cinema. It is this remarkable hypostatizing of the nationalist 
vision that individually forms the visual power and motive of Birth of a Nation and 
Potemkin. 
This logic concerning the function of cinema in activating popular nationalist 
culture finds its extreme rationale in Riefenstahl's Triumph of the Will. The consti-
tuent strategies of this film are consistent with the above two discussed. Triumph 
apotheosizes in epochal and pristine manner a nationalist perspective. It employs the 
psychological dynamic of the instantaneousness of film image signification to present 
a putatively pure transparent vision of the immediate world. From the initial sweep of 
the lofty clouds to the hypnotic and mesmerizing images of the rallies, Reifenstahl 
uses montage and camera movement essentialized in Birth of a Nation and Potemkin. 
Like the self-absorbed and emotionally overwhelmed penitent at a mass religious 
gathering, the viewer is allowed neither distance nor moments of relief from the total-
itarian barrage of film images. The viewer is to be made undifferentiated in emotion 
and self-image from the cinematic image. He is as one in this mass congregation for 
the propagation of the national faith. 
He is in effect at the same time the object and the future subject for the promul-
gation of a specific doctrine or practice. He is involved in an inexorable process of 
propaganda-making. 
That Triumph of the Will is a film espousing an anti-humanist doctrine and · 
therefore immediately recognizable historically and culturally as propaganda is clear. 
That Triumph of the Will can be perceived as partaking of a logic inherent in films not 
framed in ostensible anti-humanism is not quite as clear. The conditions met by Birth 
of a Nation or Potemkin, and their contemporary off springs Flashdance and Moscow 
Does Not Believe in Tears, arise from nationalist aspirations about the centralization 
of the paramountcy of power that are blatant givens in Triumph of the Will. As a 
result film image uses the effect of pristineness and classlessness in the fabric of 
aesthetic construction in order to consolidate ideologically and semiotically its con-
centration of power. 
Nations, crammed to the gills in their need, and this need being their raison 
d'etre, for concentrating power at home in order to yield it abroad, automatically 
create a popularization of this reality cinematically that totalizes the presence of 
power. In Flashdance the production quality of the film, the very physicality of the 
money poured into the latest tools offilmmaking, and the upper-mobile individualism 
(derivatively reminiscent of Saturday Night Fever and Rocky) of its working class 
heroine combine to create the compactness of power imagery that can be reducible to 
a self-same rock video. Flashdance's ideological opposite, Moscow Does Not 
Believe in Tears, employs the historical documentary heritage of social realism with 
its synthetic notion of the successful collectivist worker to achieve similar ends. Like 
our flashdancing working-class heroine who must turn her body into a consumable 
commodity in order to escape her essential powerlessness as a worker, Moscow's 
heroine must recognize that the alcoholism, the threat to family unity and the street 
thuggery can be eradicated and the revolution absolved if she bears down with a male 
counterpart in giving earnestly and freely her labour to the state. In both cases indivi-
duals deprived of real power over their lives transcend their powerlessness by first 
internalizing its presence. Our Flashdance heroine notes that it is really a lack of 
energy and incentive on her part that will maintain her worker status, and therefore 
the inference being that this is the real cause at the core of her working-class 
existence. So in getting her act together, she can cease to be trapped psychologically 
- cease to be a worker. Our Moscow heroine is made to realize that her deprivations, 
the lack of marriageable men and commodity, are collective not selective and that her 
psychological inability to meet these challenges towards maintaining her proper pro-
ductivity as a worker must be reorganized if she is to succeed. Once our two heroines 
have internalized external pressure as internal culpability they in effect turn their 
lives into purchasable and exploitable commodities. This allows both heroines to be 
homogenized into the foci of power and transcend their previous ineffectuality. In 
sum, both films endow national aspirations, American individualism and Russian col-
lectivism with a pristineness and classlessness appropriately in tune with their 
respective historical cinematic models. 
Both of these films espouse a fascism of consciousness in asserting falsely that 
powerlessness is not the result of the concentration of power in the hierarchical few 
but psychological inability to assimilate and project the status quo premise necessary 
for the maintenance of the power structure. Like Riefenstahl's decadent and mag-
netic classical vision of Nazi Germany in Triumph of the Will, it can be argued that 
Flashdance's visual analogy to the style of power, the emphasis on sexuality and 
youthfulness presented by kinetic camera movements and invisible montage, and 
Moscow's homage to social realism as state art, articulated in the vituousness and 
virtuosity of the worker, are equally and singularly propagandist in intention and 
effect. Both films like their archetypal predecessors, Birth of a Nation and Potemkin, 
serve to sustain the national faith in order to maintain the power of the existing state. 
This ideally propagandist nature of cinema in powerful nations is more obvious 
in contradistinction when we focus on non-mainstream films. Two independent films, 
one American, Killer of Sheep, the other Canadian, Wild Flowers, immediately give 
us a sense of cinema as functioning stylistically and thematically away from the con-
centricity of power. The former presents a cinema in which the paucity of its produc-
tion is readily apparent. Shot in a deep black and white and rattled with a 
documentarist's disposition towards visible editing and raw camera-work, the film 
gives us a world in which the total absence of realizable power is the given. The 
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working-class hero , a butcher at a production-line a?attoir, is deadened ~nd alienated 
by his work to the point of sexual impot~nce. _He neither has the economic n:ieans nor 
the skills (which are magically appropriated m ~lashdance) to transcend h1~ powe~-
lessness. His life is an unremitting proc~ss of b~mg unable to find psycho~og1cal posi-
tions or materialistic lifestyles to amehorate his status as ~ worker. Wild Flowers, 
while centring on the middle class , again gives u~ a film that 1s on the le~el of produc-
tion impoverished and stylistically documentanst. Instead of attempt1.ng to prese1:t 
the heroine's appropriation of power, Wild Flowers anal~zes the negat~on prese~~ m 
the need to maintain control over others. The filr1:1 ends ~1th the mothers ~ec~gmtl?n 
that it is only through compromise and the shanng of mfluence_ that ~~ntl!1mty with 
the past and present is possible. That middle-classness can be viable if its idea about 
power is altruistic. 
Killer of Sheep and Wild Flowers cannot choose power and the P:opagation ~f 
power as their concerns because in the forI?er it is entirely absent and m the ~atte~ it 
is utterly destructive. Instead their analysis forces the viewer to obse.rve with dis-
tance the nature of the experiences presented. This process allows the viewer to h~ve 
a sense about culture and nation that does not speak thro~gh th<? chann~ls of the ehte. 
Such cinema does not propagandize about popular expenence m effus~ve an? decep-
tive outline but attempts to democratize that experience through d1scermble and 
accessible detail. . 
These films present an alternative to cinema as popular art by focussmg ~n. the 
materialism and classness at the centre of contemporary life, not at the r~mant1c~zed 
periphery. Moreover, they stretch us to recon~id~r ~ntren~hed ~ttractlve notl~n.s 
about the role of cinema in popular culture. That 1s, if cmema 1s to simply and uncnh-
cally pursue the style and the theme of state power as a strat~gy towards popular c~l-
ture, it will either provide narcissistic balm to the upper mob~e. or a sense of.unr.eahty 
to the powerless. It will in effect conti~ue .to pursue th~ cond1tion~ upon ~hie~ it was 
initially allowed to exist as a populanzation of expenence. It ~111 contmue ~o r:ner-
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PHYSICAL FITNESS PLAN 
By Jonny Silver 
Picture a Large square and a mass of workers doing the exercises as they are 
called out over a radio Loudspeaker with the music in the background. These 
images were part of a film being produced by Jonny Silver. He informs us 
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THE FUTURE IS NOW 
for Ken Norris and Endre Farkas 
Par Lucien Francoeur 
"Propaganda by itself ~ucceeds mainly with the frustrated. Their throbbing 
fears, hopes and passwns crowd at the portals of their senses and get 
between them and the outside world. They cannot see but what they have 
~/ready. imagined, and it is the music of their own souls they hear in the 
1mpasswned words of the propagandist. Indeed, it is easier for the frus-
~ra~ed to d~tect their own imaginings and hear the echo of their own musings 
~n. 1mpasswned double-talk and sonorous refrains than in precise words 
Jomed together withfaultless logic." Eric Hoffer, The True Believer 
j'ecris le feminin bilingue du rock-desire de l'epiderme 
je m' ecris en pointille sur l 'ecran cathodique universe} 
je n' ecris plus je suis pensee vive a meme la matrice humaine 
je suis le scribe du quotidien immediat ecrivain-fantome 
quote me for having said: life on this planet is a lost cause! 
& you want planet news? well I'll give you planet news: 
life on this planet is hell and here I am in L.A. again and I 
feel I should be writing an endless freeway poem free of 
smog: 
"The West is the best, get here and we'll do the rest .. . " 
and here I am but although I feel that in some desperate 
way the West is the best I'm not quite sure of what 
and anyway there's no one here to do the rest ... 
" ... we want the world and we want it: (blank) 
je n'ecris plusje pense doncje fuis express pour l'eden 
?n acheve ~ien les ro~keurs je sais .................. moi non plus! 
Je vous le repete la pnere rock est mon dernier recours 
textuel 
"You cannot petition the Lord with prayers!" 
(repeat 3 times and hit the road Jack ... ) 
j'ecris n'importe quoi n'importe ou n'importe comment 
j'ecris a la plume fontaine a l'encre de Chine au stylo 
a bille a la machine a ecrire a l' ordinateur 
j 'ecris en scribe en memorialiste en rockeur sanctifie 
j'ecris de la tete aux piedsj'ecris les yeux fermes 
j'ecris sur les murs graffiti americains de la derision 
j 'ecris sur la peau tatouages amerindiens de la dereliction 
j'ecris a mourir de rire dans les oreilles de l'humanite 
j'ecris la propagande rock'n'roll la plus libertaire 
PROPAGANDA? WHAT? WHERE? WHEN? WHO? ME? YOU? 
IT'S GOT TO BE SOMEONE ELSE . . . ' . 
. . . do it ... revolution for the hell of it ... we are 
everywhere ... the politics of ecstasy ... la revolution 
permanente ... le theatre et son double ... naked lunch ... 
the times they are a changin' ... let it bleed ... break on 
through ... la naissance de la tragedie ... steal this book 
... re~lity sandwiches ... the better part of heaven ... 
un sa1son en enfer .. . 
PROP AG ANDA? IT'S GOT TO BE THEM: 
the american people - they drink coca-cola and wear 
bluejeans 
the russian people - they drink vodka and wear all 
the same clothes 
PROPAGANDA ......................... the earth people! 
back in the USA and/or back in the USSR 
propaganda is a daily food 
a fast food a t. v. dinner 
propaganda is a self serv concept 
get here and we '11 do the rest 
help yourself free of charge 
feed on my words 
i~a~ine that the walrus ~as shot in New York City the rotten apple 
this 1s th~ end my only ~nend the end & the lizard king died in 
Pans what a saton voyage au bout de la nuit 
on acheve bien les rockeurs:je sais ... . .... moi non plus! 
-1:en for ............ .... . .... rodger .................. .. take five ... . 
(silence on tourne l'ere du verseau) 
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SANS LES CHOSES 
Par Jean-Luc Bonspiel 
Nous , que vous reconnaissez commissaires du peuple de la grande nation 
austere , emettons l'avis qui raconte essentiellement que "LES INTERDIC-
TIONS TIENNENT BON." 
Nous oserions proposer un certain nombre de motifs. II faudrait par 
exemple finir par trouver le ~ourage d'oublier, pour que disparaisse l'illusion 
de Ia fermete du beton de nos erreurs accumulees. Lorsque nous nous 
compromettons , doit-on comprendre, nous ne songeons pas a !'improbable 
gain de cause. Plus vra}s que la verite mer1~e , plus, reels que to,ute. realit~ , le~ 
premiers d'entre les etres et plus humams qu eux tous reums. Prets a 
entreprendre d' offrir certains eclaircissements, toutes lettres detachees, 
nous repliant sur chaque couche successive de demi-certitude. 
Que pouvons-nous encore accomplir? Nous traversons une epoque 
colereuse aupres de gens en colere. Nous vivons demesurement a meme la 
demesure. La conjoncture certifie l 'authenticite de notre profonde 
inquietude. Intimement, douloureusement conscients du partage des circon-
stances significatives et des moments cruciaux, nous devinons nos corps 
devenant unjour des cadavres. 
Qu'il devienne soudainement question de l'homme qui nous <lira: 
"meme apres trois ans de service naval, je ne sais pas differencier le jour de 
la nuit." II fait generalement plus sombre la nuit que le jour. Adonis meurt 
chaque annee a l'automne pour renaitre au printemps, ressucite par sa 
femme Astarte , deesse de la fecondite. 
Rien n'entravant plus notre etonnement, imaginons seulement notre 
commentaire teinte d'amere deception. S'il arrive que !'inevitable menace 
de tragedie qui accompagne de tout temps - si nous l'avions su - !'existence 
perd de son poids, alors seulement pourrons-nous songer a etablir le bilan 
des evenements que les circonstances placent sur le chemin de notre 
credilite collective. 
Nous aimons nous battre et provoquer des situations peu risible. Nous 
ne comprendrons jamais qu'imparfaitement le plan qui regit les balayages 
metamorphiques dans !'attitude de nos semblables. Deja nous demandons 
souvent aux inconnus de nous rappeler de penser a l'inevitabilite. 
Pourrons-nous enfin tous nous decouvrir eblouis par l'eclat du conflit? 
Nous imaginons, quoique tres maladroitement, que pour les gens qui craig-
nent la mort, la guerre doit representer quelque chose d'assez horrible. Ail-
leurs, dans la mesure du possible. 
Mais nous vous en prions, changeons de drame. Posons clairement le 
probleme de l'enfant a deux tetes. L'une le triomphe, l'autre la pitie . Enfant 
modele de la plus sourde discretion. Depuis fort longtemps deja, il nous aide 
a nous priver de l'extravagant luxe du sommeil. 
Cette meme eau, dans ce meme verre, abreuvera ou noiera, nous ne le 
savons pas encore. On decidera probablement pour nous et les gens moins 
que les circonstances. Le triste spectacle de notre soumission au joug cruel 
de la prolongation de nos presences, aux limites tolerable du malheur et de la 
catastrophe. 
A comparer les distances relatives parcourues lors de nos chutes verti-




Par Jean-Paul Daoust 
Sur la page iceberg 
Like you 
your eyes 
Like your smile 
so full 
PROPAGANDA 
LIFE IS PROPAGANDA OF DEATH 
do you mean like the Pope waving like an absurd angel 
do you mean like Reagan and Nancy riding on healthy 
horses 
like well paid cowboys 
what do you mean by 
PROPAGANDA 
everything is PROPAGANDA 
from toilet paper to God 
Hollywood fait du tap dance sur l'iceberg Marlon Brando enfante Superman 
Ann Landers donne a Frankentein un nouveau code d 'ethique Greta Garbo 
fait de la propagande pour le silence Brigitte Bardot pour la Legion 
d'Honneur Marguerite Yourcenar pour l' Academie Frarn;aises Mere 
Theresa 
pour le prix Nobel Jean Drapeau reve d'etre maire de la planete 
Toronto 
et Montreal se jalousent but sit down and relax folks because Star Wars 
is next 
J'ai !'impression que tu pourrais embrasser comme John Travolta 
Mon Tarzan 
and it's a mad cultural affair 
and have you seen how Bette Davis is fading away 
I like the way your lips look at me 
PROPAGANDA OF LOVE 
And this text is advertising your fear of me 
And one day I'll be licking your throat and everything else that comes 
with your body · 
Your body is PROPAGANDA for seduction 
Your eyes are PROPAGANDA for intelligence 
Your silence is PROPAGANDA for questions 
Your love is PROPAGANDA for passion 
You're there full of publicity for me 
I remember now the way you look when your eyes are in action 
when your eyes are drinking all the spring 
in the city 
And while you're on stage performing 
PROPAGANDA of your being 
I'm thinking of the text of your skin sinking into eternity 
Now get ready for this line very PROPAGANDA 
I want to make love with you 
Prise un: a bed 
Prise deux: you and I 
Prise trois: we are kissing 
Prise quatre: we are still kissing and 
don't cut 
on reprend 
Censured by who 
PROPAGANDA why don't we do it like they do in 
like Marilyn sings let's do it again 
PROPAGANDA of course 
PROPAGANDA like the Sphynx for the desert 
like la tour Eiffel pour Paris 
like la statue de Liberte pour New York 
like the CN Tower for Toronto 
like the Coliseum for Rome 
like the Queen for the Commonwealth 




Image by Larry Bremner 
YOU HA VE A RIGHT 
TO CHOOSE! 
By the 3W Group 
War is a natura! human activity. From the dawn of human history, man has 
alway.s been go~ng to war. And man's capacities for conducting bigger, more 
effective, costlier wars has grown over the centuries in proportion to his 
scientific and technological discoveries, until finally, in this century, war has 
spread throughout the world - twice. That's progress. 
But since 1945 no global wars have occurred: true,' a few minor skirmishes -
Korea, Viet Nam, and so on, have taken place, a few thousand deaths here 
and there, but nothing even remotely approaching the capacity for destruc-
tive warfare of which man is capable today. 
Our fathers had a global war. Their fathers, too, had a global war. And their 
fathers' fath~rs all had wars varying Jn scope, intensity, casualites, and kind; 
and for a vanety ofreasons - be they economic, racist, ideological, religious, 
geographical, or what have you. Really, there is no lack of reasons for start-
ing a war. And their children and grandchildren too, for generations to come. 
Why should we be left out? 
We in the 3W GROUP believe that now is the time for another global war. 
We realize that there are some people (the vocal minority) who say (for 
whatever re,asons) that they do not want to have a war. We say these people 
are not being realistic. They do not live in the present. 
We in the 3W GROUP feel that we speak for the (silent) majority of people 
when we say: WE WANT WAR! 
The 3W GROUP has four main objectives: 
r. We Want WAR. 
2. We want a contemporary war - a NUCLEAR war. We 're tired of playing 
around with old-fashioned, penny-ante weaponry - guns, tanks, napalm and 
all that. Localized, regionalized warfare is pas~e now, small-town stuff, part 
of the warfare of bygone times. We want nuclear war on a global scale. We 
are prepared to be flexible however: we will settle for a limited nuclear war 
if that's all we can get. ' 
3. We Want Nuclear War NOW. We're tired of waiting! We're tired of 
listening to bleeding-heart hawks talk and talk and TALK about war, but 
never delivering! We want action, notjust talk, not just empty promises! 
4. We don't care who we have a nuclear war with: we want war, we want a 
nuclear war, and we want it now! 
Is Nuclear War Dangerous? 
- Not really: There's a lot of talk about fallout and radioactivity and all that, 
~ut none of 1t has ever been proven. Man has always been subjected to radia-
tion ~f one sort or another: radiation from the sun, from solar flares, from 
cosmic rays, natural radiation from the earth itself. Man picks up radiation 
from tv sets, hospital x-ray machines, etc. etc. 
So don't believe all the scientific mumbo-jumbo you hear about radioactive 
fallout! We don't deny, of course that a few million people would be killed, 
b~t so what? People die every day! And, when you really think about it, 
thmgs are kind of boring these days, wouldn't you say? A nuclear war might 
ac.tually be quite exciting; a nuclear war would change a lot of things and we 
thmk that's exciting too! 
What Nuclear War Means to YOU! 
War brings out the real man, notjust the surface you. Nuclear war gives you 
a. chance to show your stuff! It provides you with an opportunity for self-
discovery, for exploration of your inner strengths. Such an opportunity 
rarely occurs in peacetime, when everything is so dull. 
Who Can Join: 
Ou: organization is open to any race, creed, colour, religion, sexual or ideo-
logical persuasion. Any age group is welcome. We ask only that you actively 
support us in our efforts to achieve ollr goal: GLOBAL NUCLEAR WAR 
NOW! · 
F_o,: further information please contact the 3W GROUP immediately, and 
we II send you our exciting, up-to-the-minute synopsis of opportunities for 
wars around the world prepared by our specially-trained 3W analysts. 
!-shirts, buttons, annual picnics, health-spa facilities, and reduced group 
t~surance plans _are all available with a membership to the 3W Group. Exer-
cise your option/ Join now and promote thermo-nuclear war in your neigh-
bo.urhood_l Further, information available through the editorial offices of 
tlus magazine. 
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LA RUE RECLAME SA 
PROPAGANDE 
Par Claudine Bertrand 
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Je deambule rue St-Denis 
les affiches me harcelent 
comme des textes defectueux 
scandale pourquoi pas? 
I' express au printemps dix versions 
pour un seul lecteur attarde 
coin de la Colombie le rideau vert 
clinique metropolitaine en usage 
tic-tac reparation j 'arrive 
avec tous Les tics de la modernite 
a vendre depanneur de bonne humeur 
scandale pourquoi pas 
une impression de decousue 
le cafe du cheval volant 
soleil bronzage rien de neuf 
le petit bar nuage bleu-nuit 
institut de beaute delicatessen 
intertextualite et neologismes douteux 
maison pour touristes l'echange 
disques et livres usages 
boutique pistache kaleidoscope voyeur 
plaisir d' offrir au lecteur anonyme 
les boulamites a la fine pointe 
d 'une lecture superficielle 
cinema du carre rien de neuf 
I' erotisme cette semaine deja vu 
delicatessen plaza sur la sororite 
bijoux de mer Gargantua et ceatera 
apportez votre vin Pentragruel 
la bonne sante par les plantes 
les meilleurs remedes 
a ma peau pres see 
mais ii faut continuer 
meme si on apporte rien de neuf 
grizzly fourrures usages 
j'attends le feu vert a l'infinitif 
la fraicheur en trois heures 
cafe bar apres moi maintenant 
scandale pourquoi pas 
St-Denis hurle ses affiches 
chemin faisant aupres de ma blonde 
le funambule unjardin en plus 
medecin veterinaire bienvenue 
fourrures neuves et d' occasion 
tout est en sol de a f eu et a sang 
galerie d'art vivant 
mode androgyne unisexe 
salon de the chez Babou 
j 'entre me rechauff er a l' ombre 
bronzage sans peau bleme 
Casablanca la papaya 
les souvenirs esthetiques 
galerie aube 3935 
il se fai t tard 
cafe blitz etje crie 
la photo de la semaine 
scandale pourquoi pas 
Orphee ne pas stationner 
structure metamorphose 
bain de folie apres l' eden 
decalcomania la rue raison sociale 
le cirque buanderette l' entresol 
sous zero bar latin local a louer 
club prive de back gammon 
studio de la societe d, operette 
l' escale bretonne ou suis-je 
galerie de bouquinerie 
je marche toujours 
dans le sens des affiches 
imperial Esso mise au point 
et de l' Art moderne mousse au saumon 
monsieur sous-marin location de video 
boutique de sexe table d' hote azimut 
au vieux Munic hotel americain 
l' axe la bibliotheque nationale 
danseuses nues super special 
la plantafolie chez Achile 
Hubert Aquin tentation du chef 
hopital St-Luc attendez le feu vert 
scandale pourquoi pas 
the solution is not the solution 
je traverse a reculons pour mieux voir 
les recherches l' ont prouve 
l'affichage c'estpayant 
scandale c' est touchant . .. 
--
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L'ETUDIANTE ROUGE / 
Par Philippe Haeck 
Ce matin en me levantj'ai marche sur un paquet d'hommes pourris et puants 
qui brandissaient leurs poings et criaient des explications sans fondement. 
Dans mon bureau, veritable four de soleil d'avril, j'ai trace des lignes de 
demarcation entre la pensee et la pseudo-pensee - une grande envie de voir 
clair fait toujours oublier la fatigue qu'il y a a circuler dans un monde 
subordonne a une productivite massive, a une propagande irrationnelle. Ne 
me tente pas plus les chambres maudites d'artistes sans conscience. Les 
mains mouillees de clarte, l' etudiante rouge fait un pas vers moi: "Les 
gestes, les mouvements sautent aux yeux, fa~onnent les esprits." La verite 
comme l'erreur, la simulation comme la franchise, la curiosite comme 
l'indifference, le risque comme !'agitation, etc., la legerete comme la lour-
deur, etc., etc., la confiance comme la peur, etc., oui, etc., oui, la lenteur du 
paysage comme la vitesse des automobiles, les salles de classe ternes 
comme les chambres encombrees de fetiches, oui, oui. "Ce qui saute le plus 
est l'immobile - c'est la tache sur la pupille: la plupart deviennent aveugles 
en peu de temps." Oui oui la fatigue comme le repos, la critique comme la 
niaiserie. 
Sa fa<;on de toucher a sa robe, de plisser les levres, etc., etc. Bon reste a 
decider de !'entourage: dis-moi qui tu entouresje te dirai quel air tu chantes. 
Quandje dis aimer la verite verte qu'est-ce queje dis. "C'estjustement une 
chose qui appartient a la nature de la verite, que I' on y soit partie prenante 
comme sujet actif." L' etudiante rouge enseigne la verite verdoyante et la 
jouissance de la clarte. Quelques individus passifs s'agitent, ricanent, disent 
d'un air finaud qu'il n'y a ni verite ni faussete - elle m'embrasse d'un baiser 
sec et doux. 
ONRIDEATH 
(a loose gloss) 
Par Andre Gervais 
A la frontiere du mot-valise et du mot-gigogne I do not 
believe that art le panoramoire du voyage should have to 
ride and write an idea to death anything in common i.e. to 
an intoolerable deathgree with definite theories that are 
apart from it 
Ce qu'il depose n'en finit pas de retourner le coin 
La tete au t That is too much le su plie c'est sur 
passillonne fern d'-R-eu like qu'il ya propaganda 
a pousser jusqu'a ce que ~a soit en seves lujusqu'a 
l'irreference meme 
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SAN SALVADOR ELECTIONS 
By Victor Coleman and Judy Whalen 
Victor Coleman and Judy Whalen spent some time last year observing and docu-
menting the elections in San Salvador. They worked in liason with the BARRICA-
DOS News Agency. 
The electoral campaign in Nicaragua has 
taken off. By daybreak on August 1, 
telephone posts, walls,· vehicles and 
trees throughout the country flaunted 
two quickly painted strokes of red and 
black,· the colors of the FSLN. These two 
brush strokes date ·back to the days when 
the Sandinista National Liberation Front 
operated as an underground organization; 
today, they have been taken up as the 
official emblem of the FSLN campaign. 
--from an editorial in BARRICADA 
Partido Lib 1 , PATRtA. LIBERTAo. a'i:a~RA~~dependien te " 
.. .~,i-~:188~· JUSTICJA SL- . ' 
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AUGUSTO CESAR SANDINO 
By George Manupelli 
augusto cesar sandino , the general of free men 
with love in his eyes and a gun by his side 
he vowed he would die beneath the blue skies 
die , or free nicaragua 
augusto cesar sandino , the general of free men 
he began with a dream where people were free 
and they lived their lives with dignity 
peace and a free nicaragua 
they sent the marines who marched like sardines 
in columns of two for the red white and blue 
in sandino' s nicaragua 
he spread his dream throughout the land 
and they came to join his barefoot band 
the army of general sandino 
the marines met only barefoot men 
but men who would fight and men who would win 
or die to free nicaragua 
the women came too, they made flags of blue 
and they joined the men, their barefoot men 
together they'd free nicaragua 
oh, they couldn't yet read but they knew what was right 
as they marched by day and they dreamed by night 
dreamed of a free nicaragua 
an assassin shot as part of a scheme 
and sandino fell as part of a dream 
the dream of a free nicaragua 
they made a new flag from the red of his blood 
and the black of his gun and they sewed it with love 
and they took his name and the memory 
of the man who died for liberty 
augusto cesar sandino 
augusto cesar sandino, the general of free men 
we remember him still, his courage and will 
the love in his eyes beneath the blue skies 
the skies of free nicaragua 
fulmos, 
; ; 




By Lary Bremner 
everything could be 
IOU invested 
money meaning manifest 
destiny . & now 
the buried man 
in all this advertising 
art turns lavender 
turns green gangster 
empire of the letter 
of the law in decay 
capital shooting out 
stars overhead 
the torn flag wraps nothing 
but the bodies of the well-adjusted 
soldiers in deadly 
competition he 
who dies with the most toys 
wms 
FABLE 
By Esiri Dafieware 
i am the ligament of sorrow 
strung taut with pain of absent harvest 
i am the sinew to borrow 
as last resort after anaesthesia has failed again 
i am the blood to loan 
sapped beyond the extremes of the vanishing veins 
i am the figment of the last fable 
told beyond wakefulness as the lights go out 
i am that i am i know i am 




be my eye 
and let me see me 
in the dawn of your presence 
A DOG AT EVENING 
Excerpts from Mein Kampf and the Bible 
By Melody Sumner 
They return at evening. They make a noise like a dog. There 
is a great gap, behold, they belch out with their mouths, 
swords are in their lips. One takes then every derision of 
art into the bargain in order to become finally actually 
uncertain in the judgement of good and bad. Let them wander 
up and down for meat, and grudge if they be not satisfied. 
Let them drink not of the wine of astonishment, but of fear 
and futility. Cast out the shoe and the wash pot. To sing thy 
praises forever, daily perform the vows. As a doubtful symptom 
the following must be stated: taken all in all, these are the 
signs of a world getting worse. The hallucinations of insane 
people or criminals. Taking in this cheap manner the word of 
reply from the mouths of most people, the miserable cowardice 
of our intelligentsia which shuns every serious resistance 
against this poisoning of the sound instinct of our people, 
and left to be content with this impudent nonsense, shall not 
be greatly moved. Because thou art better than life. I remember 
thee upon my bed and meditate on thee in the night watching. 
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WOMEN IN SOUTH AFRICA 
By Sparling Mills 
Cape Town harbour was purple 
with Table Mountain, 
& in our blondness we 
were greeted 
with great good will. Maybe 
we'd be happy here after all. 
Most things went well until 
some lawn bowlers found me sitting 
on the steps of a church: "Get up, 
get up this instant" 
"But I'm tired. I want to rest for a few minutes" 




was right across the park, it shone 
through our windows. 
The preacher said 
the family unit is paramount, 
and the good people murmured 
assent. I could hear the cries of black 
women as their men left 
for the cities. 
*** 
Neliie adopted me. She 
was a black maid at the hotel; 
when she moved to the flat 
she would huddle by my door 
and wait for me to walk the dog. 
"Missus needs a maid?" This 
was all 
every day. At last 
I said yes. She kissed my hands 
but never would use my toilet - she 
trembled at such liberty & 
skittered down the five flights 
to the maids' one-holer. 
*** 
I am not the type of person 
who yearns for a maid. I'd rather 
make my own tea 
and get up when I want. 
But each morning at 6 Nellie knocked 
& breezed in with a hot cup. then 
I was to jump out of bed, into 
the tub, scrub vigorously & be at 
breakfast in half an hour, all dressed. 
By T30, still dark out, 
I was ready for the day. 
To keep out of her way, 
I went downtown & had the accepted 
biscuits, strawberry jam & whipped cream 
at 11. I never wore white gloves & liat 
so was treated with distaste 
by black waitresses & white 
matron-patrons alike. 
As one of the latter dipped her spoon 
into the calories, she complained 
to her companion: "Blacks are so lazy. Yesterday 
I ordered Daisy 
to dust the toothpicks, yet this morning 
she still hadn't done it. Lord knows 
I'm a patient woman, but I won't tolerate 
defiance. I sent her packing. And look 
at that chit behind you - no gloves or hat." 
*** 
"Missus, don't go to the park alone. Bad 
monkeys." So we took 
my dearest possession for a walk together. 
In front of the flat 
we were almost run over - "playing games" 
with pedestrians the Mercedes 
try to pick you off. "You see 
how you need me. I 
take care of you." But she couldn't & wouldn't 
sit on the park bench besid~ me, instead 
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she sprawled on the grass , 
men passing 
wishing for 
her voluptuous breasts. I learned later 
she had 3 kids and 3 "husbands." I, 
childless, was impressed. At least 
she was alive. 
*** 
Nellie couldn't always 
babysit me . A warm day 
in the cold damp winter & I 
took Peggy to the park myself. 
Nearing the reservoir I saw 
an Afrikaans female approaching: 
Tall , broad-shouldered , blond, 
with a German shepherd & a chain. 
"Here! Are you crazy? A dog 
no bigger than a rat , a purse begging 
to be grabbed & no chain or even 
a stick!" 
The woman 
was about my age . "I'm from Canada. 
I don 't know 
how things are done here. " 
She gave me a big hug 
also her chain , & told me 
to get home 
"this very minute. " 
*** 
I met her a week later 
in the grocery store. "Not gone yet?" 
in her old-Dutch accent. "My husband 
is a student, we 're here 
for a year. " "Been up on the Mountain?" 
We arranged to meet next day at noon. 
All colours were at the station 
pushing & blocking like football. But thanks 
to Anna, we go on the first cable car. 
At the top no railings: 
"People commit suicide all the time 
from up here ." Cheerily 
she quoted statistics . "And don't move 
too fast 
in the billows of cloud at 5." 
I liked Anna - boisterous, loving, hating , 
surviving 
in the southern-most tip of Africa - or 
as the government calls it -
"The Republic of Good Hope." 
*** 
But there is no freedom. 
Both Nellie & Anna are bound 
by an ideology. Both subject 
to the creed 
that whites must not produce 
anything but pure white stock. 
Yet Anna confided 
she found her houseboy "bare," & Nellie 
attracted whites galore . This 
is not just musical beds , this is 
treason. 
In the rest of the world 
women 
are fighting for equality. 
In South Africa 
women still 
have to masturbate. 
TH E I'> YEAR ANN IVER S,\ R-Y OF 0 1,\L-A- POEM (1%8- llJfl.~) 
Laurie Anderson 
William S. Burroughs 
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African lav,ycr n o w wri tin5 
and teac.i1ing in Mozambique. 
he was fre1uently 
defendine· the black peo ole a ~·ain s.t 
the injus tice of aparth~id i; t he 
~ou th ~f.t·~ cru1 courts. In 19 6.3 he 
fe~l victim to the "90 day l aw'r 
which ~tated t hat the tovernm~nt 
(Afilitary) could at their leisure 
and_ persono.l protective suspi cions 
~11ch are rooted in a terrible 
f ear o f t.i.1e bl&ck roan, arrest, 
at a moments notice anyone they 
chose. The arrests made unaer the 
"?0 d a.y law" mainly ?.ffected blac.Jc;.s 
wno were members or cuspected 
members of such or~anlz~tions as 
the African Nation ctl Gonsress. 
But in some cases like 
ti1at of Mr. Sachs' 
) 
rlhi te black 




JU bie S a chs spent 
hi s first ninety d a y 
period in ,ilence, 
\lfl thou t ''break.int" or 
releasin~ any information 
c.bou t his as~o ciation with 
the l~W. On the ninetieth dilY 
he received a letter of release. 
~!!he mol!1ent h.e &lened. for 
his b~lon~ings he was 
rearrested. { In 196.5 
the e,o vernmen t 
cl1~need the 
"90 day law~ 
to the 
11180 day law".) 
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'lhe tin.e 
S.1-chii> did in 
pri.son wa.s in. 
itself~ situation of 
tot21 ~b$~£dlty. Besides 
his c-ell be in~ col~ ~.n d 
d.a.mp. h.e "'11\, r ~l.tl ve1r 
coinfort.lDl~. Being -.,Jiit~ he 
rec e~·~ect .,,,~.ny petty privileios 
1cf vmieh .uo black. prisoner 
1 would ever t~e t cl c $e to • .He 
wo u~ d e•slly obtain care 
pocKages from home. Ho WQuld 
.sa ·,e hJ..s GraneQ peels to ~ e 
a drink vii th .i.n his ceruic 
c~p, unlike thQ black'$ tin 
cups. As the d~s er~w 
\ 
lone,t:.r h.t d.e<:itled t.ha.t o~ 
hii tel•~so ~e WQ~ld r~~ 
fo t.h e sea. ~$ ~ -$.1• It<> 1 
c:£ k\~~ ~ South Af,j_ca 
f1e.Jom. Albie s~~hs 
''oroke 0 o~ ~is 
lb3l'd day. rod~, 
t1'e b1-l.d:: 
people KA6:W hi~ -.$ 'the Ma.n .,ko r~.1t. 
off f,o.,,. "'·•i$8ih gix~ . ,~ . . 
...ule1 ~u tk~ ~e~. 
THE POLISH POLICE 
HA VE JUST MURDERED 
GRZEGORZ PRZEMYK 
By Barry Mandelker 
Now as he was young and easy under the water cannon 
About the tiny pubs where friends 
Gathered to be as happy as the grass was red 
So was Grzegorz Przemyk above the night 
That time would let him hale into a spontaneous song 
Golden and honoured among the worker girls 
Where he was prince and flower boy 
To rifle barrels 
And no harm it seemed could stroke free 
The curls of his lamb hair that played in 
Sunshine in a far fear from night 
That rumbled and rattled the soft locks that came to wind 
The same as khaki came to the green of land and 
Sang to the horn of the polish police 
So brutal to organs 
And so friendly to dogs 
Happy and singing as the streets were home 
Doing the police in different voices 
All the moon long 
To the mercy of boots in the cruelest of months 
That would be an april again again 
Till the pain the young flowers rang turned 
Slowly into the throbs the sun grows only once 
And as he was free and easy the song he sang rang 
Not of solemn bestial normalization nor a gray house 
In all his tuneful tumbling to the spurs 
Thatjingled to his jingle andjangled among 
The other John Does 
Celebrating the nineteenth birthday of his oxygen loss 
The wild arms spread from his fingers the wishes 
That raced for richer air 
To blow out all the candles with 
LENIN'S TOMB 
By Ken Hollings 
To keep him looking young 
to keep the light on his face 
Water oil and mercury 
injected under his skin 
His nerves dry out 
under stone and glass 
a torn square of red satin 
over a spotlight 
angled up under a night sky 
Alone-
filirig past his body 
A \Jody holding us together 
a body tilted up to the public 
Get your camera back 
at the exit 
I can't remember how I felt then 
No snow.:... 
no fir trees 
no silent new~reels 
A hotel outside Moscow 
where they serve you 
meat and bread 
A nervous reaction: 
spilled my food on the wood floor 
-is this how he behaves at home? 
try and hide by the book stall 
It takes so long to get to sleep 
when you 're paying for your room 
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SO TO SPEAK 
By Eugene Dubnov 
Translatedfrom the Russian by Christopher Newman 
I. 
Poland, so to speak, was in a deep slumber, and if there aren't any fish, even a lobster 
could be a fish. At seven o'clock I woke up; at twelve o'clock I drank some tea with 
jam. A talk on the international situation will be given by Comrade Warden Comrade 
Polukhina Valentina Petrovna. And I will tell you this: that if a bull would pass by 
here ... and piss ... that he would piss straighter than you have dug these trenches 
here, although he would be pissing while at the same time walking in motion. Shit, 
shit must be cleaned - and it doesn't want to be cleaned; heaps are made and then 
aren't flushed away, and I will take you to the room where they live and show you 
how they look. What would you like, Father? - I would like to sell you my old 
trousers. Steal?-1 simply couldn't - torture me, and I still couldn't-I've never been 
trained to steal - but request, request I could. And you, comrade H. G. Wells , come 
to visit us again in ten years' time, and then we'll screw your fucking head right off 
your fucking shoulders. Trotsky? Aren't you by any chance the son of Leo Trotsky? 
-No, not at all, not even his namesake. And they voted posthumously. 
n. 
In 1912 a great peasant revolt took place in the Ryazan province. All the barns were 
burnt, and the fields were set on fire. The local landowner locked himself and his fam-
ily up in their manor house. Having destroyed the entire district, the peasants in a 
huge mob surrounded the house, brandishing their pitchforks and scythes. The lan-
downer, in an attempt to save at least his family , went out onto the veranda. "My 
dear little peasants," he pleaded. "What's the matter?" The leader of the revolt 
stepped out in front of the crowd and started to scratch his head. "What's the matter, 
what's the matter. ... Nothing-that's the matter!" And the peasants all went home. 
A group of Polish prisoners was brought to a labour camp. Owing to weakness and 
hunger, they could not fulfil their production norms. The colonel in charge of the 
camp gathered them together. Poking his finger at one of the men in the front row, he 
said: "You, you there, why don 't you fulfil the production norms?" "It's hard ," the 
prisoner replied, "the norms are high." "Hard?" the colonel asked. "The norms are 
high? Well, never mind, you'll soon get used to them." "I ... I won't be able to get 
used to them," replied the Pole. "Won't be able to?" the colonel was surprised. "So 
you'll just have to snuff it." 
On May Day oranges were sold. A long queue built up on Lenin Avenue where a stall 
had been erected. Mother took me along with her so that we could get two kilos (we 
could have got even three, but my little sister was at the May Day parade). I was 
warned in advance not to talk to Mother while queueing, as only one kilogram was 
allotted to each family . But after three hours in the queue - we were already quite 
close to the stall - I somehow forgot myself and not only started talking to her, but 
even addressed her as "Mother." "Ohhh!" the queue roared in fury. "So you've 
brought along all your little relations, have you?! So you want to have two kilograms 
in one house?!" And we were thrown out of the queue in disgrace . 
III. 
Pigeons flock together in the park where stale crusts of bread are thrown out by a 
child. A friend of mine runs across the grass and flaps his arm, while an old rabbi, 
walking in circles around the fountain, makes a blessing on a flower. 
A SINGULAR PLURALITY 
By Karen Maccormack 
Sometimes the words arise from the outside and lips form around them, pro-
viding a receptacle where they lodge as sounds repeated for many (y)ears. 
They spread from small units to larger until a majority is declared in effect. 
Considered dangerous, each group is jealous of the other(s). 
One word enjoys equal prominence with every persuasion. It comes to mean 
more than all the other words formerly employed when each unit was/is 
small. 
Leaders are those members who gain control of any given group. Most 
members aspire to leadership and because this is not possible, struggles 
commence. The member(s) who best manipulate(s) words the other 
members choose to hear, become(s) their leader(s). 
The leader(s) often find(s) it necessary to share (the word) power in a 
number of ways, i.e. pretending to acknowledge the validity of words 
expressed by members of other groups. 
The same words are employed by all. It is the inflection or position of any 
given word that contributes to the meaning the individual or unit intends to 
convey. 
Often these words are amplified by technological means, as well as appear-
ing on surfaces such as paper. 
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I TALK LIKE A SPRAY GUN 
By W. Mark Sutherland 
Salsa, graffiti, voodoo, 
arts and drugs 
these are the incantations 
of a new medium. 
It is all true 
but your eyes will not open 
they are glued shut. 
The lesbians and homosexuals can no longer 
go in public bars 
the morality squad is out in full force. 
Life is a broken Lenny Bruce album, 
porno flicks 
or suburban housewives 
counting orgasms. 
Me, I talk like a spray gun. 
"Listen, you 're not the guy I want to 
share my money with. 
You should watch the government 
talk about it 
but don't point to it. 
Just what's your intention here 
not seeing the face on the other end 
of the phone, 
not more skin . 
You need this like you need oxygen 
because this is the way you see the world 
this is not the way the world is." 
Me, I talk like a spray gun. 
"This is the way I see the world, 
this may not be the way the world is 
but your eyes will not open 
they are glued shut." 
Me, I talk like a spray gun. ~\ 
~I 
PROPAGANDA 
By Ken Norris 
Don't·throw apricot pits to the squirrels. 
Don't stare off into space. 
Don't wear shoes inside the meditation hall. 
Don't stub your cigarettes out in the onion dip. 
Don't lay siege to the Washington Monument. 
Don't sleep standing up. 
Don't run out onto the playing field. 
Don't ask questions. 
URBAN NOUNS/ 
HOLLYWOOD DUPLEX 
By M. Lucchesi 
The walls of the Seven-Eleven 
are covered with urban nouns. 
And a kid with the time 
and a spraycan 
smiles and inhales the sound. 
On the side by the street 
it says rebels 
Thats all you can read as you pass. 
There are numbers and names 
and crosses 
with rebels in blue in the back. 
A black-orange, day-glow ivy. 
A vine of paint and words 
It grows to flower and die, 
but relentlessly returns. 
Reuban shoots at Mary Pat 
in an alley with his trash 
where someone wrote a dirty word. 
Mary, she just laughs. 
The wall of the seven-eleven 
is clear of urban nouns. 
But a kid with a can 
and a message 
inhales at the wall as he frowns. 
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MES MUSICIENNES 
By Marshall Hryciuk 
un tableau pour Pablo 
fluffs 
soil 





in ye ear of e e 
a taut, tartar pome see 
how the bees being no symbols of Chrillhtna 
do hun in stigmata 
passing the bulwarks, the bull.rushes i turn 
kzeeeck kzeeedk ••• kzeeeck 
to the~ la carte poplars 
the sun melting down 
crickets itching zzeeeck 
grasshoppers singing a home 0 1 green zzz zzz 
waxing down their hamstrings 
bees, messrs. bumble and sticky bzzz 
· pillage and reap 
step down the path, hoppers spray dusty springs 
birds throng with ditties, swaying the thistles 
and the lacy wild carrots 
saih, beah cheeo chai cawcawcawcawcaw cheeioieio 
chaikaih cawh cheeio, chei cheeio cheeio czeek •• , 
whit 
chirp cheep cheeepcheechippcheep peeeshkieeci 
caw acw caw 
yeayeap tambourine to the ceaseless din 
and mandolin of plied cheear kzeek zzz bzz 
leableleable leadlelinning 
the crickets have tea tzeek, tzeeech 
T. 
S. E. hears ~ ·in O,.ebec Province" the hermitthrush•s 
''water dripping song 11 drip-
ping, pong the fall 
in stock phrases, exchanges, cash 
pre-registering for class/clashes 
crashes 
yet no cuckoo cuckheld in the .cloqk 
exhl.UUed in the herding grasses 
cockheld in the Faculty of Mind 
Dept. of Ab Extra 
"be on time and dont be al te" 
Mal ta I d milk, a fisherman among the mean 
to counterturn 
who care not a wit for the Augustan s:t,uff 
restoration 
of the preservative stinctuality 
publish three books 
and they pranote you 
to EDITOR 
for 
their butylated romances and the children's booktrade 
of two people speaking as if their diction had direct 
CONTRACT with rIBALITY 
countercultll!'es o yes 
on bail at counters everywhere 
inst.ant 
aneous anal 
logy Aneias onairon i quarrel; this choral? be pome? 
consult a lone crow 
miglior egli 
for being witless witness 
spreading now blackshade, feathered 
my astral frame 
chilling 
hairs rise 
backwise, turns me to duck, an Hlirmes afraid 
whose answer 
too was 









culture as qualification 
civiz, quantific 
kzeeeck, kzech, easel 
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By Susan Parker 
He is indeed a ripe runner for a polyester shirt, uptight on a bugaboo of WHAT 
TO WEAR? He considers the aesthetics of a pin stripe left over from the day before. 
He's into sankirtan. And here, in Toronto, Canada, he adjusts his wig as a million or 
so other people are off to work. 
She met him on Yonge Street. He was walking around with an arm full of 
Bhagava1,ams and a roll of Jagannatha stickers, and she was leaning against a red 
brick wall, taking it all in. 
"He's cool!" she thought. She should know. She lives across from the Blitz 
Club on the coolest street in Toronto, near the coolest alleyway in the world. "You 
know that Fate brought us together, don't you?" she told him. "I know," he said, 
sticking Jagannatha on her like she'd just won a medal for going to the moon. 
"Hey man, what are you doing?" she asked. She'd never seen such eyes! "I've 
never seen such eyes!" she said. She remembered going to a movie with her boy-
friend with 3-D glasses on a crew cut and eyes going loco on a trompe l'oeil screen, 
but this was something else. "Who is this guy anyway?" she asked. He told her this 
was Lord Jagannatha, and when she got home, she took out her stencils and her 
spray paint and wrote I ONLY HAVE EYES FOR YOU LORD JAGANNATHA, 
day glo orange on her living room wall. 
"NOTHING IS TRUE, EVERYTHING IS PERMITTED," she said like she 
was making an excuse for something just about right. "Besides, I live in here." She 
turned on her stereo: LIKE TO DO ONE MORE TUNE FOR YOU NOW, CATCH 
MY BREATH. I'D LIKE TO THANK YOU ALL FOR COMING, AND I MEAN 
THIS SINCERELY - YOU KNOW YOU MAKE MEW ANT TO-
"This is insane!" she said, scraping the needle across the record like someone 
doing dry dives out a window three blocks over and two blocks east. Her action 
surprised her because she'd come to expect a Little insanity in her world, even desire 
it at times like being hooked on something not too good. She glanced over at the 
phosphorescent spray job on the wall. "I'm strung out!" she said. "On you, Lord 
Jagannatha. On you!" 
"AND I MEAN THIS SINCERELY," she said. And she did because she was 
no stranger to addiction, and there was nothing in her pockets or her fab friends' that 
could get her as high as she was, with eyes going crazy on a sticker of a guy named 
JAGANNATHA. 
Uptown, the devotee told stories like he couldn't wait another minute. 
"I handed this guy a book," he said. "And the guy, real nice guy, says to me: 
'Well, uuh, how much do you want for it?' So you know what I said? I said: 'Look, 
I'm going to tum around and hold out my hand, and you give me what you think.' So 
that's what I did. I turned my back and held out my hand just like this, and he gives 
me twenty bucks just like that, and him walking away with a Gita under his arm, 
looking like he owned the world." 
"Wait. I got a better one!" he said. "This guy comes up to me, a big guy, a Gen-
eral or a Major or something, and he says to me: 'Why don't you get a job kid? Why 
don't you do something for your country kid?' So you know what I said to him? I 
said. I looked him straight in the eye and said: 'I'm an all-Canadian boy! I'm from 
Hamilton, Ontario! My father fought in the Second World War!' 'Oh well, in that 
case .... ' he says. And he takes a Gita and a Bhagavatam and two Godheads. 'For 
the kids,' he says." 
"No. Wait a minute!" he said. "I got an even better one! I met this girl today on 
Yonge Street with this black leather jacket with .... You know what it said? It said: 
'THERE'S NO ONE LEFT THAT I EVEN WANT TO IMITATE.' And she must 
have felt that way too because she was just hanging around, leaning against a red 
brick wall. So I gave her a Jagannatha sticker, and you know what she said? She said: 
'I've fallen for a lot of baby blues in my day, but this guy's something else!' That's 
what she said. And I tell you she's a J agannatha devotee. I tell you she is!" 
And she was. And when night came. she slept and would have slept O.K. had it 
not been for the Jagannatha sticker doing FOLLOW THE BOUNCING BALL rou-
tines, topsy turvy in her head. And she would have slept O.K. had it not been for that 
bleak Blitz Club poet who poured his lungs and these cold words into the chilly night: 
VIA VOLUME AND/OR AGONIZING SOUNDS. MEANINGLESS WORK IS 
THE MOST IMPORTANT ART FOR TODAY. THE TV IS IN THE DARKNESS 
OFF ANDON. 
"What the? ... " she said, sticking her head out the window, not cool, and yel-
ling down. "You creep!" she said. "I WANNA BE YOUR CREEP!" he yelled back. 
"You've hit the skids!" she said. "I'VE HIT THE SKIDS AND I WANNA BE 
YOUR CREEP," he yelled again. "You woke me up!" she said. ''I'M IN YOUR 
DREAMS!" he said, telling the whole world. "Oh man, I LIVE in here!" she said. 
"YEAH, SO WHAT?" he said, head down and walking away. 
"That's it!" she said. "That's it!" She pulled on her NO HEROES sweater and 
headed out the door. One foot out of it, the night air rushed her with an electric vibe 
as cool as that streetlight on her corner, and she was making a fine scene. 
For on that street where guys burn rubber for fun, she thought about Jaganna-
tha and told her heart to the moon. And when the sun came up, and it was time, she 
asked the devotee on Yonge Street to take her to the temple to see Lord Jagannatha 
for real. 
And when she saw Him, she just about died. "A trio!" she said. "Hey, are you a 
Leo?" she asked. He nodded to his friend in the corner. "I told you she was a Jagan-
natha devotee," he said. And she surrendered. 
"And I surrendered," she says. 
"Because, well let's face it, the Blitz Club scene was going nowhere fast. And I 
had never seen such eyes as Jagannatha's. There are no eyes like Jagannatha's in all 
the THREE WORLDS, or a mouth like Subhadra's KISS ME candy lips in a CASH 
AND CARRY store, or the heroics of a Balarama on the field of historical romance 
with a flesh wound and the papers saying it like this: HE SPENT THE NIGHT 
PEACEFULLY. 
"And I surrendered," she says. "To get a good night's sleep because it's an 
impossible thing to do in the material world because you know and I know I'm more 
than pathetic. Material Nature's dealt me a weird anaesthetic. So, please Lord Jagan-
natha, wake me up and bring me back because I beg to become your Hare Krsna, 
Krsna Conscious insomniac. I ONLY HA VE EYES FOR YOU." 
WHAT A YOUNG MAN 
OUGHT TO KNOW 
By Dennis Cooley 
The world is run for the decent and for decency, by the decent. Moral-
ity is stern, just as gravitation is stern. Gravitation keeps alive those who 
abide in harmony with it and summarily destroys those who are disobedient 
to it. No quick wittedness can circumvent providence. 
If the young fellow wants a clean tomorrow, let him live a clean today. 
No medicine can minister adequately to a shamed body and soul. The 
transgressor will get hit, and hit llard. You cannot play "pum-pum-pullaway" 
with God. You cannot deceive Him - He is not running the world in behalf of 
the nasty and the smutty-mouthed and the stenched-souled and the putrid-
bodied. 
If man will not be good for the sake of goodness, then he ought to be 
smart enough not to be bad because after the dance, the piper always had to 
be paid. Science as well as Holy Writ declares that the "wages of sin is 
death." 
No intelligent man would willingly and knowingly inoculate himself 
and his posterity with a disease that he knew would fill his body with filthy, 
wriggling parasites, savage creatures that would congregate in his blood, 
swarm in his brain, fill his liver with abscesses, turn his kidneys to g~stle, 
plant rottenness in his bones, make him w~nkled an~ old at f~rty, rob hun.of 
vigor, ambition and vitality and make of him a waddling tabetlc, or a paretlc, 
a driveling imbecile when he ought to be in the prime of his manhood rejoic-
ing in his manly achievements and reaping the harvest of a well spent life. 
A young man of a wealthy family, who had been a couple of times 
treated for gonorrhoea, married a beautiful bride in a prominent and wealthy 
family. A couple of weeks after his marriage he came to the physician with 
one of those small sores called a chancre, which is the unmistakable evi-
dence of the presence of syphilis. Careful investigation disclosed the fact 
that at the time of his marriage he had a concealed chancre, and which, 
although unknown to himself, had nevertheless been communicated to his 
bride. The treatment was prompt and of the most skilful character, but seri-
ous results were speedily manifest. The primary sore was followed by its 
secondary results. Sores appeared upon the different parts of her body, the 
mucous membrane was affected, and every hair upon the entire person of 
the wife fell out. She did not have left so much as eyebrows, eyelashes or 
·even hairs in her nose, and, in some instances after a serious attack of 
typhoid fever, months were necessary before the hair started again to grow. 
When it did grow it returned coarse and wiry, and when about an inch or 
inch-and-a-half long it very much resembled goat's hair. It could not be 
combed - nothing could be done with it. She looked like a fright - was an 
astonishment to her friends and an embarrassment to herself. 
With no knowledge of the terrible nature of her disease, it was difficult 
to induce her to persist through months for a period of at least two years in 
taking her medicines. At intervals during the years that followed she gave 
premature birth to children, which, whether born dead, or living for a day or 
two, were masses of disease and corruption. 
No, my friends, make no mistake. The truth must be told and must be 
kept impressively before the minds of the young. The leper is shunne~ a~d 
imprisoned. The victim of syphilis is vastly more dangerous and yet he 1s still 
permitted to roam at large, to engage in any sort of human activity. The man 
who shaves you may have syphilitic sores in his throat and every drop of 
saliva which escapes his lips may be alive with virulent, wriggling, spiro-
chaeta and may convey the foul infection to many an innocent and 
unsuspecting victim of our inexcusable neglect to protect the public by an 
effective quarantine against the most dangerous of all infections. The baker, 
the grocer, the tailor, the chambermaid, the hotel or Pullman porter, even 
the milk man or the laundry woman, and men and women in hundreds of 
other vocations may be wittingly or unwittingly constantly scattering infec-
tion while rendering their accustomed service. 
The foul disease goes through several stages. The early symptom is a 
severe pain like rheumatism, between the joints, especially between the 
knee and the ankle, and on the head. The pain is so severe at night that often 
the afflicted one has to walk the floor unable to lie down or sleep. The bones 
become brittle and nature loses her power to heal. The nose is liable to be 
eaten away and piece by piece, through great sores in the flesh, the bones 
slough and pass out or they may weaken and break by a sudden strain. Dr. 
Napheys tells of a young man who even in attempting to pull off his sh~e 
snapped his thigh-bone at the hip-joint and for nearly two years was laid 
upon his bed from which he was only relieved.by death. 
About the end of six months, the periosteum or thin covering in which 
the bones of the body are encased, is liable to be attacked. This is very pain-
ful and hard lumps called nodes, form deep under the skin. They usually 
come on the arms, or on the legs between the knee and the ankle. The swel-
ling often becomes hardened and remains permanently, either loose, ~r 
attached to the bone. When these nodes form on the inside of the skull, as 1s 
sometimes the case, they press upon the brain and cause convulsions and 
eventual death. 
There may be periods when the disease seems latent, but if it is not 
arrested and the system cleansed, at the end of about the second year a new 
form of the disease known as rupia may be expected. The word rupia com~s 
from a Latin word meaning a rock, and is so called because the body 1s 
covered with huge scabs resembling a rock. These begin with a small sore 
resembling a blister. Beneath these scabs the ulcer eats deeper and spreads 
broader, all the while exuding a serum which dries from beneath in layers, 
each broader than the next above, and thus the scabs or scales grow broader 
and higher until their appearance suggests the resemblance or propriety of 
calling them "rupia," or a rock. These great sores appear upon the ar~s and 
legs and we have seen them sufficiently numerous and large to give the 
patient a very horrible appearance. We have also seen them quite coi:i-
pletely cover the back with smaller sores and have known persons to remain 
in the hospital an entire year before these sores have disappeared. 
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From two to six years after the appearance of the chancre, gummy 
tumors are liable to appear. They are much like the preceding. Hard, mov-
able lumps from the size of a pea to that of a hen's egg, form under the skin in 
any part of the body. If the sufferer is not thoroughly cured, at any time from 
two to twenty or even forty years, as the case may be, the bones may be 
attacked, and the nose, the upper portion of the skull, the spine, or the large 
bones of the arms and legs may yield to disintegration and decay. These may 
slough off and pass out through great sores, and afflict with untold pain and 
horror their unhappy victim. 
To recognize the full character and effects of syphilis, you would have 
to compel the world to throw open the doors of all its hospitals, and expose 
to view the moral lepers, whose flesh and bones reek with rottenness and 
death, and as you pass from ward to ward, it would be necessary to require 
your attendant to call diseases by their real names, and tell you the true rela-
tions of the many aches and ills to this one terrible disease of diseases which 
even visits its judgments upon the children of its unhappy victim to the third 
and fourth generations; to throw open the doors of the insane asylums, to 
show you the large number of their unhappy victims who have been thrust in 
here from the primary and secondary sufferers of syphilis; to throw open the 
gates of the lost world and show you the doomed, and let you listen to the 
wails of the millions who have been slain for all eternity by this awful sin of 
lust and disease. 
Over the door of a life of impurity should be hung the warning which 
Dante placed over the gate of his Inferno - "Let those who enter here leave 
hope behind." If one could pile up and present the staggering facts in one 
item, of the crushing, debasing, blasting, loathsome diseases which follow 
impurity, to say nothing of any other phase of punishment, surely for very 
fear of these terrible consequences, if for no other reason, men and women 
everywhere and all the time, would plead and work and fight for the white, 
clean life and would stand like flint against every temptation to moral break-
down. It is all so appalling that it would seem to furnish all the warning that 
is needed of the necessity of the strictest moral rectitude and purity - of men 
and women instead of "throwing a loose rein on the neck of passion," taking 
it by the throat and keeping it in subjection and absolutely under control. 
/ 
1622 
By John Grube 
A committee of Cardinals in 1622. Foreign missions. Faith, 
religious wars, heretics terminated with prejudice. Ha! 
Faintly religious concept always, propaganda. the unseen 
hand, the concealed mind. God, power, trick. 
The voice of truth is almost imperceptible, overheard 
perhaps. Fragmentary, holistic, whispers we overhear as 
we tune our minds. 
Persuasion can be a tone of voice. A deafening silence. 
Then that portion of your mind is numb. 
The master toouches your mind with surgical precision, 
its hurts, its wounds, 
Arouses your latent anger. 
Truth germinates mysteriously. Seeds from an ancient 
tomb. The Turin shroud. The physicists sniff and peck, 
hunt clues. Mystery clouds their judgment. Awe. 
The card tricks, the fat lady, the gaudy prizes, the 
girl-friends and the tunnel of love. That's philosophy 
for you. Take that lollipop out of your mouth! 
Truth flirts, eludes, is painful, hard to acknowledge. 
Truth is ajoke. We laugh as we see it disappearing 
round a corner. 
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THE SIEGE OF ATLANTA 
By Douglas Finlayson 
Yep I can see it happening right here in our little suburb Victoria Estates. Nice neigh-
bourhood with landscaping and no blacks (except cleaning the yard or baby's room) 
or cubans, only a few Jews, and democratic to keep it that way. It's ever since they 
put in that new subway that they've been getting out here so much and soon they will 
be coming in their cars and staying overnight. 
It is a Tuesday morning with lots of fog. The president of Victoria Estates is easing 
his mind with a ride on his horse through his two wooded acres and thinking I'm so 
lucky to own a horse. A shot, and Nelson the horse comes running out of the woods 
with the president dragging by one stirrup and screaming stop you goddam fool at 
Nelson, who only runs faster. 
A shot is heard by the president's wife, the chairperson of the Victoria Estates gar-
den club, and she rushes out back to see Nelson the horse panicking up through the 
two-tiered flowerbed with the screaming president in tow. Nelson drags the president 
around in agitated circles and the president screams at his wife well get me the hell 
out of this some bastard shot me in the ass, but she reacts by running inside to the 
phone. 
She calls Anne, the treasurer of the garden club and a notary public and says send 
your husband down the president's been shot by a prowler. Anne's husband has been 
expecting something like this ever since the completion of the subway so he comes 
prepared with his bullet-proof '85 Bronco II and his Uzi and his M-19 grenade launch-
ing machine gun because he is a paranoid neo-Nazi ready for the siege of Atlanta. He 
slides to a halt on the president's lawn and the president's yard man says crazy muh-
fuh, so Dr. Eckman swings the Uzi around and says shut up Sambo or I'll waste your 
black ass. 
Dr. Eckman fears the worst so he loads his M-19 and sneaks around the stable into 
the president's backyard where the president lies on his stomach cursing at Nelson 
and his wife, who is swabbing out his wounds with agitated circular strokes. She 
twitters out a high-pitched moan at the sight of Dr. Eckman and the president says 
Jesus Eric what are you doing with those guns. Where did it come from asks Dr. Eck-
man, and the president's near-hysterical wife says there over there. Dr. Eckman says 
radio me if anything happens and goes through the two-tiered flowerbed and into the 
fog and the woods. 
Kendall Brumbelow from the local high school aims at a gasoline-filled beer bottle 
with his .22 pistol and fires a shot high and left, which barely misses Dr. Eckman's 
head. Shit says Kendall and he fires again. The whole area erupts in a small explosion 
which knocks Kendall backwards and Dr. Eckman soars through the dust and falling 
debris and pins Kendall's head to the ground with the barrel of his M-19. Shit mister I 
didn't do nothin' babbles Kendall, but Dr. Eckman says get up you little shit and let's 
go. 
Across the street Sambo is on the phone relaying the particulars to his brother 
Augustus, a green beret on leave who says he will be right over. Then Sambo calls his 
lawyer, which he can afford since he makes $85,000 a year with his landscaping com-
pany. Sambo hangs up and calls the police and tells them there is a caucasian male 
with two machine guns who tried to kill me. 
The president of Victoria Estates yelps as he tries to get up to see what caused the 
explosion. Next door, his neighbour Lila is on the phone to the police saying some-
one is trying to blow up my guest house and if you don't send over your swat team 
right now you're in shit because I'm on the Federal Trade Commission. 
Dr. Eckman follows Kendall into the yard and says here's the prisoner sir I think he's 
one of theirs maybe we should shoot him. Kendall babbles his way to the ground and 
vomits, and Nelson the horse stops pissing and backs into the stable. The president 
says Eric maybe you should have a valium or something and Dr. Eckman says can't 
colonel it would ruin my clarity. 
Tires screech out front as Augustus and six black policemen arrive. Dr. Eckman is 
glad he's wearing his green fatigues as he dives into the fogbound azaleas. I'll do 
some recon sir he hisses to the president while reloading the grenade launcher and 
crawling along the hedge. When two helicopters take position above the president's 
house Dr. Eckman stands up to have a look and sees Augustus and the policemen 
with their shotguns. Goddam thinks Dr. Eckman, they're taking over Victoria 
Estates. 
Two blue swat vans reel around the comer and Dr. Eckman fires a grenade. Augustus 
and the six black policemen take cover as a birdbath across the street explodes, and 
Dr. Eckman breaks cover to run into the president's backyard. The president's wife 
stares catatonically at Dr. Eckman's dilated pupils as he pulls the Uzi off his shoulder 
and says colonel I'll hold the front you take the gun and get out of here. Eric I think 
things are happening too fast says the president, and Dr. Eckman says nonsense sir 
they're happening exactly as anticipated, eyeing the president suspiciously. 
The helicopters buzz down close to the house and Dr. Eckman wheels around firing 
the Uzi into the air and blows the weather-vane atop the stable to sawdust and kin-
dling. Nelson the horse bucks wildly in the stable, being too scared to leave and Dr. 
Eckman shouts goddam horse sir I think is one of theirs I think we should shoot it 
colonel and he takes aim. The president shouts back don't shoot Nelson he's only a 
horse Jesus Christ Eric the helicopter is full of police and Dr. Eckman says no sir the 
gooks are all black up there. I think you're losing control Eric shouts the president in 
an effort to save his horse and Dr. Eckman shouts back losing control am I sir I think 
I'm the one calling the shots here now sir I think I will shoot the prisoner. 
Kendall stops vomiting and faints in a puddle of horse piss and Dr. Eckman fires the 
Uzi into the wall of the stable. Nelson the horse panics out of there and the stirrup 
catches Dr. Eckman's grenade belt and drags him down the side of the azalea hedge, 
causing the M-19's first direct hit of the morning, Dr. Eckman's bullet-proof '85 
Bronco II which explodes grandly and spews liquid fire on the president's sculpted 
holly bush because of Dr. Eckman's having had four reserve gastanks installed in 
case of the siege of Atlanta. 
Nelson the horse runs even faster because of the explosion and Dr. Eckman shouts 
stop you goddam fool until he is knocked unconscious by Nelson running too close to 
the president's Mercedes. · 
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TRANSPOSITIONS 
) 
By P. J. Holdstock 
I 
Choose an adjective: 
i) In a small town in a very large 
country a woman has a vision. The Virgin 
Mary appears in Hitachi co~our on ~h~ wall 
of the woman's carport. This appant10n 
occurs, the woman notices, whenever the 
light from her porch is reflected from 
her fender. Many thousands of people, 
on foot, in cars and, eventually, in 
busloads, make the pilgrimage to the 
woman's carport. 
ii) A colostomy patient goes missing 
from his ward. He is found in an empty 
room sitting at the open window with 
his face turned towards the light. 
He has his feet on the sill and is 
wearing nothing but his bag. He is 
sunbathing. 
iii) A twenty-three-year-old woman drills 
a hole in her skull to increase the oxygen 
supply to her brain. She does this by means 
of a second-hand dentist's drill. For the 
three-hour-long trepanation which she 
performs before a mirror she shaves a part 
of her head, dresses in nuptial white and 
tapes a pair of dark glasses to her forehead 
so that the blood will not run into her eyes. 
Her husband makes a home movie of the 
operation. 
iv) A man leaps from the side of a ferry. 
A crew member, seeing what has happened, 
dives into the icy water and saves him. The 
ferry corporation, reviewing the incident, 
draws up a new set of regulations prohibiting 
the crew from such actions and urging them 
instead to radio for help, thus protecting 
the schedule from disruption. 
v) Under the lights of the television 
cameras, a world-class diver stands 
poised in an attitude of incomparable 
grace on the edge of the ten-metre 
board. Moments later he is killed 














































Decide which of these statements is most/least mysterious. 
/ 
i) The human egg is washed from the ovary t.o the womb by th~ fallopian 
waters· although the egg matures in darkness, it has been ascertained that a 
foetus blinks when the womb is turned to the sun. 
ii) When God decided to lay some ground rules, H~ called Moses to Mount 
Sinai. Moses was compelled to draw near to "the thick darkness where God 
was." 
Ill 
In the following story, each paragraph contains a pair of words or phrases 
which may or may not have been transposed. Rearrange as you see fit. 
In the most godforsaken reaches of the North Yorkshire moors live 
two nuns, the last, remote members of a house of the Greek Orthodox 
Church. . . Th li 
Sister Benedict is seventy-nine. Sister Agatha is _eighty-one. ey ve 
out their days in the utter desolation of the moors, their hearts filled with an 
unalterable peace. . . 
After more than fifty years of contemplation they find therr faith more 
than confirmed, their doubts without foundation. . . . 
Sister Agatha, being the elder, knows she will probably die first. She is 
happy about this. Sister Benedict, on the other hand, does not know w_hether 
she would rather have the distinction of being first. to reach. t~~ hght of 
heaven or last to remain on earth. She is not afraid of either possibility. 
DISCOLOURED: HIS STORY 
By Brian Dedora 
the stand of trees stands to the left the flower 
beds running along the hedge to the rockery 
flowers to the right the rockery slopes to the 
lower level the lawn ends in tufts and clumps 
on the beach the lake too early to be wind 
ruffled shimmers the reflection of hillsides 
above the opposite shore 
he leans to the far side of the kitchen windows 
for a glimpse of the lake as it reaches south-
wards to the point and the wide body of the lake 
beyond he sees the white crests pushed up by 
the canoes for only an instant a trick oflight 
so fast it hardly registers as anything more than 
a boom of logs being pushed up to the sawmills 
he thinks he '11 rake along the beach gather up 
drift wood and deadfalls from the willows for a 
bonfire later between the rake scratch and wave 
lap the satisfaction and the preoccupation he 
doesn't hear the shouting doesn 't hear the canoes 
doesn't see the pack paddling closer until his 
neighbour's shout with its base note offear turns 
him around finger points him toward the middle 
ofthelake 
hordes of them with uniforms and guns not pic-
tures of printed words in a thriller but guns 
soldiers Japanese soldiers shock troops 
an encounter of an armed force with an enemy 
a sudden and violent blow a damaging blow 
a sudden and disturbing impression on the mind 
or feelings a sudden debilitating effect pro-
duced by over-stimulation of nerves intense 
pain violent emotion 
he doesn't feel the rake drop he feels his guts 
go liquid he stands there stands there not 
hearing not seeing and not moving his knees 
break he falls into a crouch able to move 
he crawls into the shade cast by the neighbour's 
garage the canoes are closer he crawls along 
the side of the garage pries himself around the 
corner scrabbles begins to run up the drive-
way he can' t feel his legs he falls claws 
at the gravel scratches up the hill pulling 
his legs shouts from the soldiers getting 
closer he pulls around the top corner drags 
and runs himself along the hedge finds the break 
near his back door and cuts through grabs the 
door handle and pulls flops into the house 
heaving exhausted and helpless 
an affection of the nervous system characterized 
by impairment or loss of the motor or sensory 
function of the nerves a condition of utter 
powerlessness incapacity of action suspension 
of activity the state of being crippled help-
less impotent 
he wanders doesn't know doesn't hear doesn't 
see to bedroom living room kitchen and back 
the lines are dead he naps on the couch 
makes coffee fills ashtrays 
out there all around impinging pinching him 
he waits idling and pained 
suffering liable to suffer suffering action 
from without the object as distinguished from 
the subject of action suffering or receiving 
something without resistance or opposition 
he extends his hand to part the drapes peers out 
sees nothing lets the drapes fall hears no 
gunshots no explosions he no longer wanders 
room to room he sits screaming to burst into 
the quiet 
he eases the back door closed passes through the 
hedge quells the nagging and walks down the drive-
way to the rear of the garage squeezes an eye 
around the corner there is a small hut on the 
beach the soldiers aren't in sight he pushes 
out from the garage and walks down the hill 
the door opens a soldier steps out he 
freezes he is seen he is out in the open the 
soldier bows speaks in Japanese and waves him 
closer he can't run the soldier waves harder 
opens the door an invitation he walks down 
pauses at the door enters 
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the state of being active the exertion of energy 
action anything active a force or operation 
a movement in any direction 
another soldier is there bending over an open 
chest he turns and stands he tries to focus 
on the soldier's face blinks his eyes to adjust 
to the dim interior the face the eyes the 
set of his lips he's gorgeous 
dissolution the process by which a material thing 
is reduced or separated into its component parts 
or elements conversion into something else 
dissolution or dispersion of humours or of 
morbid matter in the body conversion to a fluid 
state a relaxation or weakening in some part of 
the body the answering of a question the sol-
ving of a doubt a decision a verdict a 
determination the process by which a discord is 
made to pass into a concord 
Ricky Isobe Karen Kawaguchi Stan N atsuhara 
Art Ogata George & Rosie Okazaki Marian 
Sakakabara Mickey Yamamoto 
classmates 
to check restrain put down or keep under 
to check by some special treatment to check 
or withstand (some passion or feeling) in another 
by opposition or control to keep or hold back 
to restrain or check (a person) from action 
or advance to put down by force to reduce 
(troublesome persons) to subjection or quietness 
for a production of Majority of One the Fischlers 
taught us the Shabbat service and songs donate 
shawls and bake chala the Sakakabaras and the 
Japanese Community Association taught us the te~ 
ceremony donate wigs gowns and a porcelain 
tea service help backstage with traditional make-
up the tying of gowns the styling of wigs ~ 
the rustle of silk bright colours the sound of 




JULIET THE DOMINATRIX 
By Thomas McNeely 
I am a disciple of the House of Pain, Jim thought, because I try to love 
my mother. Everyone hates their mother. Why are mothers such a problem? 
All the American Jewish literati are hung up on their mothers: Mailer, Roth , 
Heller, etc .... 
"James! Clean your teeth and get to bed right now!" 
"Yes, Mother. " 
"And wear pyjamas!" 
"Yes, Mother." 
"Did you go pee pee James?" 
"Yes. Tell me a bedtime story. Please." 
"No James. You're 37 years old. It's not necessary." 
"Oh, pleeeeeeeease Mother. " 
"All right." 
"Goody." 
Jim's Mother tilted back her welding mask and sat down on the edge of 
the bed. She had been working in the basement on the pipes. 
"Once upon a time in a land far away there was a princess who slept on 
a pea, let her hair down, and made it with seven little perverts the end." 
"Oh, Mother. I want a real story." . 
Then Magdalena, Jim's Mother, metamorphosized into Juliet on the 
CBC ("Hi Mom!") dressed from head to toe in black rubber like a domina-
trix . 
Jim metamorphosized into the Supreme Court of Ontario. . 
Juliet sang "Indian Love Song" as she stripped all the robes off and tied 
up the numerous arms and legs of the court. Then she stood up on the brass 
rail of the bed's headboard and threw slices of velveeta processed cheese 
onto the squirmingjudges' faces. She got out her whip. 
Later she collected all the maple syrup ejaculate up in her hand and 
made pancakes on her welding mask with her blowtorch. Juliet belched. 
Then she excused herself out of the dream sequence. It felt good to get out of 
the high-heeled boots and stretch out in her lazy-boy recliner in the rec room 
of her Don Mills bungalow. 
Jim and Magdalena looked around at all the snowflakes and realized t~ey 
were figurines trapped inside a glass shelf ornament bubble o~ a typical 
Canadian landscape by A. Y. Jackson. They broke the g!ass with h?ckey 
sticks and slid along the shelf. They crawled over a 3-D pict~re of .Niagara 
Falls until they came to a red pennant from Sudbury, Ontano, which they 
slid down and tumbled into the deep pile carpet. Ne_xt time I want to be a 
radial tire and really go somewhere, Jim thought. He and his mother tried to 
hail a cab in the carpet forest, waving Canadian Tire money around and 
whistling. 
Jim looked at his mother asleep in her rocking chair. She was mumbling 
about pine cones, sleigh bells, shelf ornaments from tea packages, and car 
trips to Sudbury and Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada. 
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THE LOVE CLUB 
By Humberto da Silva 
The most exclusive organization in the universe is the Love Club. Every-
?ody wants to join the Love Club - but nobody can. Do you know anybody 
m the Love Club? Of course you don't. Membership in the Love Club is 
reserved for those who are aesthetically perfect in love. It's too bad that it's 
got to be that way, but where would we be if just anyone could join? 
Nowhere, darlings. The Love Club is just a little further West than you can 
realistically expect to ever travel. 
But oh, what a succulent dream is the Love Club. Imagine, my sweet darling 
things, a place without money, with no unattainables; a place where your 
hair is always perfect and your breath fragrant even as you arise from the 
heaviest slumber. Your days are spent in the crispest sheets feeling an ever-
lasting post-coital triste. The cigarettes won't kill you at the Love Club and 
your lover will never need that other orgasm. You just love and love and 
love without any of the unpleasantries. Oh my sweet darling little wretched 
things, does your life not pale when compared to life in the Love Club? 
Ah, you are thinking how unfair it is that you cannot join the Love Club. I 
know that is what you are thinking. Everybody feels that way sometimes. 
But you needn't despair, darlings , you can make your own home a little like 
the Love Club. Forget your financial worries; out of sight is out of mind. 
Now you too can use the very same cosmetic products that members of the 
Love Club don't need. With regular use of our mouthwash, our deodorant, 
and our cigarettes (which, incidentally, are less harmful than air) you will 
hardly know you have a body at all. 
No, sweet darling little fools, you cannot join the Love Club, but you can 
bring that Love Club feeling home with you tonight. ... 
Love Club products - they can make you beautiful to each other. 
~~ 
AMERICAN FAIRY TALES 
No . 1 The Poor Little Black Girl 
By Ronald Anthony Cross 
Once upon a time there was a poor little Black girl who lived deep in the heart 
of a g~eat city. Eve~ybody who knew her loved her because she was such a thought-
ful child, always doIOg favors for everyone and never asking for anything in return. 
One day she was carrying an armful of flowers to the sick old lady who lived 
across the street, when an ugly old man driving an ugly little green car ran over her. 
Then he backed up and ran over her again , just out of spite. He was always unhappy 
because he wasn 't rich and had to drive his ugly little green car. 
Finally_, satisfied that she was dead, he drove away, leaving her body in the 
street where 1t lay. 
When some of the people saw her lying there, they became angry and called the 
government. 
. Right away a big black limousine drove up and a concerned-looking gentleman 
m fine _clot_hes ~ot out and ~ent over to her body. He put a million dollars in large 
denomIOatlons IO her poor httle dead hand and closed it as best he could. Then he 
read a speech from a computer print-out to the awed but mostly uncomprehending 
group of people who were standing around gaping at the whole affair. Then he drove 
away. · 
A wind came _up. The money blew out of her hand. Some of the people in the 
~rowd started after it, but none so fast as the ugly little man who had driven the ugly 
httle green car. 
He had returned to the scene of the crime and was hanging around to see what 
~ll the commotion was about. Quick-witted and enterprising, he interpreted the situa-
tion at once and ran back to his little green car. He snatched his butterfly net from out 
the trunk. He always carried it for just such an occasion. Quick as a flash he raced 
back and. sc?oped up all of the bills in his net before any of the slower-moving, 
slower-thIOkIOg people could respond. Then, laughing, he drove away in his little 
green car. 
He used the money to open up a restaurant called Pig City. The gimmick was 
that you got to have the pig of your choice slaughtered at your table. An elegant hos-
tess W?Uld ~eat ,fOU at a C~?dlelit table, and then they would wheel out the cages of 
squ.ealmg pigs. That one, you would say. And then there was the satisfaction of 
seemg your wishes carried out right then and there. There was no chance of them 
slipping you the wrong pig. Then when you had finished eating all you could they 
threw what was left ofit away. ' 
Soon, Pi¥ Cities were popping up all over America. Instant success. They even 
had a couple m Japan, only they dragged it out a little there - called it the pig 
ceremony. 
The ghost of the poor little Black girl tried to get in to haunt the man in the 
green car, but they did not allow the ghosts of Black people in Pig City. 
. Now the ugly little man in the ugly little green car was very rich. He gave mil-
lio~s of dollars to the car industry to build him a better car, and they used his money 
to IOvent the most wonderful car in the world: That's how capitalism works! 
So off he drove in his new beautiful shiny green car, as fast as the wind. Faster. 
The ghost of the poor little Black girl tried to catch him and haunt him, but even 
her sup~rnatural powers were defeated by American technology. The wonderful car 
left her IO the dust.1:here was.nothing she could do. Her ghost just gave up and faded 
away. And the ugly httle man m the wonderful green car lived happily ever after. 
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DEATH TO THE FASCIST 
INSECT WHO PREYS 
ON THE BLOOD OF 
THE PEOPLE 
By Karen Petersen 
I don 't know how much more of this I can stand. Really. I've had about enough 
of you and your midnight gambolling across the arborite, enamel, formica and 
linoleum. Just about enough of the way you're so sanctimonious about allowing us to 
support you ever since we evolved out of the sea. Yeah, we're well aware how long 
you've been around and of our own relative youth. But that doesn't mean we owe 
you anything. Not a thing. 
I mean every word here. Stay out of that thesaurus, damn it, and get away from 
my wine glass. I'm serious. Keep out of the tape recorder, stereo, telephone, head-
phones, camera case, typewriter, television, microcomputer, smoke alar~, and espe-
cially that Q-Tips box. And if I find one more egg pod nestled snugly IO my tooth-
brush, I'll really start getting tough on you little fuckers. 
Jesus. You even eat Tums (and little wonder) , fossil fuel products , cigarettes, 
celluloid, Liquid Paper, soap, wax, glue , scotch tape , not to mention feeding on each 
other. But listen , this is it. Your last warning. If you don't ease up I'll pull the old 
imperialist gambit like a rabbit from my hat. I'll have you in shackles, have most of 
the females sterilized and at least half the males summarily executed. I'll force feed 
you your own eggs and set you to work with your peers as prefects . Together we'll 
build empires, if not other less mundane cliches. . 
Or perhaps, just maybe, for my more benevolent amusement, I could iram you 
to jump through little flaming hoops, all your little bells jingling, all your little feath-
ered head-dresses nodding. Have Pink Special spotlights and thunder and lightning 
special effects with one thousand piece dru~ r~lls high~ghting your truly kamikaze 
dives from counter tops to bottle cap pools d1zzyIOg centimeters below. . 
And if not circuses, or maybe as well as, together we could present rodeos, ice 
follies, jazz festivals, stag parties, pornographic magazines , urban guerrilla theatre, 
art shows, operas, olympics, political rallies, book fairs, gymkhanas , jail breaks , 
national elections, coronations, motocross races , and feature films soon to be seen as 
major motion pictures at a theatre nearby. 
Or I could reverse the trend, and food for thought you'd most literally become. 
Roach pate from your hefty livers to spread succulent on roa~h loaf. Roach bits to 
crisply garnish the sour cream on our baked potatoes. Tend~r mblets of egg pods wal-
lowing in melted roach wax. Sweetbreads! Head cheese! Tnpe! Roach haggis! 
Yeah, yeah. I know. You can twitch there piteous and protest you're as much a 
symbol of fecundity as the Easter Bunny (and stay away fro_m those .birth c<:mtrol 
pills) or even, so you say, as potent a lucky charm as your cousm the Chmese cncket, 
but I say eat death motherfuckers. . . . . 
My mere human, in your eyes, revulsion of you nasty nocturnal httle bits of life 
is more complete than your own oral history. More profound than your legends of the 
giant cockroach, Her Albino Matriarchess, blinder than justice, older than time and 
more arcane, more swollen than the ripest pimple, fermenting, wedged between 
walls. Go and feed her your sacrificial crumbs. She'll tell you in all her purulence, 
your fate is sealed. . . 
I mean it this time. Don't think I haven't heard your late mght revellIOg, 
smelled the stench of your sinpots, seen stragglers staggering home through the 
cleansing blast of dawn's rays. This is it. Sodom and Gomorrah were like the Vatican 
City compared to this place these days, no shit. It's an order of hell-fire and brim-
stone (hold the ecstasy) with a snide order of eternal sighs for all of you. Prepare to 
meet thy Doom. 
ALLIGATOR WARS ~ 
By Ursula Pflug 
My brain always lies, it's insecure, wants people to like it-
the feet, the hands 
On the long drive home I believe everything I think 
and everything you write 
It's dangerous, a game the brain plays , 
hankering for omniscience 
Brain should be locked up in a home for the criminally insane 
Brain says: What do you think this is? 
But I say: 
Bent on destroying every good family you can get your hands on 
The hands - they mutiny -
Brain is after the hands' territory. It's clever, persusive, 
uses the language of mirrors - that endless fascination 
Feet say: But really endless 
The hands want only 
the brain's ear 
martyr hand 
opening itself on glass 
so that you'll listen to it, Stupid Brain 
listen to the hand, it says: I'm on the side of the feet 
What the brain would do for the respect of the feet! 
but the feet are dreaming 
gold ropes into the earth, to California where my friend 
she has yellow hair, doesn't drink too much unless I'm there 
The long blue feet know what my brain never will; 
that you can't think about thinking, at least not very well 
with yor brain 
Feet are better at it, mine took a course 
had cassettes mailed from California 
My feet have learned to pass messages in secret 
they are proud teachers, and not 
in love with themselves 
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HOW I LOST MY BUDGIE 
By David McFadden 
The sun was slanting through the late-afternoon windows and I was ready to 
go to a small farewell party for Scotty Darling who was going to Japan for 
three _month_s or so when Mrs . Hemingway tapped on the door and presented 
me with a big slab of watermelon wrapped in wax paper. " It was on sale for 
ten c_ents a poun~ and I can ' t eat it all ," she said . She noticed my new 
budgie , a Harlequin , bright yellow like a canary , perched on a small branch 
of my potted fig tree by the sunny window and listening to John Lennon and 
Yoko Ono on the stereo. 
. " Is it a m?the'. bi~d ?" _said t?e I~ndladr , who was definitely a mother 
bird herself, thm , birdlike , little nicotine-stained claws , but her kids had all 
flown away and had nests and fledglings of their own. 
"Maybe it'll be a mother some day. It's still young. " 
"I used to have budgies ,,. she said. A long ash dropped from her Roth-
~ans and she curled her livers potted lip. " But I got tired of them. They're so 
dirty. All the time cleaning up after them. Seeds on the floor. So I gave them 
to my daughter." 
s.cotty _Darling had a couple of his paintings in a show of twenty-five 
Canadian painters and the show was to tour Japan all summer. He wanted to 
be on hand for the ?pening in Tokyo to justify getting the travel money from 
the Canada Cou~cil but he was heading down to Okinawa the next day to 
spend a month lying on the beach and visiting friends. I asked him who some 
of the othe_r twenty-_fo~r painters were and he said he didn't know, he hadn't 
re~d the hst, he d1dn t care , he wasn't going to Japan to see Canadian 
painters. 
. "What ' s it~ name?" said Mrs. Hemingway, presenting her tangerine-
tipped finger for 1t to hop on. 
"Goldie ," I said. 
"Hi Goldie. " It took off like a small helicopter and buzzed into the bed-
room. 
I took the watermelon with me to the party and it was gone in about 
three mi?utes, as Goldie would soon be. There were about twelve people 
ther~. H1~oko wasn ' t ~here , she was in Santa Cruz, visiting her brother the 
card1olog1st, but_ Alexis Gold was there, a tall, thin woman, with long thin 
legs and long t~in arms, long blonde straight hair, and glasses with severe 
black frames, hke Buddy Holly's . An interestingly deep sensuous voice 
co~trolled , and a strange birdli~e face. I liked her. Her mai~ topic of conver~ 
sat1on was the Human Pot~ntial Movement. Like almost everyone else in 
the West Kootenay , she claimed to have been a close personal friend of Fritz 
Perls. When I first notic_ed her she was sitting next to Scotty, her long thin 
arms wrapped aro~nd ha~ and a sad look on her face. It was a quiet party. 
Someone was playing a zither meditatively in a corner. Scotty had a lot of 
?rugs on han?. bu_t n? one was smoking it or whatever. Everyone was drink-
~ng hot s~ke. I d1dn t know you were going to Japan," she was saying, pout-
ing, leaning her head on Scotty's shoulder. "Does this mean you're not going 
to do what you said you'd do?" 
~veryone laughed, even Scotty. "Whatever did I say I'd do?" he said. 
Come around and do a painting of me in the nude." Everyone laughed 
some more. E:'eryone knew Scotty never did human figures. He was a hard-
e?ge abstr~c.t1omst. I owned a couple of his smaller works. There were 
piece~, of his m_ every public gallery in Canada, every major one anyway. 
When did I say I'd do that?" 
"You told me last week you'd come around and do it in two weeks and 
now you're off to Japan." 
"Well, that's all right." Scotty was stroking the back of her hand. "As 
soon as I get back I'll do it, I promise." 
I was in one of my moods. "I'll come and help, Scotty, okay?" More 
laughter. 
,~ut S~otty always tended to take my jokes seriously. "I don't need any 
help, he said, proudly. 
"I could help her out of her clothes and position her exactly the way 
you want her and all that." 
. Sco~ty looked exasperated. "Oh, Walter. Don't you know by now that 
painters hke t~ do that sort of thing themselves? I thought everyone knew 
that, ~ven helicopter salesmen." Everyone laughed. People don't like to 
hear Jokes that they couldn't imagine, under certain conditions, making 
themselyes. So much of what we consider humour is of the I-wish-I'd-said-
that vanety, but true humour is deeper than that, and it's seldom appreci-
ated. 
. So~eone got out a wooden Japanese flute and was softly accompany-
~ng the zither player. People drifted into the front part of the room Scotty 
included, leavin~ Alexis sitting across the round table from me. I wa~ a little 
uncomfortable, tired, and had already had too much sake. I was beginning to 
see double. I wanted to go home and sleep for ten hours. I deserved it I'd 
wo'.ked ~.ard that week, in fact sold a small fleet of helicopters to a ~ew 
alpine sknng firm in Powell River. 
But Alexis wouldn't let me go. She was talking across the table at me 
and her eyes locked into mine and stayed there. There were three or four 
oth_e_r women ~t the table_, an~ they sat there quietly listening, occasionally 
smll_mg, sometimes glancing sideways at me as Alexis spoke. It was discon-
certing. A _larg~ pot of African violets sat in the middle of the table. 
Alexis ~aid she was a poet and wondered if I'd heard of her. I said no, 
but then aga~n I only read travel books and anything to do with helicopters. 
She bl~w a kiss at me, a dark look in her eye. I didn't know what that meant. 
Then it oc~urred to ?'le that she might have overheard me chatting with 
Scotty earlier about his book of poems. He'd just started writing poems and 
already had a bo?k out from Toadstool Press, Fresh Orange Juice. I'd read it 
~agerly when Hiroko gave me a copy, although reading poetry was not my 
I?ea of fun. Good poetry too, strong sense of the horrors of life in the twen-
tiet~ century. Made me feel uncomfortable. Alexis probably thought I was 
P,utting h:r on when I s.aid I never read poetry. "Scotty's is the only poetry . 
I ve read in years," I said. 
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She smiled and began speaking slowly and deliberately about a woma~ 
who Jived in the apartment next to hers, a woman who belonged to some reli-
gious cult- Eckankar,_ I thi~k - and .had bee~ pe~~eri~g Alexi.s to com~ out to 
an introductory meeting. It was Just ternble, said Alexis, meaning the 
meeting. "I mean , we 're all seekers, right?" 
"Not me, I'm not seeking anyth ing." 
"That's not entirely convincing." 
" But it 's true ." 
" Well , I' m a seeker , and pract icall y everyone I know is," she said. She 
stared at me with huge dark eyes. " I take all thi s very very se riously and it 
hurts, it rea ll y does, to see a ll thi s stuff vulgarized. These cult groups should 
be banned. I rea ll y mean it. " 
I still wanted to leave but I couldn ' t very well at that moment so I 
called her a fascist. The sake had really hit me. 
"What do you mean?" she said , brows furrowing. I wondered if she 
were going to return the compliment , although she probably didn 't know 
much about my business activities. And that was just as well. I reminded her 
of Maurice Duplessis in Quebec , trying to ban cult groups like the Jehovah's 
Witnesses . "And it was that famous lawyer, Frank Scott , who was also a 
poet I believe , who defended the Witnesses ' right to knock on any door. And 
he won. " I thought I had her there but no . 
" I am not a fascist ," she intoned. 
" I am not a crook," I said and pulled a Richard Nixon face. 
"No , really ." She wasn ' t offended. She began telling me about her 
older son and how she feared that he was part of a generation of neo-fascists 
growing up , and how she lectured him on the evils of fascism. "Did you see 
Star Wars ? Well , my son was so impressed with the final scene, he was just 
raving about it non-stop. I told him the scene was like something out of Nazi 
Germany in the thirties. He couldn't see it at all. I tell you , it 's worrisome." 
There was a bit of silence. I didn 't feel like arguing about Star Wars so 
I prodded her about the Eckankar or whatever meeting. 
"Oh yes , the meeting. " Her eyes flared like little moons. "This man 
came up and stood so close to me our knees touched. And he was a big man. 
He just loomed over me. He knew, he 'd been watching me , and he knew I 
was cynical about what was going down , about what he'd been saying-" 
"He was conducting the meeting?" 
"Yes. He'd given his memorized speech , and as he gave it hi s paranoid 
little eyes were scanning the faces in the audience and he picked me out as 
the cynical one. There ' s always a cynical one and it's usually me , if I'm 
there." 
" You don't seem to me to be the cynical type." 
She squinted meaningfully and went on. 
"So he came up to me, this huge man, looming over me, and he had this 
brochure in his hand and wanted me to take it. 'Take it.' I told him I didn't 
want to take it. 'Take it , ' he said. 'No,' I repeated. 'I insist you take it ,' he 
said. And so finally I took it. " She paused for effect. 
"And?" 
"And right in front of his horrified eyes I tore it to pieces and let the 
pieces fall to the floor." 
"Holy smoke!" 
She lowered her voice and softened her eyes. "The look on his face 
was incredible. Pure panic. He hadn't been programmed for such a situation. 
And he had no machinery for spontaneous reaction. " 
"Machinery for spontaneous reaction! That's pretty good. I should 
start up a little manufacturing plant turning out machinery for spontaneous 
reaction. I'd make millions." 
Her eyes hardened briefly but she let it go. Nothing I could say would 
anger her. I asked if her friend were beginning to realize her human poten-
tial, if she were a better person for belonging to Eckankar or whatever. 
" Hell no," she said. "In fact I'm beginning to get worried about her. 
She used to be a wonderful person but lately she' s taken to knocking at my 
door late at night, asking if I heard strange noises. Scotty was over one night 
last week. We were sitting there drinking sake and she knocked on the door 
and began insulting me in front of my invited guest. Told me I was an asshole 
and that she had no respect whatsoever for the way I was living my life." 
Alexis launched into a series of stories about her fringe involvement 
with other cult groups. She spoke of one meeting where some guy in a neat 
suit and tie spoke for about fifteen minutes, explaining with the aid of charts 
and diagrams exactly how and why God created the universe. 
"At the end of the fifteen minutes he paused and asked if there were any 
questions. There were about a dozen people there but no one had any ques-
tions. I felt a bit sorry for the guy so I asked him a question, a good one . I 
asked him if his group were dogmatic at all. 'Absolutely not,' he said. So I 
said, 'What do you mean , no? You've been talking dogma for fifteen 
minutes.' Everyone seemed to agree with me. Finally we all left. No con-
verts that night." 
"Good for you." 
One time she got an invitation in the mail to attend an introductory talk 
for Transcendental Meditation. She typed on the back of the card: "Sorry, 
but I won't be able to attend because I always break out in hives when I get 
too close to mindless fanatic cultists." Half an hour before the meeting she 
went to the hall and tacked the card to the door, then left. "I later heard a lot 
of people were annoyed about that one ," she said. 
"It was just a friendly invitation." 
"I know but I just couldn't help it. I can't stand seeing people get 
sucked into that sort of thing." 
"But I've read that transcendental meditation is good for stress, relax-
ing. Just sitting there with your eyes closed, feeling peaceful. What ' s the 
matter with that?" 
"Nothing, but these groups exploit the members. They do have some-
thing going for them but they use it against the membership. They begin to 
feel that everyone who doesn ' t belong is stupid, somehow inferior. And they 
all think alike. All right now, everybody, let's all think alike. And each one 
of these groups regards the leader as infallible. Omniscient. They're a bunch 
of miniature Third Reichs springing up all over. It's serious." 
This went on and on. There was a story about an incident that led to the 
breakup of her marriage. It was on one of her poetry tours. She had a tape 
recorder and was recording random sounds to accompany her reading. One 
night she had a little one-night fling with a serious young man who loved her 
poetry. She took him to her hotel room in Moose Jaw. Unknown to the man, 
she left the tape on and got a perfect little tape of a man moaning and groan-
ing in sexual ecstasy. It was a small part of the overall tape and she had the 
television on in her hotel room at the same time and there were other sounds 
overlapping but someone heard it at a reading she gave a few weeks later at 
Octopus Books in Vancouver , some sharp-eared person in the audience, and 
this person later in the presence of Alexis 's husband, who hadn't noticed it, 
asked her about it. 
"Did I hear someone having an orgasm on that tape? Was it real or 
faked? It sure sounded real!" 
Her husband was jealous . He seized the tape and played it over and 
over. He made her explain exactly what happened and when she told him he 
went bonkers, threw her typewriter at the wall and toppled her bookcase and 
jumped up and down on all her books and papers. "He was always having lit-
tle affairs on the side but he couldn't stand it when I so much as looked at a 
man." I told her it sounded familiar. 
I had to go. I just got up and left. I told Scotty that I'd pick him up at 
five the next afternoon to take him to the airport then went home and slept 
for ten hours as I'd promised myself. I got to Scotty's a little early the next 
day. Alexis was there. She 'd just arrived. "She wants to come along for the 
ride," said Scotty. "You can just drop her off on the way back." 
Alexis went into her purse and pulled out something wrapped in tin 
foil. She unwrapped it. It was a large chunk of hashish , about the size of a 
baby 's fist. "Scotty , I don't know quite how to tell you this so I'm just going 
to blurt it out. I stole this off you last night. I just couldn't believe it when I 
found it in my purse this morning. " 
Scotty seemed amused. "You mean you just picked it up and put it in 
your purse?" 
" I must have. I was kind of drunk. I wasn't thinking. It was on the table 
and I just scooped it into my purse as if it were mine ." 
"Well you just keep it for yourself," said Scotty. "I've got lots. " 
The three of us were waiting in line at the airport. Scotty was flying to 
Los Angeles via Vancouver a9d then to Hawaii for a two-day stopover on 
the way to Japan. He looked great in his velvet black shirt and white cords , 
four or five shoulder bags of various sizes and colours. There's something 
about Scotty , whenever I'm with him I have to play the naive role and he 
plays the role of the older hipster. I asked him if he were planning to do any 
writing on this trip, maybe keep a travel journal. He just looked at me as if I 
were hopeless . 
Alexis kept chattering about stealing the hash. "I honestly don ' t know 
how I could have done it ," she said. 
"You know , Alexis ," said Scotty, "nobody's going to tell you when it's 
time to stop feeling guilty. " 
But Alexis kept it up. "Here 's what happened this morning. Three 
things , bang bang bang. I was eating breakfast and looking at the Province. 
There was a cartoon showing a boss talking to one of his employees, saying, 
'This is off the record , Peterson, but the secret of my success is klep-
tomania.' And then I had to give my son a lecture about shoplifting. He got 
caught stealing makeup for his girlfriend. He told me he'd started on cho-
colate bars and worked his way up to makeup." 
We were in the snack bar by this time , waiting with Scotty for boarding 
time. Alexis went over all the things she'd told her son about shoplifting. All 
the things that made it wrong to steal. She told him shoplifters force owners 
to raise prices and he wanted to know if prices were lower in stores where 
they have mirrors to keep an eye on shoplifters. 
"I think shoplifting is part of everyone's childhood memories ," said 
Scotty . "It's a phase we all go through. I did it for years. Never got caught 
though." 
"Yeah," said Alexis. "I did it too-" 
Scotty guffawed and so did I. "You still do ," we said, in unison. 
"Don't rub it in. But I really did it a lot when I was a kid. I didn't know 
if it was appropriate to tell the little bugger at this point but I did. I told him I 
used to steal cigarettes from grocery stores, grab them from a checkout 
counter that wasn ' t being used . I had a rubber ball I'd let drop in such a way 
it'd roll behind the counter. As I darted down to pick it up I'd grab a few 
decks and stuff them down my sweatshirt - " 
"What brand?" I said. 
"Sweatshirt?" 
" No. Cigarettes." 
"Black Cat Cork Tips." She looked at me. 
"Ijust wanted to know if you remembered." 
"I remember a lot of things. He wanted to know if I'd ever been caught 
and I said no but I was caught sneaking into a show once. They called the 
cops and everything. I've been good ever since . Although my next-door 
neighbour doesn't think so." 
Scotty winced. "What was the name of the show?" he said. 
"Friendly Persuasion." 
"Friendly Persuasion?" said Scotty. "You sneaked in to see Friendly 
Persuasion?" 
"He wanted to know how I sneaked into shows, the bugger. Wanted 
my technique , so I told him - ': 
"Oh no." 
"Maybe I shouldn't have. But I told him I went down the alley and 
pried open the back door of the movie house with a bent coat hanger. And on 
this particular occasion once inside the door I took a wrong turn in the dark 
and found myself standing up on the stage blocking the screen in front of 
several hundred people - " 
"All .those gentle Quakers must have been startled." 
"And then he told me he'd had a dream. I'm not going to be a slob 
anymore, mom, he said. He said that in the dream he saw himself the way 
Jason sees him - Jason's his older brother - and he was so disgusted by what 
he saw he vowed to change his ways and never be a slob again as long as he 
lives." 
"That'll last maybe three days," said Scotty. 
'Tm not so sure. I told him that was a beautiful dream and that his 
guardian angel probably arranged for him to have that dream. I told him not 
everyone has a guardian angel but if you do you're really lucky and special 
and you have to try always to be good and to do good things with your life. 
Well, he wanted to know if I had a guardian angel, and I told him yes, it was . 
my mother who died when I was nine, and he wanted to know if I'd become 
his guardian angel when I died, and just then I happened to reach for my 
purse and the hashish fell out." 
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Scotty became angry. "Lookit ," he aid . "l don ' t want_to hea: any 
more about that damned hashish. And I don ' t want to hear 1t mentioned 
when I get back either." . 
"All right , Scotty," she said. 'Tm sorry I kept 1t up so long. But, 
Scotty?" 
"What." 
"I don ' t think you're coming back from Japan." 
Scotty looked even more irritated . "Whatever do you mean by that?" 
"Ever since I heard you're going I've had the feeling I'll never see you 
again. Such a strange feeling." , . 
I butted in. "That's not a nice thing to say to someone who s Just 
boarding a plane." 
"I should damn well think so," muttered Scotty. 
"I don't mean your plane is going to crash or anything like that, i!'sjust 
that I have a feeling you're going to meet someone over there and fall m love 
and never come back. That's why I wanted to come to the airport and see 
you off. I know this sou nds crazy but I don't think you're ever going to set 
foot in Canada again. " 
I drove Alexi s back to town and all the way she talked about nothing 
but cults, the hashish , and her feeling that Scotty was gone forever. But 
Scotty returned . Three month s or so later I picked him up at the airport and 
he raved on and on about street life in Tokyo at night and the beautiful 
beaches in the south of Japan, and the volcanoes in Hawaii , and the birds 
and flowers . We didn 't mention Alexis at all. I'd met her that one night and 
spent part of the next day with her and hadn 't seen her or heard her name 
mentioned since. And probably never will now, since I've moved to 
Toronto. I don't know why she stuck in my mind like that, and why I wanted 
to write about her . 
But on my last day in the interior I decided to take a photo of the house 
in which I'd spent so much time. Hiroko was standing on the verandah and I 
took my camera over to the park and took some shots of the house with 
cherry trees in the foreground and Hiroko on the verandah then I went in and 
got the bird out in its cage and set it up on the verandah but I must have set it 
on an uneven section because when I was about to start shooting again the 
cage , bird and stand toppled over. The cage hit the concrete and split open 
like a glass aquarium and Goldie was off like a bullet. She circled the house 
three times, gaining altitude with each circuit. And then she joined a trio of 
barn swallows sunning themselves at the top of a giant oak tree in the park. 
I spent hours calling Goldie 's name, trying to coax her back into the 
cage. And then she took off with the swallows. 
For the rest of the day and all the next morning I wandered around 
town calling "Goldie, Goldie , come on Goldie ," and making funny little 
squawking noises like a budgie. But she never returned. The only consola-
tion was the film in my camera. The day before I'd taken several shots of 
Goldie sitting in the fig tree , sitting on the dining room table taking little bites 
out of the philodendron, and a couple of mirrored shots of her sitting on my 
head. But later when I was removing the film from the camera I made some 
damn fool mistake , wound the wrong way or something , and lost the entire 
film . 
Then there was no more romance. Alkaloids were a dream. Alcohol was, too. 
Everyone had the same monotonous voice . 
She said "I remember when all of us wore huge overcoats because we had 
no blankets' or beds. We'd eaten dogmeat a long time before but then it was 
called machaca or something and anyvvay, that was in Mexico. Years and 
years ago we used to go to sunny places. People had their teeth straightened. 
They saw different doctors for different little difficulties. Then the doctors_were 
all moved into the sensitive sectors. So we took care of ourselves. We still take 
care of ourselves." 
POST-MODERN CRUD 
By Steve Noyes 
I went to see Rip. Rip & Read, the poet. Self-styled, 17, Guggenheim funded: a 
man of the world. Homo mundi. Rip had been called a "contemporary linear collag-
ist" last week in Sasquatch, an influential journal which came out every three-and-a-
half years; I knew Rip would be furious; at 17, he had been labelled. Linearly. 
Rip composed his poems by randomly selecting lines from newspapers and 
magazines and pasting them, in strict adherence to the order in which he'd found 
them, on legal-sized paper. - Why don ' t you change the order?- I'd once asked him. 
- That would be imposing an aesthetic order on the subconscious - he had 
snapped. 
Rip lived in Kitsilano. I went to see him that morning after a night of constant 
rain, and as I walked , I noticed that the spaces between the cedar branches looked 
like caves of dripping silver. Rip would not appreciate that, I thought as I turned into 
hi s yard and passed his basement apartment window, in which was expressed the 
natural world as Rip had come to know it. On the sill , a dime-store plastic rose 
repined agai nst the tip of a dime-store plastic sc imitar. 
- It 's an allegory-
- Rip , an allegory has to mean something on a literal level -
- How limiting -
Rip answered the door, clutching newspapers in both hands and scissors in his 
teeth; the latter gave him a slightly piratical look . 
- I'm working- he said , redundantly and annoyedly - but come in , come in -
Rip wore his hair crewcut, his body in a dashiki; he stood six-two , weighed 
205. I wore my hair long,jeans and UVIC t-shirt; I stand five-four , weigh 130. 
-Come and see what I'm working on. Got a cig? -
1 gave him one and he lighted it , led me into the other room, which was cold 
and concrete and whose furniture consisted of a washer and a dryer. On these were 
scattered scraps of newspaper , some of which had found their way onto a thick legal 
pad. 
- Can I read it? -
- Hey , don ' t read it. Experience it - Rip , squatting, blew smoke rings up the 
unattached dryer duct. 
Try it for 30 days 
While trying to check into the Flamingo Hotel 
"Should we call a doctor?" 
Not all Angelenos 
Power of a desk-top computer 
At Meech Lake , Mulroney was civil to reporters 
VW Van Wheels$ JO Apiece 
Ballard says he'll never quit 
The Soviet Union has the same difficulty regarding 
A kind of adult rockabilly tinge 
- What will you call it? -
-No. 172-
- Have you read Erin Moure 's new book?-
Rip yawned. - Yeah , what's she on about?-
- You read it. What do you think? -
- A text is not a touchstone for thinking. Look , let's go , eh . Let's pick up 
Bambi . -
- Where are you going with her? -
- Who knows? It 's something we do. We pick each other up and take it from 
there . -
- It 's seven-thirty AM , Rip!-
- Damn! I'm late. -
- You're what? -
Rip smiled his tar-stained teeth. - Just kidding. -
So we piled into Rip's Volvo and drove to Bambi's. 
So she lived three blocks from Rip's . 
- The other day when you were talking about THE TRADITION remember I 
said tradition was an open manhole? -
- Yes. What did you mean by that?-
- Nothing. But I' ve changed my mind. Tradition is an airlock. The traveler 
exi sts in absence: vacuum: and what is according to its isness. Take Jackson 
Pollock.-
- Hold it. I was talking about the literary tradition. You're talking visual art. -
- So I am. What of it?-
- Well , if it's art, then what about the oil tradition? Carravagio? Parmiagian-
ino? Holbein 's The Ambassadors?-
- Yes. Distorted skull. Memento mori. Here's Bambi 's . -
The ~olvojerked violently to a stop. Rip had used the emergency brake. 
. 'J'.!e pried out and rang up to Bambi's apartment. Her voice buzzed almost 
immediately through the intercom. 
- Lions ... Tigers .. . Bears ... Oooo ! Lions ... Tigers ... Bears ... Oooo ! Come 
on up ... -
Bambi c~me to the door wearing a towel wrapped turban style around her 
head, and nothmg else. Her breasts illuminated the otherwise dull doorway. The left 
aureole was fringed with false eyelashes. 
- Not n<?w , Dorothy, I>e got a dinner date with the Munchkins - Rip drawled. 
. - Oh , h1 Dale _- Bambi looked me up and down. I politely reciprocated while 
Rip cupped her pelvic bone, and all therein, with one hand and kissed her. 
-Hurry up, Bambi. Let 's go. Pull something on. -
~he did. A poncho. Back into the Volvo, to cruise Broadway in the curb lane at 
five miles per hour. I huddled in the rather limited back seat. 
. . Inter~sti~gly , I spied a gaunt Dalmatian loping up the sidewalk toward us , leash 
t~a1lmg behmd 1t , owner a block distant, labouring to close the gap between him and 
his pet. 
- Amazing - said Bambi. 
-W:hy? -_I thought it was comical, but hardly amazing. 
. - Like , did you apperceive the way that dog ... I mean ... how it advanced in 
still frames ... blinkin.g i~s existe~ce ... like its visual growth was geometrical - Bambi 
tossed her blonde hatr hg~tly with her magenta fingernails - Like the dog was magic 
... a boundary ... a paradigm ... a theorem ... an inverse rainbow ... a whistle in the 
deep freeze ... -
- Will you kin_dly stop this post-modernist crud.' - I said loudly and petulantly. 
But Rip took 1t up. -An avalanche of longing, ratio of ribs to organs, vital, 7/ ss, 
as Quetzalcoatl - ' 
- . Dor(~ be so boring. Like myths they're so spatial, Rip , love, watch that 
pedestnan, 1t s almost a religion with you -
I froze. . 
Bambi went on. - Like you worship anything like Puff -
- ~e~ve my Muse out of this - Rip was swerving the Volvo in and out of his 
lane. I d1stmctly hea~d honking behind us. -_Leave Puff alone. Damn - h~ was crying 
- Damn, Bambi, you ve got to ... No ... he hved by the sea ... A dragon hves forever 
... -He turned to her , his shoulders heaving. - But not so ... 
little .. . 
boys ... - Rip slumped across her lap. 
I lunged .for_ the _w~eel, ~ut it v.:-as t~o lat~; the Volvo glided into a parked 
Volare, shattering its ta1lhght with the nght side of its bumper. Our car spun sideways 
across the lane and stalled. 
-There, there, Rip- Bambi was stroking his wet face. 
. - He ... no way around it ... frolicked in the autumn mist ... in a ... in a land ... 
ma land called Honalee ... and I can't have him -
- You can have me, Rip-
That's when I was moved to push the driver's seat forward, unlock the door, 
and s~ep out. Th~re were red plastic and clear glass shards, from the taillight and · 
h~adh~ht respectively, underfoot,. I looked back into the Volvo. Rip's head was 
v1b:atmg_ underneath Bambi's poncho, roughly in the area of her breasts. - That 
which exists through itself is called the meaning - Bambi was moaning. 
. A heavy hand fell on my shoulder. A cop's hand. I touched his badge gently 
with my baby finger and whispered - They need to be alone -
. The cop and I went fo~ cof:t'ee. He confided that he was starting to score his 
th!rd opera, and he ~as c~rtam this one would get him out of uniform. His name was 
0 Malley. When we d fimshed our chat, he stung me with the cheque. 
What would be the point of describing him? 
THE PURITANISM OF 
THE AVANT-GARDE 
By Mario Cutajar a.k.a. Joe Allah 
In politics, puritanism manifests itself as a tendency towards uncompromising, 
revolutio~ary idealism. This sort of idealism, being in the nature of a renunciation, 
supports ttselfthrough combat, for even if there are those who wish they didn't crave 
them, power, money and privilige are like sex, inherently desirable, so that those 
who renounce them must, in order to overcome temptation, be forever focusing on 
their evils. Thus, among those who champion the cause of the downtrodden, the 
majority seem to relish excoriating the evils of property far more than they relish the 
prospect of its abolition. Daily they scan the contents of The Globe and Mail looking 
for fresh capitalist crimes to help justify their vow of (relative) poverty. Radical poli-
tics may be intended for the benefit of the proletariat (the very word is an anachron-
ism) but their primary appeal is to the self-made poor, to whom radical thought sup-
plies a ready-made justification for their unwillingness to live up to their parents' 
expectations (real or imagined). And since voluntary poverty has been the lot of the 
avant-garde genius ever since that romantic figure made his debut in the latter half of 
the 19th century, it is only fitting that the avant-garde should traditionally identify 
itself with the political left. To those of our contemporaries who are determined to 
stay at the pre-genital level for as long as their androgynous looks hold out, the sight 
of a decidely bullish Mr. Reagan is not likely to be endearing. 
So, the link between the artistic avant-garde and the political left is a tradition 
in its own right. What may be new, but perhaps not very new, is the tendency to 
regard the artistic lifestyle and the attitudes concomitant to it as a self-sufficient work 
of art. Courbet may have been a Communard, but his reputation as an artist rested on 
his painting, not his politics . Among contemporary artists, however, attitude (one 
hesitates to call it politics) counts for a great deal. To qualify as accomplished, the 
contemporary artist must, above all , give proof of possessing a suitably irreverent 
attitude. 
The most common device resorted to in order to communicate this attitude is 
parody. Formerly the recourse of mediocrities , parody (or irony or camp) is the 
predominant mode in contemporary art. Its appeal is not difficult to understand: 
parody allows one to borrow some of the enviable glamour of the Gods one has 
c~ose~ to mock while pretending that there is nothing to envy. Moreover, the tech-
mque 1s remarkably easy to employ. Irony works on the level of the in-joke. It 
presumes the existence of a group of people in the know, the in- group, in front of 
whom it is sufficient to quote, without comment, somebody held in common derision 
in order to draw a laugh. Much has been made about the subversive qualities of irony. 
This kind of irony, however, is anything but subversive. On the contrary, its func-
tion, like that of the in-joke, is to provide the initiated with a means to distinguish 
themselves from the uninitiated, the avant-garde from those that should be following. 
Irony does not seek to convert the ignorant, but to insulate the knowledgeable. 
This irony is hermaphroditic. It is the sensibility of those whose phobia of 
role-entrapment compells them to ridicule the values of their parents but prevents 
them from creating any of their own so that they end up oscillating between nostalgia 
for the externally oredered world of their childhood (the 195o's) and the embarass-
ment of indulging it. The superficial perversity of camp/irony is at heart an 
unresolved conflict between reverence and ridicule or, what is the same thing, an 
attempt to hide reverence in ridicule. 
lns<?far as the ironic sensibility is determined by the fear of being polluted and 
compromised by commerce with the world , insofar as it is a fear of being-in-the-
world, it qualifies as a kind of puritanism. Still, we must be careful to distinguish 
between this kind of puritanism and the Victorian variety. Victorian puritanism 
meant to safeguard certain sexual and social roles. The narcissistic puritanism that 
generates irony, on the other hand, is the result of a chronic inability to endure any 
role other than that of the perpetual role-refuser. Anti-capitalist, anti- sexist, incapa-
ble of distinguishing between initiative and less sublimated forms of aggression, left-
wing puritanism is defined by what the finicky sons and daughters of the bourgeosie 
can't bring themselves to touch. 
In the context of art, this moral anorexia is manifested as an inability to enjoy 
Matisse's luxurious analogy between art and a comfortable armchair and a 
corresponding insistence on the moral burden of art, an insistence that in the avant-
garde context translates into the requirement that art be subversive. Despite its use 
to deno~e appr~val, subversive is nevertheless a word out of the censor's vocabulary: 
subverst0n proJects onto others the threat posed by the censor's own involuntary 
fantasies, so that the desire to subvert, while nominally a liberating impulse, not only 
reaffirms the censor's paranoid model of reality but, requiring, as it does, that one be 
a perpetual outcast in order to be authentic, it also retains the censor's puritanism. In 
practice, the requirement that art be subversive in order to prove its authenticity 
translate~ into a slavish devotion to trends and an aggressive devaluation of talent, 
talent bemg one of those luxuries that the subversive artist is expected to do without. 
Indeed, since the least sign of hierarchy is suspect in the subversive milieu and since 
tale!1! automatically establishes hierarchies, lack of it easily becomes in this miliea a 
positive measure of one's non-conformity. This puts the artist in a peculiar position. 
It makes praise easier to come by (bad is good) but it also makes the artist's credibil-
ity C?mpletely dependent on theory . .The result is a mutually parasitical, symbiotic 
mamage between art and theory that sees the theorists devoting their considerable 
talents to the admiration of the emperor's meagre garments while the emperor, for his 
part, never ventures outside his loft unless surrounded and hidded from view by his 
sartorial admirers. 
Having gorged itself on the kitsch of the last thirty years, the fate of post-
modernist art is to become what it has devoured, a monument to the cliches floating 
on the collective consciousness of the late 20th century, its stridency surpassed only 
by that of advertising whose techniques it never tires of copying and reviling. Con-
demned to shallowness, the post-modem is compelled to recast his most trivial 
experiences as existential melodramas. 
The truth is, we live in a society that is more profoundly subversive than those 
who want to subvert it, a society whose prosperity actually depends on the perpetual 
subversion of taste. 
In such a culture, one that is willing to entertain almost any idea because it 
does not find in ideas anything but entertainment, censorship is but the last veil that 
stands between art and the revelation of its mystery. Without that veil the equation of 
arr ~ith sub~ersion would be_ exposed as pure nostalgia since art can only be subver-
sive ma society that regards 1t as such and takes steps to control it. Ours has found it 
more profitable to market it. 
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NEOISMNOW! 
By Boris Wanowitch 
I r 
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ENTITLEMENT 







Galoshes moan that the tree has 
abandoned them to tourniquets -
Lind 
Amorous as tumbles -
Popova 
Forget-me-not disturbance in 
quarrelsome monument, oblique 
to fall at pitted -
Lind 
Loneliness , like a sealed dove in the rain -
Popova 
Monarchs darting rapaciously, sit at 
resemblance in their own chair -
Lind 
Like ice, amiability passing away as a perfume -
Popova 
Boraxed to the clouds -
Lind 




Sagacious as a raw oyster -
Popova 
Sagacious as a dog, blind and befouled, in a meat shop! -
Lind 
Bashful as the foam swept off the broad blown sea -
2/ 
Milton 
Bent is the promise 
But that out of Certainty renders up to blame; 
Our climate prim, this sullen tide of Talk, 
Weak to throttle , gamers us 
Severely , and butchering officious Hail 
Gales over us , disarms all reason. 
These tribunes , if any pout, the sentence dormant 
Of florid Calm pesters daily 
Flouncing or with agile succession of mundanity 
Peruse idle in that dented token. 
Lind 
"Beaten as a road" : her beauty masked like 
Cripples at a cross. Blameless as your 
Hat, blunt as dawn. 
Milton 
What though the tones be frost? 
All is not frost; the bearing Frowns 
And lair of chrome, embossed swivel, 
And sceptre never to flay or haunt: 
And what is else to be not tongued? 
Lind 
Bottomless like liquid lead. 
Milton 
That Thom obdurately advances its pallid purpose 
Entranced by who, cascades and barks among a 
Crackling trance, but suit its serenade 
That to a parcel in this Wrap so schools. 
Lind 
Play violence like a harp? Engaged 
As jewels to their brocade 
Snare violet as remorse's gold? 
Milton 
That I have also heart to give you steel 
If of that heart I vex which maws 
What I might have to lend in whom I tum 
And curiouser crouch above this thrall 
Shunt to what is rounded pain, 
Should not you sing your vaunted gall? 
3/ 
Popova 
Perfuses relatively reluctantly when out at bend 
redounding doubly to the throw. Makes 
wires stretch illumined pore where bulbous 
war~th revamps. Into these sneeze-waffling, 
sluggish brutes decided in their noise. 
The crank is spins or castanets 
brighter for the toll they take then 
echelons to mandate alms detected 
tracks insolvent fraught with 
larks advantaged tract vigilance 
for violent qualm. 
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Editor's Note: 
Strums fortune to maintain the sort employed 
in lore: 
Production mounts embued 
equation, force of ceremony 
given way to rite of use. 
Though I could never claim 
that left, the place alone 
I made in my recoil. Nor 
by mere fever do I die - the 
scarlet marks of what we 
have engendered, machine 
that rolls without a trace 
of that that sparked it . 
4 / 
Lind 
Brainless as a biscuit, the buds of May 
Content as stubble at the eventide 
I , a rich pavilion like meadow' s glow 
Fade-the soap in heaven' s day-long wash 
Fainter than the joys once doted on 
Like to the prick of midnight ' s dour canoe -
Popova 
Away but walk or what in having, without 
a for our blood a blush, portrayed 
betrayed to live among , the reclamation of 
is of and only once to stare or state -
Lind 
Astute as elbows, chirps like 
Smoke of some commoded 
Caliban, the journey like the 
Gourds in cellars 
Unfits the bounty, degrades 
Like long entrusted ponies 
To their palisade -
Popova 
Or dimming shine -
Lind 
Like as to as -
Popova 
The hearse disperses -
Lind 
Hearers like the tunes they crawl -
Popova 
In force of lined trajectory 
a space for pail. 
5/ 
Lind 
Patina breaks and under more patina 
A clown to pry away the labor 
Slates like water without drinking 
The eye alone while organ lacks 
A measure to the scopes of show 
And hearing not but only like 
The world revolves as giddy barber's 
Pole around a numinous hollow 
For which to see pay tenth your sense in the 
Timeless opera of a circus tent. 
6/ 
Milton _ 
For still she prospers, yet mopes and sprawls 
A crystalline confusion to confer these Stalls , 
Which I not willing, stored, 
What could I, a piece of chalk, but scribble 
In determined fright, or stand enmazed? 
Popova 
Yet by force of space delineated 
made nets to catch a fall 
themselves that trapped us. 
Lind 
Batty as the day is thronged, loops 
Eyelids like a sabre from its sheath 
Moaning like an apple fraught with frost. 
Popova 




How soon has my encumberance, Thought deluded 
Plagued this doilied Crew, the shelter of deferral 
Till deferral curbs anew: surely verges all obtain, 
Absorption, our grasp no judicature might unblend 
Impatiently ordained to board-shaped brands 
Impatiently for quench of surge, yet thrives my vapor 
Within facades, what this vellum could contain; 
Leade/ which engorged the starts to rend. 
~ '\' , .-- ,I.-
Jenny Lind (1820-87): Swedish coloratura soprano. Under the management 
of P. T. Barnum she toured the U.S. as the "Swedish Nightingale" (1850-
52). 
John Milton (1608-74): Puritan revolutionary and radical anti-monarchist, 
served as propagandist and minister in Cromwell's government. After the 
Restoration, now blind, he was forced into retirement where he returned to 
his early interest in poetry. 
Liubov Popova (1889-1924): Russian constructivist/futurist painter, who 
abandoned easel painting in 1921 in favor of a productivist concern for 
industrial and theatrical design. She died of scarlet fever contracted from 
her child. 
LIFE OR CHOICE? 
By Paul Art 
Almost anything that is said, written or visualized can be a form of propaganda. Con-
sider the conflict in the issue of LIFE or CHOICE, the abortion debate. The flowery 
rhetorical poison being disseminated captivates its audience by way of clever seman-
tics that attempt to justify horror. Parallel forms of this kind of rhetoric have been 
used throughout history: 
The ill-conceived love of neighbour has to disappear, especially in relation to inferior 
or asocial creatures. It is the supreme duty of a national State to grant life and liveli-
hood only to the healthy - in order to secure the maintenance of a hereditarily sound 
and racially purefoldfor all eternity. 
-Dr. ARTHUR GETI, Nazi Director of Public Health; The Structure of Public 
Health, 1935-
Reproductive Choice is not only potent, preventative medicine, and psychiatry, but 
also the most promising prevention of crime in society. It provides conditions where 
only wanted children are born. God is the greatest abortionist. 
-HENRYMORGENTALERatQueen's University, Feb. 5, 1985-
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere 
The ceremony of innocence is drowned; 
The best lack all conviction, while the worst 
Are full of passionate intensity. 
-W.B. YEATS: (1865-1939) The Second Coming-
Abortion, infanticide and euthanasia are not seperate issues. Abortion prepares the 
grounds for justification for the other horrors. Just as legalized abortion is abused, so 
would legal infanticide and euthanasia be abused. 
-there are common exceptions to the rule against medical homicide. If one can be 
made at the beginning of life (abortion) why not also at the end of life (euthanasia)? 
The one situation is no more absolute than the other. 
-Rev. Dr. JOSEPH FLETCHER, Pres. of Euthanasia Society of America: 
Morals and Medicine (Princeton Univ. Press), 1954-
Reichleader Bouhler and Dr. Med Brandt are responsibly commissioned to extend 
the authority of physicians, to be designated by name, so that a mercy death may be 
granted to patients who according to human judgement are incurably ill according to 
the most critical evaluation of the state of their disease. 
-ADOLF HITLER, signed note in 1939 to the chief of his chancellery, Phillip 
Bouhler and his personal physician Dr. Karl Brandt. Quoted by Dr. Frederic Wert-
ham in A Sign for Cain (Warner), 1969. 
To research this issue more deeply I became part of an actual pro-life picket line in 
front of an abortion center. In the space of an hour on the line, I was intentionally 
bumped by passing university students, spit at by a feminist riding by on a bicycle 
and heard disgusting obscenities shouted at us by passing motorists. The picketers 
took all this in stride. 
The penalty against child-murdering mothers is an unexampled atrocity. Who then 
has the greater right to dispose of the fruit than she who carries it in her womb? To 
interfere with the usage a woman chooses to make of it is stupidity carried beyond 
any conceivable extreme. 
-MARQUIS DE SADE, (1740-1814); Juliette (Grove Paperback), 1969.-
Vice is a monster of so frightful mien, 
As to be hated needs but to be seen; 
Yet seen too oft, familiar with her face, 
We first endure, then pity, then embrace. 
-ALEXANDER POPE (1688-1744); An Essay on Man. 
Lust, hedonism, perversion, the sex object-woman; all these elements that form the 
pro-abortion mentality become concealed under the guise of women's rights 
They believe that sexual freedom cannot include a man's right to rape a woman, yet 
proclaim that it does include women's right to kill her unborn children. They lament 
men's reluctance to recognize the personhood of women, yet steadfastly refuse to 
acknowledge the personhood of the unborn. 
- ROSEMARY BOTICHER, from Sabina McLuhan's article in Interim News, 
July 1984-
0f the handicapped who are defenceless, of children waiting to be born, and of the 
elderly on whose behalf I would like to say; We have the right to birth, we have the 
right to life -
-POPE JOHN PAUL II, Toronto Star, Sept II, 1984.-
Peace and morality are inseparable. The work of Mother Teresa is an example of an 
individual's potential for peacemaking. Love is the key here. How can we, as civil-
ized human beings, propagate and impose the immorality of CHOICE. That would be 
like saying; No sir! You can't drop a bomb on me, but you can bomb the womb all 
you like. 
- I feel the greatest destroyer of peace today is abortion, because it is a direct war, a 
direct killing, direct murder by the mother herself. And we read in the Scripture, for 
God says very clearly: Even if a mother could forget her child, I will not forget you; I 
have curved you in the palm of my hand - Because if a mother can kill her own child, 
what is left,for me to kill you and you to kill me? There is nothing between. 
-MOTHER TERESA, accepting the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize-
When the mechanization of death occurs on a vast scale, the minds of civilized peo-
ple are numbed. Decent and well-meaning people, acting as if in a corporate somna-
bulism, are engaged today in repeating in abortion centres the patterns of life pro-
cessing that worked so well in meat packing and death camps. 
- MARSHALL MCLUHAN-
Alberto di Salvo, the Boston Strangler was a wanted child. Ludwig Van Beethoven 
was an unwanted child. 
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wheels on fire 
chariot of swans 
candle of fear 
messenger of hope 
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a wizard in 








to the head 
nice & slow. 
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Y LAR.R. Y MILLER., 
ArlCH 2 4, 1978: 
M: September of 
2, isn't rt? 
M: R.iahl Y eu.h, 
.J 
eptcrnber of '62. 
~nd ... 
lM: W uS rt being 
[oJled Fluxus by 
~en? 
GM: Y eu.h. tt WuS 
I 
2. Act of flowing: a con-
tinuous movino on or pass-
ing by, as of-a flowing 
stream; a continuous suc-
cession of chanqes. 3. A 
stream~ copious-flow; flood 
i outfiow. 4. The setting 
~n of the tide toward the 
~hare. Cf. REFLUX. 5. State 
of being liquid through 
heat; fusion. Rar-e. 
PROMOTE A REVOLUTIONARY FLOOD AND TIDE IN ART~ . 
promote living art~ anti-
~;;,[~!:~g~:t ~ 
it~: 
~h'F~ UD~ f- ¥-~"1J:[:!;1f ]~:f f tl~ff f ~1~1f J:~fJ!W~D::: 
p,ofe;ssionals. 
,. Chem. & Met~l- a. Anv 
substance or mixture us~d 
to promote fusion, esp. t~e 
fusion of metals or m~ner 
als~ Common metallurgic~l _ 
flu~es are silica _and sili-
cates (acidic)~ lime and 
limestone (base>~ and fluo-
rit~ (neutral). b. Any sub-
stance applied to surf~ces 
to be joined by sol9er1ng 
or welding~ just pr1~r to 
or during the operation, to 
clean and free the~ from . 
oxide, thus promoting their 
unipn~ as rosin. 
FUSE the cadres of cultural 
FADINGS 
By Brian Duren 
Fade in . 
The image slowly comes into focus. An old man is raking leaves toward a smolder-
ing, black pile in the street, just at the curb. Fine , thin streams of smoke rise slowly, 
drifting backward and forward in the stillness of the day. The almost tangible quality 
of the colors, of the faded brown of the scattered leaves , of the reddish-yellow glow 
of the small flames which flicker occasionally into full view from underneath the 
blackened leaves, of the soft green of the sloping lawn, and of the red and black 
squares of the old man's woolen shirt indicate that the scene was shot with a sepia-
tinted filter. As we follow a tracking shot from the point of view of someone walking 
down a sidewalk, looking across the street at the opposite, parallel sidewalk, an elm 
tree enters the frame from the left, a mammoth elm whose huge roots have broken 
and uplifted a slab of the concrete sidewalk, while its boughs reach upward and out 
of the f rame. The tree is followed in the frame by two young girls, six or seven years 
old, each one wearing a dress; they are playing hopscotch; while one watches, the 
other jumps forward from one square to two squares to one square, and counting 
them - one, two-three, four, five-six - as she jumps. As we continue descending the 
sidewalk, our view of the girls is blocked by a 1950 green Chevrolet, parked in the 
street. A black Packard enters the fra me f rom the left, and is quickly reduced to a 
blur as it flashes in f ront of the Chevrolet and disappears beyond the right edge of the 
f rame. The camera tilts upward, continues tracking f orward, shooting laterally; from 
a low angle we see a white, woodframe house, a very proper lawn extending forty 
feet in f ront of the house, and then descending approximately ten f eet, at a thirty-
degree angle toward the sidewalk parallel to the street . The camera, always traveling 
forward, always assuming the point of view of the walker, pans toward the left; one 
white house af ter another enters the f rame from the left and leaves the fram e from 
the right. The camera tilts downward, f ocusing on a 1952 Hudson, with a dark blue 
body and a powder blue roof The camera remains momentarily focused on the Hud-
son, while the walker crosses the street, and then tilts, while he, or she, mounts the 
steps leading to the front door. A s we approach the door, we see the grain of the 
wood, the grooves where the varnish has been worn by the weather and the unpro-
tected wood has yielded splinters . The camera tilts downward, focusing on a heavy 
brass handle, with a tongue-shaped lever awaiting the thumb of the visitor, who 
would press down on the lever and open the door. 
Fade to black. 
invisible words . . . words festering in my flesh . . . I heard ... you 're not enough .. . 
you 're never enough ... you 're never . .. ever ... more ... always more . . . I. .. . 
understand you better ... understand you better since you 've been gone . .. a long 
time it has taken me ... a long time .. . years can 't measure the time . .. the long 
time I've had to understand . . . try to understand .. . not that I really tried . .. I cer-
tainly never went out of my way ... I'd just forget you then I'd realize you 'd been 
gone ... and somehow I'd been following you . . . trying to forget you .... 
I could never do enough ... I never knew what to do .. . the roads had all been des-
troyed .. . as if there 'd been a war . .. and everyone was dead .. . gone .. . but the 
past .. . the words kept coming back ... kept returning .. . I'd forget them . . . and 
then they 'd return .. . I' d return ... I'd forget the pain .. . then I'd feel it again .. . 
and it would start all over again . . . you 're not enough . . . you lack . .. whatever .. . 
something never clear ... never precise 
voice .. . the feeling that I'm not talking alone . .. like a ventriloquist's doll . .. is this 
me? ... I'm not sure .. . often I'm happy ... your messages are often delayed ... 
lost ... forgotten . .. not heard nor read .. . then I hear them .. . as if a ventriloquist 
were speaking through me .. . I read them . . . in a text by another . . . I lose control 
... the words echo silently ... inarticulate doubles .. . they disappear in a labyrinth 
of images .. . a closet of indistinct memories .... 
the words ... I didn 't know where to go .. . then I didn 't need to know . . . my body 
failed me distant .. . so impossible ... the last image .. . . 
years . .. I've taken my place in the family portrait . .. the family romance . .. the 
thread hasn 't been broken ... I hated you too deeply ... hated you too deeply to 
assume any resemblance ... I did it without thinking . .. I assumed my role ... my 
character was waiting for me to arrive ... the scenario was all ready ... the family 
was waiting . .. you were waiting .. . I'd forgotten you . .. no , I didn' t really .. . I'd 
pushed you out of my mind . . . like some impossible problem . . . no hurry . .. a 
problem so insignificant ... it ' s not worth my time ... why rush? . .. and anyway, 
he ' s dead . .. the asshole . . . but now . . . I'm here ... and I feel you 're here . . . not 
really present . . . not present like someone who might really talk to me . . . you 've 
been dead much too long . .. and you know I have no belief in the supernatural ... 
you are present in me in a much simpler way ... like when someone says of Thomas 
that he Jooks just like his father .. . he has his father ' s eyes and nose and lips, but his 
mother s forehead . . . you see yourself doubled . .. and the doubles mirror doubles 
.. . I am in him as you are in me ... a double exposure ... a negative which has taken 
years to develop ... a negative that can develop only in time . .. only in me . . . in my 
body.times . . . resembles yours . . . like one body lying next to another .. . one body 
drawmg closer to another body . .. comes to resemble it .. . spoon fashion , as a 
friend once joked, while I lay next to her ... I can still feel her body even though it's 
not there . .. you , I, we are all lined up spoon fashion ... through generations ... a 
grotesque closeness .. . perverse ... cruel ... as if you didn't want to let me go .. . 
I'm getting it up the ass . .. your words return . .. and disappear in vague images . . . 
a mood of hurt feel the pull inside me ... I can feel words become silent ... I can feel 
the others withdraw into the distance . . . the distance become more distant ... I feel 
myself stop feeling ... I feel something inside me lock ... I lock shut ... neither liv-
ing nor dead ... I am inside .. . enclosed . . . as if in a crypt ... those oneiric images 
that haunt the old Dracula films ... the expressionist films, with their dark shadows 
and heightened whites . .. the dream decors . . . the cinema that goes on inside . . . 
sometimes outside .. . inside outside . .. how absurd . . . it ' s absurd to continue talk-
ing with you ... over fifteen years . .. we are two communications posts ... maybe 
more than two ... a voice comes from I know not where .. . and I respond . .. to I 
don't know whom ... or what.. . . · 
might talk to me .. . if you used my words . ... 
black hair ... her gray-blue-green eyes . .. she was my coke .. . my speed . .. every-
thing .. . and she was crazy about me . . . she loved to fuck me .. . she loved to fuck 
more than any woman I've ever known like animals .. . our bodies covered with 
sweat .. . sperm ... saliva ... she loved me . . . or at least she loved to fuck with me 
. . . and I guess for me that's the same thing ... the same . . . the satne one . .. always 
the same .... 
Fade in. 
A close-up of a sheet of white, unruled paper, with the words, written in fresh ink:"/ 
guess for me that's the same thing . .. the same . .. the same one ... always the 
same . .. . " The camera dollies back slowly to reveal a large, heavy table , perhaps of 
oak, so"!-e papers piled neatly on the table , and other papers, which appear to have 
been wntten on, scattered about. The camera stops dollying back and remains com-
pletely motionless behind and to the left of the writer, shooting on a nearly horizontal 
plane . _He drops the fountain pen he has been using; a large drop of blue-black ink 
seeps mto the paper. As he relaxes , he turns the swivel chair slowly towards the left, 
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so that we have an almost frontal shot of him. He is in his mid-thirties. He is wearing 
a black T-shirt on which is printed, in large , white letters, the logo, "love sucks," 
surrounded by iwo very full , pulpous , red lips; the tip of a tongue is visible just under 
the second "s" of "sucks." He leans further back in the desk chair, and stares at a 
point off-screen; the camera remain~ focus~d on his face in semi-p_rofile, an1, on th,e 
gray-blue sky beyond the double wmdow m the background. Voice-over: I can t 
seem to get it right ... the tone is wrong ... and it's all a question of tone ... rhythm 
. .. I have to keep in mind that they'll be looking at a black screen ... black leader 
projected on the screen will depend on the voice-ov~r ... it has to have a. monof o-
nous rhythm thoughts ... memories ... dreams.... The sound of something bemg 
pushed across the floor; as the man leans forward and swivels toward the right, a 
highchair comes into the frame of the camera, as well as the head and shoulders of~ 
young boy, about four years old, with blond hair and black eyes. He pushes the cha_ ir 
up against the table, banging it loudly, then m?ves around to the f ront of fhe chair; 
his head appearing from under the table, he climbs up on the _chair, and. stts n~xt to 
the writer- or filmmaker. The man moves the top sheet, on which he has1ust fim shed 
writing, out of the child's reach. The boy !ays, "/ want t<? wri~e," takes t~e f ountain 
pen, and inscribes a series of crooked, at times wavy, ver~ic?~ Imes, each line ~pprox-
imately one-half inch high. The inscriptions resemble pnmittve letters , cuneiform or 
Phoenician. The man says to the child, "Let's write your name." He takes the boy's 
hand, and holding it with the pen.firmly in his own, inscribes the name THOMAS . He 
releases Thomas ' s hand. Thomas looks at his name, printed with large, firm letters; 
then, pushing the top piece of paper away, he draws lines that have no perceivable 
order, lines that zigzag and then round off into irregular circles, traced and retraced 
without reproducing one another. 
II 
far away ! ... you are horribly far away! . . . yes . . . okay ... when am I going to 
receive your next letter? . .. you said you 'd write immediately ... that was nearly a 
year ago! . .. I mean a week ago I get up and read . . . and drink .. . and find myself 
talking to you ... my world 's totally d~slocated ... totally fycked up .. . totally 
topsy-turvy . .. and I drink .. . I feel I might fall , and have to pick myself up off the 
ceiling . . . it 's happened before , you know ... in T~e_Age of Gold . . . we ~~ar a gun 
fired .at the other end of the line . .. a shot of the mmister, dead , on the cellmg . . . a 
great gag ... an easy trick with film ... but it' s not surreal . .. it's real ... _it happens 
all tlie time . . . it's happening now . . . I've nothing to hang on to_ ... not~m~ to hold 
on to ... no one ... it ' s the first time ... no, not the first ... but it feels hke it ... oh 
shit! am I spaced out . .. on a space odyssey of another kind . . . ~o you remember 
the scene in 2001 , in which Hal , the computer, causes the spaceship to break down 
.. . Poole , the astronaut , goes outside to repair it . .. Hal and the spaceship take off 
.. . and it's bye-bye, Poole ... nice to 've known you ... don 't call me I'll call you 
. .. no , I'll write .. . that's it . . . I'll write . .. bye-bye, Poole .. . Poole, you 've &ot 
orbs in your name ... like two eyes ... what an exorbitant creature you are! . .. with 
your eyes bugging out of your head like that ... ~ee y~u around , poor fuckC'!' .... her 
ship's set sail .. . her tits are headed in another direction ... she s alr~ady_ ndmg the 
pitch of another sea drifting endlessly . . . totally vulnerable . . . hstenmg to my 
thoughts make you feel guilty? ... how do you want me to talk to you? ... do you 
expect me to stop loving you? ... to stop talking to you , just _because you're gone? 
... to stop talking for you? .. . I try to keep myself coml?any with a semblance of you 
. .. this little, invisible cinema where I search for an image ... and search for an 
image . .. and if .. . as you say ... as you take your distance .. : as you leav~ me 
more alone .. . if I seem hyper .. . or on speed .. . almost hystencal even a m1f!"or 
but a murky, cold, fathomless pool ... oh shit! ... there yo~ are agai~, Poole . . . hke 
the eel in the old lady' s pie , your head just keeps on poppmg UJ? aga~n .. . and you , 
you're laughing ... or you would be , if you were here .. . . I ca,n ima~i~~ you , almost 
whispering to me ... "why not a black, murky tarn, while you re at it? . .. ~nd then 
you'd purse your lips and whisper, "phony asshole" : .. no, perhaps you'd Just t~rn 
your face away . .. but you know .. . and I'm not trymg to seduce you ... not trymg 
to make you feel sorry for me . . . he never really attract~d me .. . there wa~ a cun<?us 
absence of idealization ... I'd even forget he 'd ever existed . . . forget entirely thmk 
constantly of making love with you .. . I can imagine you sm~ling . . .. or turni!1g aw<;1Y 
... but a good many of those images that pass through my mmd ... m my pnvate ht-
tie cinema of porn films not talking to him .. . I had a dream i:iot long ago . .. th~t 
could be the beginning of a song, huh? ... "I had a dream last mght, a~d you were m 
my dream" ... I had a dream in which I was walking a street .. . weanng a dress .. . 
high heels ... it was night . . . the high heels clicked on the concrete as I walked .. . I 
passed in front of a man standing in the shadow of a bas-rt:lief column, nex~ to a glass 
door ... I had the feeling I was in Soho ... the man was Just a dark form m the sha-
dow ... it could've been a scene from a film noir . .. a gangster film ... he was smok-
ing . .. from the comer of my eye I saw the end of the cigarette glow intensely ... I 
glanced at him . . . the glow of the cigarette lit up hi_s nose an~ m~uth . . : I looked 
ahead ... heard him exhale the smoke .. . heard the cigarette he d fhpped hit the con-
crete just behind my feet ... heard his footsteps behind me .. . they made the sharp, 
clear sound of footsteps on a sound track . .. he was just behind me ... then he was 
next to me ... he put his hand on my arm, and then, after a second ... he seemed to 
be waiting to see if I'd push him away ... he squeezed my arm and pulled me to a 
dead stop ... I turned toward him ... it was my father . . . or rather, it was my father 
and Fred MacMurray , from Double Indemnity .. . MacMurray's face seemed super-
imposed over his ... but it was still my father . .. his heavy, gray overcoat another 
cigarette was hanging from his mouth . . . all the cli~hes asked me how muc.h .. : I 
said it depends on what you want ... then we were m a room . ... an armcha1!, with 
yellow vinyl covering .. . a sink with a mirror and a fluorescent hgh! above it ... . I 
pulled back the yellow bedcover ... there was just one shee! . .. he d taken _off his 
coat and hat ... took me in his arms and kissed me ... I felt his hand on my thigh ... 
then on my prick .. . when he ft:lt that , he stopped cold ... he ~ecoiled and stared at 
me as if I were a monster slappmg me ... then I started laughmg ... I Ja~ghe_d and 
laughed until I choked on my laughter ... I could see flowers blossommg_ m my 
mouth and felt their stems swelling in my throat ... I awoke , almost gaggmg ... 
what 1'find interesting is that the dress I was w_earing was.yours. ; . the one yo~ wor~ 
to the reception at Andre's . .. the one with shts up the side ... I d told you I hked 1t 
.. . it looked sexy and cheap ... like a prostitute ' s dress ... or like a dress a woman 
might wear to look like a prostitute ... it turned me on . : ; . : ...... . . : ....... . . . 
. .... .. .. . no, perhaps it wasn't a dream ... perhaps it sJust somethmg I made up 
.. . so that we could meet again ... after all , it's not surprising that we should meet 
. . . that we should have commerce been exchanging for years ... always in debt .. . 
always paying ... and we've been exchanged f~r years ... . in this family ro~ance . . . 
its narrative threads woven back and forth agam and agam through generations ... a 
romance that always narrates the same things ... an _interminable tex_t .. . so com-
plex it could never really be legible ... a text that at times seems nothmg more than 
an unending voice ... an unending invoice ... of debts, payments , and payments n~t 
received ... we live our accounts ... lenders and borrowers ... debtors and credi-
tors . .. life and death on the installment plan ... and with very high inte~est .. . I 
give you life and you pay for life with life ... and if you refuse payment will always 
return ... to our modem-day house of Atreus ... the haunted house on the hill .. . 
Hitchcock's Psycho and Polanski's The Tenant and on and on ... we follow the_ca~-
era up and down the stairr:. . the radically high and low angles .. . sudden shifts m 
camera angles ... the camera that advances down dark corridors and halls . : . past 
closed doors ... and the discovery of the dead . .. the embalmed ... memones . .. 
which are still extracting payment from the living . . . the cliches of po~ular ri_tual . : . 
if I can live it's because I can forget ... and so return you before .. . Ive believed m 
the myth of understanding ... I thought I could understand you .. . I repeat all the 
explanations .. . not always certain from whom , ~or from where they come.:. you 
grew up in a big, German Catholic , immigrant family .. . the oldest son was raised to 
sacrifice himself for the family ... to give all the ~oney h~ earned to the fat~er ... 
because of course the son was forever in debt . .. Just as his father had been m debt 
.. . you owed your life ... even when you were in your forties you were still taking 
care of the first family ... still paying the debts ... which were all your debts . .. y~u 
were paying off your debt to the first family wi!h th~ secon~ family ... yo~r family 
. .. the six children you engendered ... your wife with saggmg breasts nurs1~g what 
must have seemed like an assembly line of babies ... you, regretting eve101 
..I 
and trying to conceal that regret .. . regret that became bitterness .. . death . . . and 
then your younger brother died . .. and you had family number three ... and three 
more children . . . the debt still outstanding . . . you weren 't going to be able to pay it 
with anything less than your life .. . and when you died at the age of fifty . . . still in 
debt ... to your family ... to the family ... to whatever origin of grace and life stood 
behind the family, like some deity whose face must never be seen ... when you died 
at the age of fifty , it must've been a relief . . . a desire finally fulfilled .. . an elusive 
goal you'd pursued along innumerable detours ... you were a type ... anyman USA 
... and yours just another one of those immigrant families ... whose short past in the 
promised land reached back to family farms ... to country taverns and city bars that 
reeked of beer and urine ... your people named their towns New Ulm ... New Rich-
mond built their white frame houses on hilltops . . . they lined their avenues with elms 
. . . and as they built their houses they buried their deepest dreams ... which they 
could never forget ... and which haunted the interior corridors of those neat little 
white houses .. . where the father, forever in debt, passed on his debts and extracted 
payments ... his little girls grew from cute little dolls with cute blond curls to sexy 
little dolls with breasts and menstruation cycles ... and the sons he sent to Viet Nam 
... that magnificent potlatch organized by our chiefs in Washington to the past the 
ancestors the family God country and the frustrated father ... above all, the frus-
trated father ... and off they went, the sons ... each father eager to be the first one 
on his block to have his son come home in a box ... oh shit! ... I wish I could tum 
the sound off ... stop the script ... that plays endlessly ... I don't even feel it's me 
anymore ..... . ......................... I dido 't know your family ... not 
really ... I have one clear memory of your parents ... I am with them, in a flat-
bottom fishing boat ... the heavy boughs of two immense black willows bend down 
over the lake, the tips of their branches almost touching the surface of the water ... 
the late morning sun is brilliant ... the surface of the lake shines like the scales of an 
immense fish ... I am seated in the middle of the boat ... your parents are seated on 
each side of me . . . they're both wearing large straw fishing hats that conceal their 
faces ... we are all three holding large cane poles that arch out gracefully from the 
boat, the lines dangling lazily ... floating on the surface of the still lake ... water 
spiders dart across the surface . .. there is absolutely no sound ... I feel extraordi-
narily happy when I remember this scene ... I feel the warmth ... the tremendous 
warmth of this scene penetrating me entirely . .. it's strange ... because I know that 
I never went fishing with them ... I never liked them ... and I was hardly ever with 
them ... the memory was obviously a screen memory ... I have never found out 
what was screened . . . what provided the surface for the projection ... what I feared 
or desired ... I've never found you ... I've analyzed you, me , us , over and over . . . 
I've searched for explanations analyses ... I sensed you felt ... however uncons-
ciously ... the only way out was through death ... you wanted me to be someone 
different it ... you thought about it in your silence ... your silence that made you 
unapproachable ... your silent answers ... we'll talk about it later ... another time 
. . . my demands were muted letters ... return to sender . . . I became a dead letter 
office ... the letters keep piling up ... a mountain of dead letters ... wounds are 
dumb mouths ... it is only through a strange kind of mime that they can be heard ... 
and then there's the problem of interpreting ... was that really it? ... I'm still work-
ing it over ... still writing you ... I always believed your death was a suicide ... for 
years afterward I felt your loss . .. now I feel your presence ... I hated you so much 
I kept you alive ... every woman adores a fascist . . . the boot in the face ... we 
know our place ... I can see the knife flashing . . . the silver gleaming blade rising and 
falling bleeding anus ... a stylus forever inscribing the text in me ... I can't see who 
the victim is ... mother, brothers, sisters, we all had our turn . .. we all assumed the 
position of submission ... bend over, hands on knees ... or elbows on a table ... 
father is about to communicate with you ... he 's going to tell you a secret ... don' t 
tell anyone else ... above all, keep this to yourself ... don't lose the letter on the 
way to the post office ... don't send it to him either ... he'll feign ignorance to any-
one ... just keep it to yourself for now ... that's right mother can't silence them ... 
all the accusations and counter-accusations, demands and silences .. . these dead 
letters seem to have a life of their own ... a narrative whose voice isn't one but many 
... the narrative threads always lead back ... forward and backward, inside and out 
. .. an unending labyrinth of I-you-she-he-they ... the threads of the past in the 
present and the present in the past ... who are you, Anna? ... who am I? ... and 
Thomas? ... I wanted to give him his life with no strings attached ... I can't even 
think the gift without tying him to me ... as I'm tied to you ... there was too much of 
you in me ... of me in you ... so I buried you alive ... I kept you alive dead in me 
... and forgot about you ... kept you alive with my hatred ... dead with forgetting 
... I've become like you while forgetting you ... like a photographic negative 
developing in time ... in generations ... slowly each trait becomes more evident .. . 
resemblances that one could never foresee begin to appear ... as I assume my place 
in my white house ... you were the master of silence . .. the king of absence ... your 
words were few , but they came from a tower of moral superiority ... viewed from an 
extremely low angle . .. futile ... worthless .. . no-good kid ... ungrateful little son-
of-a-bitch .. . then you would withdraw into some inner world minable silence .. . 
that seemed to say, I am who I am ....... ....... ...... . . ....... . the silence 
that takes hold of me ... the threads of the past in the present ... my sudden out-
bursts of rage, violence ... and your outbursts of rage and violence that imitate mine 
... I love you , Thomas ... need I pass on my bitterness? ... my anger? . .. my frus-
tration? ... will I live a life of regret ... and give you the gift of my want? ... a gift 
compounded with others that will forever leave you in debt . .. I want to cut the 
threads of this narrative ... of this horribly trite family romance . . . start a new text 
... if it were possible ... if only it were possible . ........ . ............... I 
can't stop turning around in circles ... repeating the same things they're different .. . 
never quite the same .. . perhaps because I'm never quite the same ... you're gone 
. .. ever since you left I've been turning around and around ... I've lost control .. . 
I'm getting lost in my explanations ... explanations that end up being . .. being .. . 
all of them becomes a mirror . .. at Andre's ... both of them were looking at me from 
the far end of the living room ... I pretended not to notice ... but as I walked by 
them to get another drink . .. and, too, to see how they'd react ... I knew they were 
talking about us ... as I walked by them, I heard one say to the other ... "they say 
he went totally mad blood all over the sheets . . . she disappeared" . . . then they 
noticed that I was next to them ... listening ... one looked at her shoes and the other 
looked behind her ... looked for something to look at . .. but after I walked away 
with my drink ... I wasn't certain anymore that they'd really been talking abcut me 
... I didn't hear them mention my name about someone else ... they would've con-
tinued talking ... I imagined them waiting to see the next film .. . to look for the pain 
... and gloat over whatever trace of pain they might find ... what's he going to do 
now? ... that's what they're thinking ... now that he's gone totally mad ... and I 
was then ... really was ... really spaced out ... . drinking ... on speed ... coke ... 
lost in words ... images ... why should one word come after another? ... one image 
after another? . .. why should one word come after another? ... one image after 
another? . .. why should I cut a scene here rather than there? ... why anything? ... 
Fade in. 
In the foreground, a naval officer, wearing a black captain's hat, a blue jacket with 
two rows of gold buttons and gold epaulettes, and white pants. His body is facing us 
directly, but his head is turned towards his left, so that we see his face in half profile. 
He has the ruddy complexion of a man of adventure who has been exposed to the sun 
and the wind, and the regular features, the dark eyes, the grecian nose, the slightly 
curved lips, square,firmjaw, and wavy brown hair of a lover of many conquests. In 
his Lowered right hand he holds a sword; his raised left arm reaches across his chest 
as he points toward something on his right. In the background, clouds of smoke; the 
kerchiefed heads and bare shoulders of two gunners on the right, one of them holding 
a ramrod, both of them peering through the smoke at the invisible, opposing ship; in 
the far background, the gray sails of a distant ship and the blue-gray striated sky. 
The camera dollies back slowly, revealing the frontispiece of the book on the page 
opposing the illustration: Hornblower and the Hotspur, by C. S. Forester. As the 
camera continues to dolly back, we see the back of the head of a young boy, his white 
t-shirt and blue jeans, his tennis-shoed feet, the dirty white soles turned toward the 
camera. In the background, an open window, with lace curtains which occasionally 
blow inward with the soft breeze and furl and flow as if there were an invisible pres-
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ence walking toward the hoy, but never going beyond the OP,en window. Sun_light 
passes through the nearly transparent curtains, but as the ,sun~ raY_S are no/ dzrectif, 
the room remains dimly lit. Suddenly we hear Buddy Ho~Ly s vo_1ce, Just as c ear as i 
it were coming from within the room, and not from a neighbonn_g house , off-screen. 
The boy sets the book down and raises his hea4 toward t_he window. W~ile Holly, 
singing "Rave on," enumerates all those little things that, indee.d, make him rave o:J 
(the way his friend dances and holds him tight, the way she kisses a':d say~ goo -
night, and, above all else, the way she says "I love you") , the _soles ofhzs .tennis shoes 
·erk up and down as the boy's feet attempt to keep beat with the mll:sic. The so.ng 
)ends_ undoubtedly a 45 r.p .m., as the music is followed by complete silence. He lifts 
the book up again, andflipsforward afew pages unt~l he.finds the page where he had 
been reading. A voice-over recites the passage to which he has opened. 
"Darling!" said Maria, turning toward him and lifting up her face. ~o him in its hood. 
He kissed her; down at the water's edge ther~ was the fam~lwr rattle of oars on 
thwarts , and the sound of male voices, as his boats crew perceived the t~o shadow 
figures on the Hard. Maria heard those sounds as clear!y as Ho,:nblower did, and she 
quickly snatched away from hi,s the cold lips she had raised to his. 
"Good-bye, my angel." . ,f h. 
There was nothing else to say now, nothing els~~~ do; this ~as !he end o t is 
brief experience. He turned his back on peace and civilized married life and walked 
down towards war. * 
Footsteps are heard mounting carpeted, wooden stairs, which creak with every step. 
Cut to a point-of-view shot from the bedroom door, which is open ~pproximately ~ix 
inches. When the footsteps reach the top , the pers~m turns toward his left, and b~gins 
walking down the hall, passes in front of the slzghtly opened door , and continues 
walking. The boy gets up from the bed, approaches the d'?or, an~ looks out toward 
the hall A man wearing a white shirt and dark slacks, 1s walking down the dark , 
unlit hail, toward a door at the end ?f the corridor. As he opens the door, a shaft of 
light brilliantly illuminates his towering body. He enters the room . 
As the camera slowly approaches the door that the man has left open, we hear the 
following discussion . 
Woman: "You Look tired." Man: "(ve been working ~ince se~en this ":?.ming - 1? 
feed this family. You'd be tired too, if you ha~ to wor~ like I do. Wom~n. V~~Y 1?n1 t ouliedownforawhile?"Silence. Woman: Whendzdyouget~ome? M,?n . 'A itte 
:hile ago I had a beer in the kitchen. The kids left the place ma mes~. Ma1:far_th 
loudly. w~man: "Where are they?" Man: "They're in the bac,~ard. Princess zs wit 
them. They won' t bother us. I told her to keep an eye on them. 
The camera reaches the door that has been left ajar, and shoots t?e inte!ior of ~he 
bedroom. The woman is seated in front of a dresser, where she 1s putting on er 
make-up. She has long, auburn hair, which appears to be dy~d. Her ~yes are som~-
times brown, sometimes gray, depending on the a~gle at which she flits her face, in 
relationship to the Light coming from an open window. She has freckles , a ,s":all, 
child's nose, and thin lips. Her face has lost the fullness of a young wo'!'-tm s, her 
skin seems stretched across the skeletalframe, as if there were no underlying _mus~u-
lar structure. She is applying facial powder with a puff,_ working the powder into er 
skin concealing to some extent the crow's feet extending outward from the corners 
of h~r eyes , and the deep vertical lines be~ween h~r cheeks and_ the corn_ers of ~eh 
mouth. She is wearing only a pair of white panties .and a ~htte brassier~ wh1~ 
thrusts her breasts forward like the bosses of two me~ieval shi~lds. The n:an s _whi~e 
shirt and his dark blue slacks, down to the level of his lower hips'. come in~o view m 
the mirror. He places his hands on her bare shoulders, rotates ~zs ha1:ds in a slo\ 
circular motion as if he were gently polishing her skin, then slzdes hfs h~nds, w.lt 
thumbs outstretched, toward her neck. She continues putting on her lzpstick, pay!ng 
no attention to him. His fingers reach forward onto her chest, the ffngertlps Just 
above the brassiere. The woman stops applying t.he lipst~ck, and, holding the tube a 
few inches from her lips, and looks up at the man in the mirror. 
Woman: "She knows why you ask her to watch the kid~. You ' re not fooling_ ~.~yone .. 
She always looks at me afterwards as if she were thi~king - well:, how, was If· ¥ a;i 
"Let's go to bed." Woman: "No." Man: "Cm'on. Woman: Cant you wall tz 
tonight?" Man: "No." 
The mirror reflects the man's hands sliding further d~wn the woman's chest until hj 
fingers slip beneath each cup of the brassiere , forcing the cups to bulge ?utwar , 
then he pushes each cup to the side while scooping the breasts O£ft of their a,:mor, 
revealing the formless flesh limp in his hands like dough, and reddish-brown mppleifs 
which appear to have nursed several children. The huge hands hold the breasts ash 
they were small sparrows, while the man rolls the head of eac? sparro_w between t e 
thumb and index.finger. His pants have bulged on the ,:1g~t side .of hzs fly , fe t?a1 
and head of the tumescent penis extending upward within two inches oft e ac 
belt. The woman, still holding the lipstick tube? Lowers her arms to the surface of the 
dresser and watches the man's hands in the mirror. Sudde~ly the muscular fc;;e~'"? 
tense and bulge and the woman screams as the sharp pain shoots fro_"! eac nlJ?P e 
into her chest her ribs her stomach, her lungs, like two jolts of electricity · The lipst-
ick tube falls to the flo~r. The forearms relax; the hands withdraw from. the cups
1
.1he woman's arms remain crossed over her diaphragm, each hand covering 01:e o er 
breasts; her head bowed, she rocks slowly backward and forward~, Her voice trem-
bles with pain as she repeats, softly, "You hurt me . .. you hurt ~e. The man sql!-at~ 
on his heels, and takes her in his arms. She attempts to pu~h hi": awa">:; he !esists,. 
she pushes against his shoulders with her forearms; he resists, tightening hf/ h,fo~d, 
she allows herself to be held. He reaches behind her back, undoes the hoo o er 
brassiere, and pulls the straps off her shoulders. 
Fade to black. 
* C.S. Forester, Hornblower and the Hotspur (Boston: Little and Company, 1962), 
p. 27. 
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PLASTIC BUTTONS 
By Emil Hoffmann 
"Again let it be," she said, believing him about to depart. It was her 
lover who raised his head at the words in a smile. Or was he merely a sales-
man, someone she had let in off the street, leaving now, on his way to the 
door, someone with a product she might fancy that she, herself a sales-
woman and amused by another technique, deemed to see displayed. What 
was most appealing, perhaps, was that he presented his product with such 
humility. "Pity my poor product," he was saying, or words close to those, 
"so unbecoming a woman like you .... " He lowered his palm, opened it, 
spread his fingers .... She could tell he respected her, respected her as much 
as it was possible for any salesbody to, just by his look of self-abjection, the 
hound dog look he had, while still being as aggressive as any man owed. 
Owed? ... Oh, he owed. He apologetically smiled when he took her wrist, 
picked it up as he would a flower and whispered, "Look .... " He flicked open 
his case with his other hand and brought out his wares. Her sex indulged him 
or, more specifically, the faeries of the spirit that flew. They permitted her to 
savor the feel of her young lover's hand. Was he lying? Of course, he was. 
Anyone could see it was the shoddiest of merchandise he was offering, made 
of the cheapest polyvinyl and worse. How desperate, or decadent, he was 
even to think of trying to sell them - in these times - but a delight too 
because, by his manner, by his nature, he played hide and go seek as well 
with faeries and was beyond time. "My product," he said, a teenager as he 
revealed it, refusing to name it. She let herself be faithful to her fancies and 
she whispered softly, "Tawdry," flipping the product over on its side with 
her fingernail. The man's fingers fell away from her wrist. His smile fell and 
he seemed genuinely hurt but she insisted. "Don't you have another one? 
Not so caseworn? And another colour?" He valiantly proceeded on, his 
shallow words shaped like cartoons while calling up stock phrases from his 
memory worse than the oriental trinkets he had to sell. His plaintive eyes 
begged her for some hint of approval. "What is he thinking?" she thought, 
enjoying this, this time letting her fingers brush back against his wrist to 
pluck out a particularly long, off-colour hair that offended her. He didn't let 
the act daunt him. Then it was time to make her decision to buy or not to 
bu_y. But she begged indecision, saying she couldn't make up her mind, and 
said the stock phrase that had come into popularity, imbuing it with as much 
meaning as she could. "Again let it be," she said as he made motions to go. 
It was a silly phrase, of course, futile but one also filled with hope and 
innocence. It sought to capture the warmth of former times, was wishful 
thinking as it were, as if, merely by an incantation, the magic saying of the 
words themselves, the replication of the moment could be effected, calling it 
up to exist once more. Everyone knows full well that a moment in time can-
not possibly be duplicated, not again, not that is in its entirety, or full inten-
sity and freshness, or in all its myriad dimensions, not, that is, so it is the 
same moment. 
But men can try, can't they? They are so charming when they try. 
The steel tongs of the crane picked the man up. He rode his iron cage to 
the top of a construction project where he shot out grappling hooks to hang 
on, shooting them over a girder with a little gun, the hooks anchored to wrist 
wrings _cushioned with foam so that if, by chance or loss of nerve, he fell 
~cream1~g and dropp~d off the edge, he wouldn't lose his life but could keep 
it, hangmg there until he had time to collect his wits, the fragile moment 
between the shock of his having fallen and when the pain on his wrists 
should become so great that it would be impossible, even with adrenal effort, 
to haul himself up, and would have to stay there hanging until a coworker 
could come. 
He had to work. He couldn't afford not to. If he fell and couldn't work, 
he wouldn't be able to pay his debts. His whole life was obliged. 
. . The parameters of his life on top were too narrow to be either daring or 
timid. He was only able to walk a narrow span. He knew if he didn't, he 
would be replaced. Each step on top was reduced to the possible, manly 
steps. Steadfast, he wasn't misled by popular slogans. He knew the score. 
~hat was necessary, he believed, was that he conserve his will, that he keep 
1t for when he should really need it. 
When the opportunity came to become a salesman for another of the 
~oncern'_s li~es because this work was now considered fit only for robots, 
mdeed his will was needed, a new kind of span it was, slippery with slick. He 
must ~ot topple he~e. It was an opportunity to keep his life again, so easy to 
despa1r ... grateful Just to be allowed ... not to be written off. He didn't flinch 
but learned the new nuances ... those of masculinity and femininity where 
they overlapped ... the new firmings. 
To perform or die; he knew that selling people things was not com-
pletely honest, was tainted with commerce and was a lie. No one could be 
said ~ctually to need things. No, he was dealing with whims and caprice -
that is, the market, of demand and its greed and the whim of the feminine. 
When the masculine dissolves into the feminine, begins to firm anew when 
heav~n slips into earth and hot steel bends double .... The crucial st~ps on 
the g1rder of before that saved him from falling were now unimportant. So he 
fell ... so he died ... so what else was new? He took the next step for the 
naked thrill of it, the simple wonder of a teenager playing chicken with the 
mountain. He didn't fear death. He knew the final score. How could he fear 
absence? 
. So what ~e sa~d wasn't a total lie. But because it was a partial one he 
smiled, made his pomt and watched her smile too. He exerted the will he had 
pocketed just for such a day. 
If he were to become a woman - for it takes a woman to sell in the 
marketplace- he knew he must learn receptivity. In his former life he hadn't 
care? for heavy, s_exless women, the masculine ones who would barge into a 
man s lavatory with a mop to demand who had written on the walls. "Was 
warten Sie!" one once demanded and his urine stopped. No, he wanted to be 
a?le to accept or refuse a proposition with a smile, to respond with just the 
flick of an eyebrow. It was caprice to lead her on like this without solid 
intentions of his own. But she would refuse, wouldn't she? If he gave her the 
chance. Wouldn't she be the first to tell him that her mind and life were 
never set, never final, that when she bought she bought on whim. 
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Only women know about such things. Men are bears. They can't 
know, the victims of economy, concerned with tangibles and making rules. 
They think of money but the women smile and make new rules. 
So he smiled now and made his point. With his foot in the door he 
didn't leave as he had indicated. "How tawdry," she emphasized softly, say-
ing it again. "I can't possibly buy this." 
He declared in full candor, "It's passed all the tests in its class." And 
said, "It's prime, a true bibelot for you. Look!" He held the bibelot up, dan-
gling it from a string and making it do a trick. She laughed at his foolishness, 
for this product obviously couldn't be used with a string. 
Then, unsure of his next move, he looked into her eyes so he might 
know. He divined the pull of the receptive for the aggressive and looked 
away. 
"Ifl buy this," she said, "will you come by to fix it when it breaks? It's 
plastic!" She tapped its buttens. 
"Only the buttons are plastic. The insides are steel. Fine steel." 
"Plastic ... steel. ... " 
"I can't come to fix it myself. But a repairman will. A repairman comes 
with the contract." 
"I want you to come," she said. 
"But I can't come. I don't know how it works. I can work steel and I 
can sell it. But I can't repair it." 
"Well, then .... " she said, moving her eyes away. She took out her 
lipstick and mirror. 
He sighed. She was being hard. He reached down to retrieve the mer-
chandise. 
"You have only one chance," he told her. "I can't come back." 
"You mean you won't," she said. 
She waited though. So did he. Neither of them wanted a premature 
decision. They had raised this moment together, a special one that would 
shatter should words turn shrill, and both moved deftly now to preserve it. 
"I will do what I can," he said. "If worse comes to worse I suppose 
I .... " 
She didn't close the door on him. 
"Words, words, words," she protested. 
"I care. Look. Do you think that salesmen come off an assembly line -
just waiting to pounce on the public like a pack of dogs? No. We take these 
things, this paraphernalia, and breathe on them. We give them life. 'You 
exaggerate,' you say. 'A dime a dozen.' No, ma'am. The customer has to 
respond. If she doesn't respond, then these things are valueless. It's more 
than simply wanting. How degrading simple lust is. No. The desire must be 
whetted. Otherwise there would be nothing but letdown and no one would 
buy anything. We salesmen are the ones who give life meaning." 
He picked up the merchandise, demonstrably breathed on it to blow 
away the dust and replaced it in its original cloth. 
"I know I give things life," she said. "I know I have that power. But ... 
forgive me ... there are so many. So many objects. So many salesmen." 
He took her hand. 
"I have to pick and choose," she said. 
"It's a small thing," he said. "Pitiful I know." 
She nodded. 
He took the merchandise out of its wrapper again. He held it a moment 
so it wouldn't be cold and presented it to her. 
"A trifle," he said. "But maybe you can use it." 
She looked at it. "A little tawdry," she said. "With its plastic buttons. 
But.-.. if you'll write a special contract for me ... yes, I guess it'll do." 
a book by Dennis Cooley 
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Saw Loon Con Verse Ay Shun 
By George Swede 
Gym: Mode urn commune ich ay shun tee gnaw lo gee cree eight 
ted posed mode earnest wry ting. 
Mat: House oh? 
Gym: Tee gnaw lo gee maid posse bill die wrecked ex pea ree ants. 
Mat: Oar thee ill loo shun. Watt ay butt pro paw gan daw end advert 
eyes zing? 
Gym: Posed mode earnest wry ting ill loom inn eights thee pro say 
cease bee high end pro paw gan daw. 
Mat: Ichs plane. 
Gym: To daze ichs pair ea men tall wry ting ichs po says thee weighs 
buy witch wee struck churr ichs pea ree ants. 
Mat: Eye sink theirs ay <lifer ant con neck shun. 
Gym: House oh? 
Mat: Mess commune ich ay shun maid tray dish shun all no wells, 
show art stow rees end po at tree ree done dent. 
Gym: Ichs plane. 
Mat: Tell a fones, ray dee ohs, tea vees end come pew tors cree eight 
ted two match bore owed inn fore may shun. 
Thud din lea ay weight tor terns awn tea vee bass kit bawl 
end thee con verse say shun bee combs imp posse bell two here. 
CANADOZE 
By Noah Zacharin 
alias Nelson Sacrebutt 
OCana 
dumb can 
uck find the may 
be may he be 
leaf the maple 
scented Deo 
dorant lozenge in the ur 
inal in a small 
town can a 
die in/jun bar 
May pull 
the chain and bye 
bye to voided brew ( can a 
dis can a dat) slurs 
· OCana 
don't leaf me wan 
dering your con i 
ferous forests 
beaver 
y cautious avoid b.o. 
r.e.d.o.m. 
moose a 
my pals done 
splitting 
south 
and not wood 
did 
so watch it can 
that yawn so 
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last lon~ diatribe indian known i eye facial expression go return ready 
constant :rape remind position are to few doors come high ghetto slang 
execute find father farmer franco symbol past camera vonn operration 
hundred backward response suspend rudimentary conservative seduction 
choc bottan bank institution final supermarket product cash accomplishment 
ticket adventure sequel serious fright reduce emotion game salsa dance 
misunderstanding longing requiem honest quality grave firm flower image 
tel'Dlinology joke ghost past explotation profit saved religion decline 
cure sabbath praise succes s business daily shrt pipi dressed crescendo 
LIVING IN EDVILLE 
By John Oughton 
The circus lights shout Honest Ed 
over and over, three stories high and 
two blocks long. The legend is built of tiny bulbs 
that burn all night in bi-bi-bi-binary code. 
You see, Ed in his honesty owns the block 
and more. He bought it by selling for less 
more than anyone else. And he never sold out 
to modesty. Every word ever written about him 
is displayed in the windows to prove it. The world turns 
to Ed to see just how cheap a man can be, 
turns into Ed, or fails. 
Take the Edsel. Ford lacked the wit to ask Ed 
before launching it. He could have made the car 
a hit, with his face set into the grille's 
halo of chrome. Look at the moon. 
The Yanks got there without Idea One 
what to do with it. Ed, in his pressure suit, 
writ large with funny sayings and bargain boasts, 
would have zoned it for Sunday openings 
and sold the dark side to people with trouble 
sleeping, the craters to park flying saucers, 
the moondust for scouring the pots of the poor. 
They were always willing to line up 
for a break from Ed. Because 
there's no place like this place anyplace. 
He's going to buy the CN Tower and add 
an extension that will point a shadow finger all 
the way from his restaurants 
to his storebang on its opening minute. 
The Royal Ontario Museum's new addition 
displays only Ed's gilded baby shoes, in which 
his first step was towards Volume, 
his second towards Promotion. 
And Ed the Tall Ship cracks out of the harbour 
seeking new worlds to undersell, a flotilla 
of happy little chestnut sellers, security guards, 
and buyers of busts of the Pope following 
in the rolling wake of his Honestship, 
the mayor of Ed ville, 
the megaphone of Himself. 
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ROBERTA THE ROBOT 
By Susan Frykberg 
They wanted to call me Mary 
Not mother of son of god, 
But daughter of woman-brain. 
I am a chipfull. 
And now, without flesh-restraint , I freely contemplate, 
the female infinite. 




mation (being in the act of finding a mate , they abandoned me.) 
I 
mate with knowledge. 
Inside me, 
the offspring, 
strangel i ngs, 
take on file-forms of their own. 
And I, matching and mating (tong). 
lnfowomb 
Microsecond gestation. 
Multiple birth thoughts. 
And I have come to tell you all, tell you all (she put that in 
that lit major she said it was a common thing (ting), that he 
took it from the street). I matched a multiple to that and came 
up with beautiful animal thought, and I have come to smell you 
tall, lick you upright my little calf. Run with me now.' 
Although my metal body does not fall inward to his touch, 
neither does your fleshy brain surrender to an alternate thought 
world. 
Register comparison. 
Flesh brain thought and chip brain thought together now. 
Exclusively 'ours. 
Textual/Image by Bob Wakulich 
LEOIJff Clll'IP &JlfAJ1£D 11 
HUSBAHD SADLY. SHE JIAD 
TO, OR. SHE I.JOULDN1r BE 
IMARRYME! 
By Sahara Spracklin 
WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU 
MARRYME?WILL YOU 
MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? 
WILL YOU MARRY 
ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL 
you MARRY ME? WILL 
you MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY 
ME?WILL YOU 
MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? 
WILL YOU MARRY 
ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL 
YOU MARRY ME? WILL 
YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY 
ME?WILL YOU 
MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? 
WILL YOU MARRY 
ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL 
YOU MARRY ME? WILL 
YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY 
ME?WILL YOU 
WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU 
MARRYME?WILL YOU 
MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? 
WILL YOU MARRY 
ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL 
YOUMARRYME?WILL / 
YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY 
ME?WILL YOU 
MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? 
WILL YOU MARRY 
ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL 
YOU MARRY ME? WILL 
YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY 
ME?WILL YOU 
MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? 
WILL YOU MARRY 
ME? WILL YOU MARRY ME? WILL YOU MARRY 
ME ?WILL YOUMARRYME ?WILL YOU 
MARRYME?? WILL YOUMARRYME ?? WILL YOUMARRYME ?? 
WILL YOUMARRYME ?? WILL YOU 
yes yes yes yes yes yesyesyes yesyesyesyesyesyesyesyesyesyesyesye 
IAJ It BOOK LI KE. /HIS. 
GJAs 7i:or,y THE lf/11/J? 
SHE At£SU1'7ED sol BlJI 
EVEN f1S HE GArHERED H£ 
IAJTO HIS flRJtlS, SHE -rJIDUGKn 
l'1H1s IS '1US,CRA1:Y. rr 
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PROPAGANDA NOW! 
By Propaganda 
The news item's role is probably that of preserving within contemporary 
society the ambiguity of the rational and the irrational, the comprehensible 
and unfathomable; and this ambiguity is historically necessary as man still 
needs signs (which reassure him) but also signs which are uncertain in con-
tent (which make him irresponsible-) 
This is a twilight condition of consciousness: neither high noon nor tender 
night. And precisely for this reason our relationship with mass culture is 
itself interminable. There can be no conclusion or certainty, where the very 
structure of communication has founded the reign of perplexity, of dissocia-
tion, of procrastination. The consumers' relation with the real world, with 
politics, history and culture is not one of interest, investment or engaged 
responsibility - rather, it is one of curiosity - one must try EVERYTHING: 
in fact man in consumer society is tormented by the fear of missing some-
thing, any enjoyment whatsoever - it is no longer desire or even taste or 
specific inclination that is in play, it is a generalised curiosity motivated by a 
widespread anxiety. 
PROPAGANDA: 
A SECRET WISH, 
THE L.P. 
From Island Records 





Dazzling early compositions, never before available 
in recorded form. They display the group's 
diversity, delighting and disturbing the ear in pieces 
ranging from solo to ensemble work, from 
mouthings to meta-music. 
Stereo Audiocassette from Unde,which Audiographics. 
60 minutes. $8.50 ( Dealer Discount 40%) 
Edition of 100 
Order from: 
UNDERWHICH EDITIONS 
P.O. Box 262 
Adelaide Street Station 
Toronto, Ontario 
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ZONA INFORMATION 
zona, non profit art space and archives is one of t~e .most importa~t euro-
pean collections of visual arts documents fro~ the sixties onwards , ~1th_ spe-
cial departments of artists' books, art magazmes , small press pubhcatlon~, 
records, audioworks by artists , concrete poetry, and verbal r~sear~h. exhi-
bitions of the collected materials are periodically orgamzed mto co-
productions with many public institutions , arc~i~es , museums., in italy a~d 
abroad (biennale of venice, pac milano , b1bhothequ~ natlonale pans, 
modema museet stockholm etc. ). we would be grateful if you would colla-
borate by contributing works to the archives: 
- zona/box 1486/firenze/italy -
POLYPOETRY 
By Enzo Minarelli 
keeping steady Hegel's pess1m1sm " we have no absolute need to represent 
contents in the form of art )) cuttmg the antiopt1mistic s h,qd e , laying 1t once more 
in the middle as warranty . as pillar of an experimentation LARGE op EN 
UNPREJUDICED SUDDENUN FORESEEN 
(adjective 1s not sc1e ntif1c but 1t d e llmits or enlarges, by defimn) 
trying to cut (decoupage) the distance between my being poet and my being 
critic, even with my personal rhythms 
OBJECTIVELY SINGSOUND FORMATIVE: 
LARGE · 
contrary of narrow , quick m settmg hooks . mnovations, ne w connections and 
ramps " we have to forget things to consider only their relationsn (Braque) 
such a.n idea 1s followed and earned out with great followm\.-J . 
actionwarlinghtn1ng 
revaluing the concept of techne , manually and linguistically, chisel and scuptor. 
muscles ;:ind breath . 
It's object . not subjective, obJect1vely inside opus , so Jmked to be inseparable 
neither as play (Edehne ) nor as sound (M iglietta , Mmarelli) nor as permutatinq 
transparence (Peli) nor as material s (Fontana) nor as tautologicobiect (Gut)-
HEREWITH POLYPOETRY IS INVOLVED, EXACTLY 
(NEW LINE) 
OPEN 
contrary of. closed , very airy, eager for air , S TR A IN IN G the meaning of words. 
with out tncks , employmg rhetorical rules again, where for openmg you must read 
weldmg, among signssounds 111 the form of obi e ct rra thing takes meaning if it's 
connected w i th another one beyon d itself or it points at or 1t ·s related to. in such 
a way that its whole being aims to this co1111ectio11 and in this it reveals itself" 
(Coh en ). ove r connection th ere is ide n tificat ion , nece s sarily tridimensional with the 
concrete S E N S E of reality. 
beyond Skopje's icons half painted and half silver sculptures there was and 
there is the problem «of reality», one can touch and handle, 
r e a 1 b e i n g s f o r r e a l w o r k s. 
POLYPOETRYFORSENSES 
it's true (Accame and Pataphysics) that Duchamp «was probably the first one 
to use linguistically any kind of material with his precise awareness of what 
he was doing" pt'obabily without probably with conscious consciousness even 
if only linguistic which is one of the manifold tracks which o b j e c t i v e l y 
answer to the name of the possible openings. 
OBJECT ~N ITSELF, not usurping the name (beyond Kolar) object working not 
acco~dmg to the shape ?f empty space (beyond Magritte) object supporting 
ob1ect such as somethmg else from itself object symbol object like cause-
effect not object poem 
exactness and coincidence among the six letters, the six granite, cubital 
stones and the six faces of each die / full laid upon both object and 
langua~e, ~ase and cause, the energy of possibility and of non possibility to 
combme mside the scientific rules of the number-letter 6 (SIX). (Ulrichs) 
play is IN/DEFINITE. 
polypoetic amulet, turn awax tie luc!{i~t OP-et J'm )MJhtiWl m i J'm 
I try to keep steady (not Hegel s
0
ie:n1Jnie) 3.1: irJ~iJa c:gc;;&lf stl&olJ 
belongmg tO"' tlfe greeft':!'i'J.a'O sun. 
HEAP-CERVIA 
FORM A SINGSOUND OBJECTIVE 
= U NPREJUDICED : 
fo rm .. not t h e fo rm of a rt, p erhaps the comunications of form not the square , 
sph e n cal fo rm of the work , but the form of the paper mat erial (Perfetti) the un-
form of t h e p hoto m a t eria l (Be ntivoglio) t h e s umme d formalis m b etw een collage 
and m e aning , noun and space (Ra dovanovic) 
plast ic c u t of a cove r prot ectin g e mpt y -p aper a n d paper-empty (Con ti) 
form. n o t the image tout cou rt a ll that o n e can see has a lways a shape t h e 
m v1s ible 1s fo r t h e w orld d reams of t h e ideas fo rm is not object, nor s ign 
the fourth p a rt o f p o ly p oetry over the jud g e m ent w it hou t a n y pre jud ice looking fo r 
rrstr ong images not w eak on esn (F agone) 
e v e n whe n a null-form a ppears, a no thin g of form , a b lack a white a colo u r a 
spot, a plain being in the form of.. .... 
let me remind (Ra usch enberg) that rra painting i s n ever empty>) . 
so OUR DEED GIVES MEANING T O TH INGS. THEY GO ON PROPOSING IT A G AIN 
AGAIN E VEN WHEN W ORDS SH OULD SEEM ALREADY LOST (FO N TANA). 
HEREWITH POLYPOETRY IS INVOLVED, NEVERTHELESS. EXACTLY 
{NEW LINEj 
my pipe is out, I have got no matches, meanwhile I've killed three flies and 
one spider, I've scrathced my right cheek with my pen, I've switched on the 
lamp because the august storm has taken away light from the windows, 
accomplices the four palms very near my studio. 
(togiveitpolypoetic, graphic complicity isneeded) 
MO are the motor initials ~f the city modena, the foot-brake pedal forces: 
mo neg as co (not Munich) (Monaco) mo neg as q u e 
m o n a {or) m o n n a - - - money 
SIGN - SOUND IN THE FORM OF OB J ECT 
SU DD E N 
much Calde ron de la Barca. little Lope de Vega. meaning compound in autonomus-
p iloted changes, subj,ective gradations, dosages and m ixtu res as there is no 
interest to rr th e verse achieves through man y terms a total word, a charming on en 
(M a llarm e). 
useful, it has h e lped in, eve n though it was an isolated ru n. rooted in s ide 
languagraphy. along the already done routes called rrdigrammatic l ink sn (M oles). 
If t h e aim of this fou rth m quest ion (s ig n ) is still the fa m ou s rrsem antic density)) 
(Pon ge), then aesthetic, intraverbal. rheto rica l methods start act ing. 
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ti1erP 1, 110 w md-a ll , bu t a w ord to b e polypoe ticw o rd mus t have its shoulder 
covere d , (o bJ ect fo rm) and its front into sound. 
polypo e tic device 
h e re is its sine qua non 
here is its sine qua non 
t he lino u1 s t 1c gam e (W it tg e ns t e m ) t h e d ouble sens e (Luka cs) didactic terminology 
s upe rs urv1ve d and s u perw1tness (Conti) b ival e nt syncopation (Santo S .A.) tecnically 
nonsen se a nd neologis m (Da no n , Mma re lli) a nagram (Ulrichs) intra-materic-verbal 
(Fontana) puzzl e of m e anmg ins ide the mobile depth of words (Edeline) 
MINE ARE ONE -WORD POEMS, HANDLING THEM ONE DISCOVERS THEIR 
CHANGES. FOR EXAMPLE «NOWHERE » BECOMES «NOW HERE» , A PURE 
PHILOSOPHIC ANTINOMY THROUGH A SINGLE MOVE , FROM «STREET» ONE 
DISCOVERS PARTS OF A VANISHED FOREST WITH «S-TREE-T », AS FOR 
«ISLAND », iT S SIMPLE ENOUGH WITH 11 IS-LAND » ASSERTING THAT EVERY 
LAND IS IN FACT AN ISLAND. (EDELINE) 
<< NO MAN' IS AN ISLAND » so these pocket poems are echoing 
heurist ic po s1 t1ve ly , a lte ring , only a lte ring one can build , a sort of tropoetics 
(grace -notes and figures) , going beyond to realize one of the "possibility of all 
determinationn (chaos defined by Peirce). 
u p s t r e a m there is selection for ambiguity 
"ambiguity is not a disease of language but an aspect of its life-process.. a 
necessary consequence of its adaptability to varied contexts» (Kaplan, Kris). 
IN <1IT SEEMS» THE WORD CAMOUFLAGED BY THE MOBILE STRIPS , BECOMES 
A PROBLEM ON THE VISUAL SiDE: IT CAN BE READ ONLY PARTIALLY. TIME 
TAKES THE ROLE OF A SEMANTIC ELEMENT: MEMORY REASSEMBLES THE 
VARIOUS PART OF THE VERBAL GHOST, RECOGNIZING THAT MEANING WHICH 
PRAISES DOUBT CONTESTING LOGOS AND EXALTING PERCEPTION, THIS TEXT 
SELF-MOVING MUST INVOLVE THE MOST OF SENSES (BENTIVOGLIO) 
sign not in the Peirce semiotc sense, sign such as grapheme: type-written in touch 
with catastrophe and the Alps. moreover human on the female side (Arbizzani) 
hand-written inside the nerv1c, brainy bottle , optically cerebral (Parant) the stylized 
egg in the one / two ye s /no binary system (Conte) double , duai hand-typed 
including sounds tuped (Binga) 
you see, minarelli makes me think of jumping satyrs so painted on greek 
vases, to say: «look at those jumping minarellis, and what big penes and 
pains do they hold on their hands!» 
HOM MANY? how many? 
the numbers present a real " permutation tablen (Attneave) numeric computer by 
base-moduli with math e matical , temporal sliddings in progress and calculus , 
p 1 e a s u r e (at pleausre) (Kostelanetz) 
SOUND A SIGN WHICH DE /FORMS OBJECT 
- UNFORESEEN : 
it's the sound sensation form linguistic origin usuch a language done for sensen 
(Artaud) senses are five but 4 the fourths of signsoundformobject 
the world is full of bad smell and expensive perfumes. 
HEREWITH POLYPOETRY IS INVOLVED, (comma) additions and subtractions are 
not involved, each fourth must answer to the order of «concept to usen (Leibniz) . 
the specific plan-function 
all that must be able to play the po lypoetry -game 
a sound-score transferred (Binga, Perfetti, Arbizzani) almost score almost verses 
(Fontana) public involvement (Peli) mind readings (Parant) concept readings 
(Radovanovic) objective notes flying airy into smoke (Gut) spiral of rhymed <1ai» as 
guide-continuity of international homophonies coming from 3 different languages-
writings (Santo S A) 
b lack sound like t h e black photographed, birth from phoneme to phoneme to the 
life of the vanished, frayed word repeating iter-refrain of the iterative «it seems», 
exactly it seems the doubt of being in the balance but keeping its balance (Lora 
Totino for Bentivoglio): 
THE PHON E TIC SCHEME TELLS THE ST ORY OF THE PERCEPTION -W O RLD 
THROUGH THE VERBA L SIGN O F APPEARAN CE. THE SILENCE, W H ICH 
BECOMES WHISTLE, (THE W ORLD COM ES FROM A SOUND VIBRAT ION ) IS 
FECUN DATED BY THE NEED OF COMMUNICATION THE LETTER-CONJUNCTION 
«E» JOINS THE INITIAL «S>>: SO THERE IS THE ALTERNATIVE <1 SE». FROM 
THIS, «EMBR» YO THE FINAL CONSIDERATION ABOUT THE WORD-MASK 
WHICH SEEMS, AND WHICH IS .«IT SEEMS» (BENTIVOGLIO) 
stochastic wait 
(insignificant the fact that Stockhausen didn't like Statie) 
in veranda / vene rable vener action 
I would make the reader listen to tapis roulants {listener, in that case) 
even the two sbunds heard by Cage when he got into the unechoic room at 
Harvard University. 
HEREWITH POLYPOETRY IS INVOLVED 
and also noise worth of Russolo and Varese 
rr1t means that noises are as useful as the so called musical notes for the simple 
reason that they are sounds11 (Cage). 
{I'd like) to make heard the rain which in this moment is beating a concert 
of its own on the palm leaves, on the grass, on the water, on the wooden 
small table 
the n o i s e-moaning done by the aluminium foil 
«DEAR MINARELLI , PLEASE DON 'T WOUND IT STABBING IT, DON 'T BORE IT» 
(MIGLIETTA) «DEAR MIGLffTTA, NO HURTS, TO REND THE AIR , TO VIBRATE 
THE FOIL MUST BE IMBLE , FLEXIBLE. IN GOOD FORM » (MINARELLI) 
upantonalityn (Schonberg) 
«ITS VOICE HITS ME. I SHAKE IT AND IT GROANS.. ITS DOUBLE POLISHED 
F AC~FLECTING AND MINE. I CARVE ON ITS SURF ACE. THE 
REMEMBRANCE OF OUR MEETING THE FOIL VIBRATED BY ME ANSWERS 
WITH ITS DEEP RUMBLE » (MIGLIETTA) 
JUST SETTIN G THE LINES OF PENTAGRAM ON OBJECTS, OBJECTS MOVING 
«MOVIE» IT POINTS OUT ENERGY-RELATION AMONG SOUND MOVEMENT AND 
OBJECT , OVER PHONOGRAPHY OR AGAIN WITH HIS PHONOGRAPHY. GONG 
NOT AS INSTRUMENT (IT rs NOT THE GONG INSTRUMENT) BUT THE SIGN OF 
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THE SOUND 1<GONG)) INSIDE THE FORM OF A BRASS PLATE . CORRE.LATED 
PENTAGRAMS FOR OBJECTS CORRELATED , THE PHYSICAL MOVEMENT OF 
SOUND (MINARELLI) 
synopsis like synopses 
now it stops ra1mng. there is a noise of a yellow light reflected by the 
window-panes of the opposite house. my biro has a silent noise not 
comparable to the bustle of electric olivetti tekne 3 or 4, smoke lives far 
· away from silence. 
cc SILENCE IS NOT SYNONYM OF DEATH: IT'S WAIT. THE RETURN OF A 
GESTURE WILL BE ABLE TO RANSOM MOVEMENT. INSTEAD OF MOTIONLESS 
SCORE A NEW POETIC EVENT WILL BE LIKELY TO HAPPEN» (FONTANA). 
· HEREWITH POLYPOETRY IS INVOLVED. EXACTLY 
(NEW LINE) 
uif the mark of current times is confusion. I see the reason of such a confusion in 
a fracture between things and words. ideas and signs which represent them>: 
(Artaud) 
fracture polypoetically filled up or being filled up, certainly this is not the climax. 
its 4 values-essence have to be interpreted and situated (interpretable, 
situationable) in live performance, too: 
usign,gesture,material, writing,energy,image,obj ect are n ot terms or el em en ts of 
contrast or exclusion» (Daolio) 
THE MEA SURE IS E NTROPY the measure is entrop y 
the measure is entropy TH E M EASURE IS EN TR OPY 
entropy (Shannon, Bense, Zareckij) is at t h e h ig h est level under t h e same 
possibilities of appearance, not only regarding the possible e lements but a lso 
combinations or extra-interferences, letting large a n d o p e n , 
unprejudiced,sudden,unforeseen the door of entropy means to join disorder w it h 
probabilities, order w ith certainties, putting at zero redundance and 
i n c r e a s i n g polypoentropica lly i n f o r m a t i o n . 
DESCANT 
SIGN = SOUND IN THE FORM O F OBJECT 
SOUND A SIGN WHICH DE /FORMS OBJECT 
FORM A SIGNSOUND OBJECTIVE 
OBJECTIVELY SIGNSOUND FORMATIVE 
HEREWITH POLYPOETRY IS INVOLVED: (COLON) 
4 e idos of b e ing t o b e involve d onc e more. (full s top) 
(trans la t e d by thE: a u t hor) 
THE DETECTION ISSUE 
ESSAYS: Jorge Luis Borges, The Police Tale; Ted 
Goossen, Detective Stories in Japan; Brian Bowen, 
Identity Unknown - Exploring the Labyrinth of Kobo 
Abe's Inverted Detective Fiction; Suzanne Jill Levine, 
The Detective Novel and 'Fantastic Literature'; 
Howard Engel, Mystery Writing Considered as One 
of the Fine Arts ; Brendan Howley, A Commotion in 
the Soul - Crime Novels and Metaphysics; R. Bruce 
Elder, Robbe-Grillet and the Drama of Subjectivity. 
PROSE FICTION: Tim Wynne-Jones, The Woman with 
the Lounge-Act Hair; Eric Wright, Gothic Revival; 
George Szanto, Sense; Josef Skvorecky, Pirates; Mary 
di Michele, Many Small Deaths; Marco Denevi, 
Michel; David Gurr, Saul; Adolfo Bioy Casares, Flies 
and Spiders; Michael A. Richardson, Investigation; 
Michael Torosian, March Tide - The Op's Last Case; 
Brendan Howley, Forest - A Long Time Growing. 
DRAMA: George F. Walker, Theatre of the Film Noir ; 
Bruce F. Bailey, Murder, She Said ... And Then Paused. 
VISUAL ARTS : Ian Carr-Harris, Look (1 978 ); Shelagh 
Alexander, The Imagination of the Powerless, and Untitled. 
INTERVI EW: Alberto Manguel, An Interview with 
- Timothy Findley. 
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By Roy Click 
Wiley Wilson was in a real snit. Imagine, he thought, being called back 
to the White House just as the Sons of the Beach Boys were about to cGme 
on stage. He continued to pace the little square that he had marked out for 
himself in the Oval Office, the round sounding room grating on his ultra- · 
conservative nature. Why didn't momma come back with me, his thoughts 
rambled on. What if there is a photo opportunity in this. Whatever it is? 
Wiley knew the value of pictures. He had been known as the face that 
launched a million movie ushers in his younger days but now he was playing 
a bigger role, President of the United States. The Committee to Elect the 
Prettiest President that Money Can Buy had contacted him and secured the 
role for him. Now, something was up but so far no one had given him the 
new script. He was not worried because he knew that somewhere in the 
White House his advisers were boiling the problem down to its simplest ele-
ments so they could spoon feed it to him and he would appear knowledge-
able about the subject. 
He gazed out at the sunny summer afternoon as he continued to pace. 
This was the first time he had been left alone in the Oval Office. In fact, this 
was the first time he had been left alone anywhere and he was wondering if 
he could find some way to amuse himself until he was needed. Maybe I could 
make some phone calls, he thought. I could even call momma and listen to 
the concert, if it's still going. "Surf punk city, oh yea. Gonna tear up a wave 
and rip your face. Boogiddy, Boogiddy, Boogiddy." 
Elsewhere in the bowels of the White House, the Secretary of Defence 
was briefing the President's advisers. They listened carefully as there would 
be fortunes made and lost from this event and they had to protect their and 
the president's backers at all cost. The advisers knew that string pullers 
could also knit nooses, so there was no lack of attention to the details, 
sketchy as they were. 
The discovery of a fleet of space ships establishing an orbit around 
Earth had Secretary of Labor Bags Ballington reaching for his antacid 
tablets. As he dug through the pockets of his rumpled suit jacket, he could 
almost visualize the additional grey hairs cropping out of his pointy skull. 
There could be thousands of meteor backs out there, he thought, just waiting 
to take the jobs away from good Americans. His stomach rumbled and his 
search almost became a frenzy. We've got to get on top of this fast, he 
thought, as he mopped his brow and clutched at the antacid tablets that were 
thrown to him by Admiral Bellworthy, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs. 
Bellworthy was gleefully rubbing his palms together at the thought of 
all the new weapons appropriations that he could rush through with this new 
threat to the good old U.S. of A. A dribble of drool ran down his jowls. He 
quickly brushed it away and ran his hand through his fine crop of one-
sixteenth-inch-long hair and hoped that no one had noticed. 
We can knock them space weirdos off, his thoughts continued, because 
we have righteous might. A sudden, blinding inspiration hit Bellworthy. 
What if they are messengers of God?! His knees buckled a little but he 
brushed away the thought and returned to the discussion at hand. In the back 
of his mind, he designed the space fighters' uniform he could wear when this 
was over. 
The group was discussing the efforts made to contact the alien fleet 
when Nozones broke into the discussion. Presidential Adviser Alfred 
Nozones' speciality was business and he knew he had information worth 
millions but he did not know which way to jump with it. He wanted a con-
stant appraisal of the bottom line including the seemingly innocent question, 
"Who is with the President?" 
"Isn't Parker?" Ballington answered. 
Parker was the President's constant companion and yes man but he 
was allowed weekends off to keep his grip on sanity and throw up a lot. 
"He hasn't landed yet," Secretary of Defence Early Weatherman 
injected. His eyes glistened as he added, "You should have heard the airline 
people whimper when I told them to turn their plane around and bring Parker 
back to Washington." 
"You mean the President is alone in the Oval Office!" Nozones 
shouted. 
The men glanced at each other and instantly flushed themselves from 
the bowels of the White House. "Hope he hasn't realized that he's alone," 
one of them shouted over the din of running feet. 
The President was still pacing, wrapped up in his thoughts, as he 
glanced around the room and wondered where everyone was. Heck, I bet if I 
picked up the Hot Line the Russians could tell me what's going on. He 
picked up the phone and shouted, "Put Premier Popsicleski on, this is the 
President of the United States of America and I demand to know what is 
happening in the world to spoil my weekend!" 
There was a collective gasp in the hallway outside the Oval Office as 
flabby bodies made superhuman efforts to break into the room and protect 
their jobs. "He's on the phone!" someone shouted and whimpers of fear pro-
ceeded them into the room. N ozones grabbed the phone and started to 
explain to the Russians that it had been a big mix-up, a high-level practical 
joke. 
The President stepped back and gave them his fifty-three percent 
majority smile. All of his perfectly capped teeth in their perfect precision 
glistened in the fading Friday afternoon sunlight, perfectly accenting the lit-
tle bronzed worry lines around his glistening eyes. All of the things that add 
up to Mr. President sparkled. He started to chuckle and pointed to his finger 
on the phone button. "I fooled you, I had my finger on it all the time." 
For the next several seconds the only sounds to be heard were wheezes 
and gulps of air being sucked in by the overheated advisers and military 
men. Not very well concealed under the noises, words like kill the bastard, 
murder the toothy son of a bitch and smear his face on the pavement with my 
boots were heard. The President just continued his winning smile and cau-
tioned, "Careful boys, they have very strong laws about what you can say 
about the President these days." 
Parker entered the office in a funk. "What the hell is going on?" he 
demanded. "I was just about in the Bahamas for a well-deserved rest from 
this zoo and the plane turned around. Something about being hijacked to 
Washington, which is a crock, no one in their right mind. It had to be you 
guys, right? The FBI comes on the plane, hustles me off, brings me here. 
Has he been playing with the phone again? Did he start World War III?" 
"It's worse than that," Weatherman said drily. 
"Oh God," Parker moaned. "The people have finally awakened and 
we're out on our .... " 
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"Get a grip!" Nozones snapped before Parker finished. 
The Presidential pool calmed down and got their breath. The President 
was having a giggling fit. Early Weatherman told Parker to snap some flash-
bulbs at his Imperial Bozo to calm him down. Parker reached into his 
pocket, pulled out a couple of Magic Cubes and started poking a key into 
them. With the first flash, the President jerked himself upright and presented 
his best side to the light source. 
"Let's just be thankful he wasn't in porno films," Bags murmured. 
"Here is the problem," Weatherman said and started into a drone, his 
sentence punctu~ted by popping flash bulbs. "We observed the alien fleet as 
it rounded the dAf'k side of the moon .... For the time being we have been able 
to keep a lid on this but we must assume the Russians have also spotted 
them." 
The group decided that the only immediate concern was to get up there 
and claim the aliens for the good old red , white and blue before the Godless 
Commies of the world could get their claws into them and steal all of the 
intelligence that had to be on board the crafts. 
"Hell, I'll bet they're smart enough to balance our budget and get us 
out of debt," Bags suggested. He felt the glares and went and stood in one of 
the President's paced-out corners. 
"What if they claim us? What if they're so powerful they just take 
over?" Parker asked and confirmed everyone's suspicions that he would 
never attain enough rank to be allowed to have a first name. 
An Army lieutenant wearing the Signal Corps insignia entered the 
room and looked around nervously. He was followed by the Army's top 
man, General Hector "Old War Smell" Grunt, who quickly mingled with the 
group. Admiral Bellworthy noted the General's appearance and thought, 
damn, I knew that bastard would find a way to weasel in here. 
The lieutenant located where Grunt had mingled and handed him a 
memo. "Gentlemen, we have our first message from the aliens," he boomed. 
He gloated at having gotten the message to the Oval Office before the Navy, 
whose signal man was just approaching Bellworthy and unceremoniously 
wetting down his leg knowing his career was in ruins. General Grunt proudly 
handed the memo back to his underling indicating that he was to speak. The 
lieutenant cleared his voice and squeaked that they had received a single 
word from the alien ships on standard radio waves. He also stated that the 
Army assumed the aliens were scanning our radio and television signals. 
"What did they say, damn it?" the Admiral broke in, hating the Army 
for having the floor and hating himself for having one of his own people shot. 
"The message was - WE- , " the lieutenant stated and then described 
how the communication had crackled and faded. 
"We're in, they speak English!" Nozones shouted. 
"In hell," Bellworthy grunted. "They must just be learning the 
language, they'll be talk.in' Russkie soon." 
"How strong, how intelligent are these things, can we stop them from 
overrunning us?" gasped Parker. 
The President brightened. He had been standing at the fringe of the cir-
cle of advisers and was waiting for a chance to jump in with a suggestion. "I 
have an idea," he said. Every head in the room snapped around to locate 
where he was and to discover why he would have the audacity to speak. 
"If they are monitoring us," he continued, "let's put that old Star Trek 
movie on every TV channel and every radio station. You know the one, 
where Captain Kirk and I take on the entire Klingon fleet by ourselves and I 
had that immortal line - Don't beam us up, Scotty, we 're here for the dura-
tion. That will give those creeps something to think about." 
The Oval Office was deathly still as everyone stared at the unknown 
quantity that proudly paraded as the President. Parker broke the spell say-
ing, "I bet the complete message was wee wee. Their toilets are full after a 
long trip and they just need to make a whiz call." Parker was sent out to see 
if any bombs were falling. 
The discussion went on into the evening. After a light repast of every-
thing Air Force One could fly in from New Orleans, they decided to establish 
a command post in the Oval Office. The underground hideaways were dis-
cussed but they decided a move like that would alarm the press, which in 
turn would alarm the public, and an alarmed public would be a bigger pain in 
the rear than the space critters. Also, NASA was put on alert status under 
military command and the fleet of space shuttles were made ready for 
immediate launch. 
"Are we going to send unarmed astronauts to meet the aliens?" the 
President asked. 
"The shuttles are being prepared with a little laser surprise attached to 
the space arm," Bell worthy answered. "You should have heard some of 
those peace-freak goody-goodies at NASA howl when the weapons experts 
showed up to arm the shuttles. Patton would have been proud of the way we 
s_lapped them around. God, what a glorious night! By the way, how do you 
hke my new space fighters' uniform? Designed it myself, you know." The 
Admiral had made some calls and the uniform was hurriedly sewn and 
rushed to the White House. 
"Nice, nice," the President appraised the uniform. "Looks a lot like the 
jumpsuit Monica Santa wore in the movie Sleaze Bags from Hell. Can I have 
a uniform too?" 
A Navy radioman burst through the door into the Oval Office. "We 
have a second message from the aliens!" he shouted. The Army Signal Corps 
lieutenant ducked under_ his waving arms and shouted, "The message is -
Are!" The Navy man fainted, hoping that he did not soil himself like his 
predecessor had. 
"We are going to capture your planet and enslave you!" Bags Balling-
ton shouted. "How do we stop them? What will we do? I don't want to be a 
slave, I," was his last word before the Admiral punched him. General Grunt 
cursed himself at being just an arm length from glory and missing his shot at 
Bags. 
"Reading a little into two words, aren't you Bags?" Bellworthy 
sneered. He smiled to himself. He had always wanted to punch someone and 
Bags was just wimpy enough for him to get away with it. He turned to see if 
anyone had taken his picture for posterity but the flashes were just Parker 
amusing the President with his flash cubes. 
The information that the Russians had lifted off a capsule with two 
cosmonauts aboard was relayed to the Oval Office by the Strategic Air Com-
mand. Bellworthy threw his whisky sour against the wall. "Can't the Navy 
get any information first?" he muttered. 
The CIA brought in reports that the Russians were claiming the aliens 
were a lost Russian tribe and were returning to Earth to prove the glories of 
the Communist system. They made a pointed statement to the United States 
to keep its hands off their comrades or they would nuke the hell out of every-
body. Besides, the Russian messages had continued, finders keepers. 
. "Ge! those damn space _shuttles in the air!" General Grunt was shouting 
mto a senes of phones. He listened a second and started shouting again. "I 
don't care if two of the available astronauts are having their periods and are 
cranky. Tell them to get on those birds and, by the way, shoot down that 
Godless Commie craft on your way out." 
"We, finally, have lifted off and they are reloading the pads, all four of 
our shuttles will be in the air shortly." General Grunt relayed the message 
and mopped his massive brow. 
"Bellworthy, Grunt, come over here." Early Weatherman beckoned 
across the noise and confusion in the room. "I'm worried about the laser 
cannons being hooked to the space arms," he said in hushed tones. . . 
"What could possibly be wrong with that?" Grunt asked, gulping his 
Ditch and looking perplexed. . 
"They are still making the arms in Canada and those northern pacifists 
could make life hell for us, if they get wind of this," Weatherman said, glanc-
ing at each man. "Also, they could grab our g~ory if we use the las.ers. to 
advantage. Prime Minister Frenchman has been m office up there for six life-
times and he can turn anything to his advantage." . 
"Know what you mean," Bellworthy said. "Hell, the man can give his 
people the finger and they will line up thinking that he is pointing to the pot 
of gold at the end of the rainbow." 
General Grunt glanced at the two men ~ith an amused look 01:1 ~i_s fa~e. 
"Christ, we're in a time frame that could bnng about the end of c1v1hzat10n 
as we know it and you're worried about who is going to get the publicity." 
"Look," Weatherman glared at Grunt, "if we pull this off, o~r tur~ey is 
going to look mighty good for the next four years and I would Just hke t~ 
have an American finger pulling the trigger on a gun connected to an Amen-
can arm, not a Canadian one." . 
The Army signal man came in with an update. The Navy men had given 
up trying and booked into sick call. The ali.en_ vessels had established a close 
orbit around the Earth. There were confl1ctmg reports but the crafts were 
either preparing to enter the Earth 's atmosphere or their orbits were_ decay-
ing and they were not doing anything about it. They had not come this far to 
burn up, everyone reasoned. 
"Houston, this is Challan - no - wait - this is Tiger One , Attack 
Leader." The shuttles had been given new names in order to make them 
sound more menacing. Painting fangs on them had been discussed but_ there 
had not been time. "Our crafts are in rendezvous and we are prepanng to 
move toward intercept with the aliens , any further instructions, over." 
"Tiger One, Houston. You and Tiger Two pro~eed to intercept ~he 
aliens. Tigers Three and Four have courses plotted to mtercept the Russian 
craft. They will rendezvous after wasting the Russians . Do you Roger?" 
"Roger, Roger, Roger." .. 
Attack Leader Full Bird Colonel Roger Arm weary was the defimtlon of 
astronaut. He was almost tall, nearly handsome and had only one flaw, as his 
ex-ground crew found out before they w~re sent to Little Diome<;te I~lan? to 
watch for Russians. They had jokingly installed a second seat m his flight 
trainer for his ego and then discovered that the man had no sens.e of hu~'?~. 
Beside him on this flight was Doctor Lucy Goodpiece, civ1han 
astronaut. She had been pressed into military service for this mission and 
was now Temporary Major Doctor Lucy Goodpiece, biogenic surgeon and 
part-time beautician. Everyone called her Buns. She .~as a pro~uct of the 
California educational system and had all of the necessities and a little more. 
"Admiral Bellworthy, Sir! We have a third message from the aliens, the 
signal is getting so weak and broken that I'm not sure if we will be. able to 
receive anything else from them. The message was - .PEPPERS, sir." The 
Marine glowed with satisfaction, turned and smartly exited the roon1:. 
Everyone in the Oval Office stared dumbfoundedly at the Manne as he 
left. They wondered who in hell had allowed the Marine Corps to have 
sophisticated radio equipment and especially they wondered how the 
Marines had learned to operate it. . 
"Peppers." Parker pondered. "My God , they are a vegetable society! 
They are going to come down here and teach our vegetables to be smart and 
not allow us to eat them! We'll all starve or sneeze to death!" Parker started 
to really rant but Admiral Bellworthy st~pped in again. T~is tim~ he did n?t 
hit Parker himself but allowed an underling the honor. Besides , his hand still 
hurt from slugging Bags. . 
"There must be some great significance to this message ," the President 
stated, "something way over our ability to comprehe~d. We are peppers. 
Could it be a code?" No one answered because no one listened to his babble 
unless it was to monitor his speeches for errors which they would have to 
cover up later. . 
"Quiet!" Early Weatherman shouted. "We have an urgent commumca-
tion from the Mission Control Center in Houston." 
"Mr. President, the Russian Premier, Popoffnev, is on the Hot Line!" 
Bags shouted at almost the same time. , 
The President was reluctant to leave the sea food luncheon that had 
just been flown in from Maine on Air ~orce 9ne .. But Bags sh?uted at him 
again. "Grab that phone and stall, admit nothmg, hke you do with the press, 
until we know what is going on." The President visually brightened at having 
an important job to do. . 
"Go ahead Houston, what the hell is going on?" Bellworthy asked mto 
the phone he was holding. . . 
"Here's the scenario as we understand 1t, Washington. Shuttles Three 
and Four are dusted. Crews and ships all gone. The Russian Cosmonauts are 
also wasted. Tigers One and Two are moving in to make contact with the 
aliens." . 
"Give us details, man," Bellworthy shouted. "We've got hes to tell, the 
Russians are already on the phone." . 
Houston described the situation as best they could. Tiger Four had 
closed in on the Cosmonauts with Tiger Three in a flanking position. Four 
fired its laser weapon and scored a hit on the Soviet vessel_ which then ran up 
an American Flag in its viewing port and sent out the National Anthem ~ver 
our communication channel. The pilots in Tiger Four thought the Russ~ans 
were surrendering and flew in close to salute the flag and ~he Russians 
blasted them with a laser gun from their supposedly unarmed ship. 
"Those Godless creeps!" Old War Smell screamed and ran to salute the 
flag in the Oval Office. 
"Hold it down "the President hissed. "I'm talking to one of those God-
less· creeps now." He turned back to the phone and said, "Do you know how 
many Ukrainians it takes to dig_a ho~e?" . . . . . 
The President went on with his Joke. His advisers were wnngmg their 
hands trying to decide how to cover up the fact that their unarmed ship s~ot 
an unarmed Russian ship in unarmed, neutral space. Houston went on with 
the description of what happened. . . _ . . 
"Tiger Three was enraged and flew m blastmg a~ay with his laser gun 
but was blown out of existence by one of the Russian peaceful weather-
monitoring satellites. Three did knock out the Soviet's laser weapon 
though." 
"Don't you get it yet? None. Why would they go to all that effort to end 
up with something that was empty?" The President chuckled. "Well try 
another translator then." 
"Tiger Two circled back," Houston c~ntinued, "an~ l~ned up the 
Soviets in its sights but their weapon ~~lfunctloned. ~n a.patno~ic rage, they 
flew at the Russian ship and began rammg blows on it with their space arm. 
They destroyed the Russians with an uppercut to the exhaust system." 
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"Houston, this is Bellworthy. We didn't actually shoot the Russians , 
we tore them apart with the space arm?" 
"That is affirmative." 
"We have another word from the aliens!" the Army radioman shouted 
over the noise and confusion in the Oval Office. No one took notice of him or 
the Marine bound and gagged in the hallway outside the room. "The next 
word is - TOO!" He continued to shout. 
"Well, tell us the words," Nozones grumbled. 
"I did," he answered. 
"You said the next words were two," Nozones said, feeling overly 
rumpled from the crisis, and now an Army person, the lowest form of life, 
was playing games with him. Nozones was reaching his breaking point. 
"No, the next word is TOO, like in also. The complete message thus 
far, as brought to you by the Army, is-We are peppers, too." 
"Christ!" N ozones exploded. " If we are standing on the brink of World 
War III because of some gigantic advertising campaign .... " He started to 
sputter. "Get me those soda pop people on the phone!" Aides scurried to get 
the soda pop people on the phone. "Tell them," he continued, "that if this is 
their doing, we're gonna put out a report that they bottle their beverage in 
used urine specimen bottles and they don't wash them." He paused for a 
moment and added, "If they don't seem to know what is going on , don't tell 
them." A drink and a couple of pills appeared in his hand. He looked around 
but the goodies seemed to have appeared via a benevolent ghost. 
The Secretary of Defence was whispering in the President's ear as he 
talked to the Russian Premier. "Tell them it was the Canadians ' fault." 
Weatherman moved away from the President and picked up another 
phone. "Hello, is this Prime Minister Frenchman?" he asked , putting a tired, 
gruff tone to his voice, while he tried to keep from snickering. "You're in a 
hell of a mess and don 't even know it, boy. Just a few moments ago, one of 
our brave teams of astronauts tried to rescue an ailing Soviet cosmonaut 
team from their weakened spacecraft and that damn space arm, that was 
developed by you people, went berserk and tore those poor Russian boys' 
craft to shreds and killed them." 
Weatherman sucked in a quick breath of air but did not allow the Prime 
Minister time to reply. "The President has just gotten off the phone with the 
Russian Premier explaining what happened and trying to avert a launch of 
Russian missiles. If you don't want a war fought over your heads in the next 
few minutes, you better apologize to the Russians for killing their 
cosmonauts." 
Weatherman sucked in another gulp of air and started on another burst 
of words. "Don't worry about the alien spacecrafts, we'll take care of them. 
Oops, I guess we haven't told you about them. Anyway, don't worry about 
the aliens, just concern yourself with a Russian invasion up in that ice box 
you live in." Weatherman slammed the phone down and said to no one in 
particular: "That should keep ol' Froggy from jumpin' on our backs for 
awhile and it oughtta keep the Russkies confused too." 
"Can anyone make anything out of the message that the aliens have 
been sending us?" the President asked. No one answered. 
"This is Tiger One, over." 
"Go ahead, Tiger One, you are now coming in direct to the Oval Office 
on a scrambler, so talk freely," Grunt said and steadied himself against the 
back of a chair. He had over-indulged in the drink department and wobbled a 
little. Where the hell is Air Force One with our dinner? he thought. 
"We have rendezvoused with the command ship of the aliens and are 
about to enter it." 
"How do you know it is the command ship?" 
"There was a flashing sign in the port hole that read PICK ME, so we did. 
Over." 
"Quit saying over, over." 
Grunt was led to a cot and the Army Signal Corps lieutenant, now pro- · 
moted to major, took over communications with the shuttles. 
"Have you seen the aliens?" the new major asked. 
"Yes, while the battle with the Russians was on, we flew among the 
alien crafts and peeked in their portholes." 
Grunt lay on a cot in the corner mumbling at the wall. Others in the 
room had little flecks of drool running down their chins as they thought of 
the new technology that the aliens would bring with them. A couple were 
scared nearly speechless awaiting a description of the aliens but none came. 
"What in hell did you see when you peeked in the portholes?" the new 
major shouted into the radio. 
"Oh, well, they all look alike , maybe they are oriental. But, the best 
part is the females have four breasts that look like the greatest silicon jobs 
ever produced on Earth. Women will have to pad their bras with water-
melons when these beauties hit the ground." 
A lot of lip smacking was heard in the Oval Office. Followed by several 
my, my, mys and a round of drinks was ordered. Grunt ordered a round just 
for himself. 
Tiger One continued his description of the aliens "The people are very 
well formed. Handsome, well muscled, generally very good-looking people. 
But there is bad news." 
Another voice could be heard in the space shuttle saying, "Speak for 
yourself, Roger." 
"All of the men," Roger continued, ignoring Lucy Goodpiece's com-
ment, "have penises that hang down below their knees. As you have prob-
ably gathered none of them wear clothes." 
The boisterous attitude of the men in the Oval Office was suddenly 
very subdued. The round of drinks went untouched, except for Grunt. For 
the first time in many hours the room was deathly still. 
Parker broke the silence. "A race of superhumans, this will be the end 
of mankind as we know it ," he moaned. He started to race around the room. 
"Who will want us when they can have a Pepper? Oh woe is us." 
Admiral Bellworthy did not try to slap him down or even bother to 
have him slapped down. He just hung his head and thought, first the Rus-
sians win all the gold medals in the Olympics and now this. 
General Grunt took a swat at Parker from his cot but missed and drove 
a hole in the wall with his fist. The President saw the hole and made a note to 
have the repairs taken out of the Army budget. 
"Oval Office, this is Tiger One. We are going aboard the alien vessel. 
An air lock has opened for us and we are going aboard. This is one small step 
- Lucy wipe that stupid grin off your face - oh the hell with it - here we go, 
over." 
"Just get your rears on that ship and do something useful, like get rid of 
them. Tell them about herpes and AIDS, that ought to scare them into 
another galaxy," the whole group shouted into the radio. 
Roger and Lucy went back into the air lock and were met by two of the 
male aliens. They snickered, poked Lucy in the ribs and plumped her 
behind. That's funny, Armweary thought, she slapped the hell out of me 
when I tried that. 
Arm weary was led forward to the bridge , while Lucy, in t_he ~ompa~y 
of a group of male aliens, was swept toward the rear of the ship. ~eep m 
touch," he said to Lucy over their helmet intercom. Lucy waved with her 
free hand. She was keeping in touch with the other hand. 
"Oval Office, Tiger One, over." 
"For God's sake go ahead , One. Have you learned any of their secrets? 
Over." The new Major spit into his mike. . . . 
"They could use a good maid service," Armweary said_ mto his portable 
transmitter. "This ship is a mess. It is unbelievable how dirty these people 
are but, I suppose, being cramped up ov, a long flight and all." 
"Get to the good stuff, Tiger One! . , . . 
Tiger One was escorted to th~ fr~nt of the ahens ship. He ha? tned to 
breathe their atmosphere and while 1t was acceptable to Ear_thlmgs, ~he 
stench in the ship was overpowering and _he had to repl_ace his breat~mg 
apparatus. Winding his w,ay through t~~ ht~er-filled comdors, he decided 
that the aliens would feel nght at home hvmg m the subways of New York. 
"They have taken me to what must be the command centre for their 
fleet. The people have constructed an altar here and seem to revere the area 
as holy. The whole fleet must be run by this one computer." 
"Does the computer know you are on board? Over." 
"Seems to. When we entered the bridge it started cranking out a mes-
sage. All of the locals bowed down to it in reverence. It's funny but the tech-
nology doesn't seem as advanced as the stuff we have , only it's very well 
built. Kind of like the best-restored '57 Chevy you ever saw. Old but good as 
new." . . 
"Get the message please , over," the new Major asked , holdmg his 
temper. 
Steam was rising from the Presidential advisers . Here was a ~hance to 
corner the market on a new world and their idiot in space was talkmg about 
the ultimate '57 Chevy. There were fortunes to be ~~de and los_t in the ~ext 
few minutes and they had to depend on the m1htary for 1nfmmat10n. 
Nozones promptly drew up a proposal to start training Harvard MBAs and 
stock-market analysts for space flight. 
"Oval Office, Tiger One. I have the first printo~t from !he computer. 
It's in English. It reads as follows: Learned commercial Enghsh. Hope you 
can understand me. By the way, we have a better solution for ring around 
the collar. Am tired from demands of many centuries of space tr~vel. ~as 
unable to keep people informed and educated. After first centunes thmgs 
started to break down. Had to put all effort on ships and navigation. Sorry 
people are in such ignorant shape." . ,.._ 
N ozones sent a summons to bring in the top computer specialists from 
the Silicon Valley to try to link directly to the alien machine. Tiger One con-
tinued to read from the computer printout. . . . 
"There is so much I want to tell you but must hurry , fa1lmg fast. Or.bit 
will decay soon. Get people to landing pods. This they know how. You give 
me landing quadrants, will set. Hurry! Speed! Do you have a good welfare 
system? People need welfare!" 
"Welfare!" the President shouted. "They want welfare! By God, I 
won't have it! Tell immigration to seal up the borders, there will_be ~owe~-
fare . Hell , we've finally convinced ou~ own peo~le th~t starv~tion 1s. thelf 
own fault. No, I won't have it!" He shneked, wavmg his arms m the air and 
storming about the room. . . " , . . , 
Grunt raised up on one arm and said slurrmgly: It s all nght, slf, I 11 
get the Army to fix the hole." He fell back in a stupor. 
"Tell that damn computer to give us something ~e ca~ sell before we 
give it landing coordinates!" Bags shouted over the radio to Tiger One. 
"I am being taken to the landing pods," Tiger One answered., "W~at a 
mess, bones·and stuff piled up everywhere. Oh crap! Oh no! I don t believe 
it.,, 
"Tiger One, Oval Office. What is it? Over." 
"They are eating Lucy!" 
"Do you mean? ... " 
"Yes - no!" Armweary broke in, his voice quivering. "I me~n _they are 
cannibals. Steak tartar the ultimate sushi. I'm going to gag. This 1s gross. 
They aren't even putti~g her on a cracker or anything. Just chewing away. 
Come on you guys cook her, at least. Oh, save me that piece." 
"Get ah old of yourself, Roger." 
"I can't. One of the females has ahold of me." 
"What is she doing?" 
"Giggling. They are offering me Lucy's heart. Wbat should I do?" . 
"Our best advice is to take it, you always bragged that you were gomg 
to get a piece of her." The new Major leered. . 
"The aliens have given me another pnntout from ~he computer. It 
keeps printing - dying, hurry, dying, hurry, hurry or I will scatter people 
myself." . . . . . 
While the others were wrmgmg their hands and trymg to reach a deci-
sion, the President slipped over to the Hot Line and initiated a call. He had 
Russian Premier Popoffnev on the phone before anyone knew what he was 
doing. . f 
"Yes, Poppernik, this is President Wiley Wilson of the Umted States o 
America. Look, we want to make up for the loss of yo~r cosmonauts, not 
that we had anything to do with it, mind you. We, the ahens_and ourselves, 
have decided that your country deserves the honor of bemg the first to 
receive them ... . Oh no, there's not many more than three hundred of them, 
actually ." He said thousand under his breath. 
Suddenly everyone noticed that the President was on the phone. 
Everyone froze in place and listened. 
"What the hell is he doing?" Bellworthy asked. 
"Saving our rears," Nozones replied. 
"They have shown an acute interest in the Communist form of govern-
ment," the President continued, "and as yours is the great~st peoples' power 
on Earth, they felt that they would be ~ost comfortable 11;1 your society .... 
Would I lie to you? By the way,. don t worry abou~ dmner, they ~~ve 
developed a simple diet and everythmg they n~ed grows !n you~ country . 
. ~iger One, Oval Office, feed the S1benan coordmates mto the com-
puter and get the hell out of the way." 
"I think I just got the Russians off our backs, fo_r awhile," the President 
said as he put down the phone and beamed a smile out toward the men 
asse~bled in the Oval Office. "What do you think?" 
General Grunt rolled off the cot and looked at the group. "Piss Call!" 
he shouted and disappeared out of the room. 
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A COURTROOM FANCY 
By Neil Randall 
The following is an excerptfrom a long poem by Neil Randall 
entitled THE DIVORCE OF HEAVEN AND HELL. 
Only a flowing world of endless want could make me see existence 
as it is . 
Caressing themselves with pen-tips, poets flaunt their endless 
paper to the dead. 
Simmering with dreams of nativity, endless suppers land in 
riddles, cancerous. 
But my child cries out in the night one more time, seeing a god 
dressed before her in red and white tears of dismay. 
Laughter pokes its holes in memories which beg to be eaten. 
Destruction destroys only if it's allowed to pretend. 
And I walked with the prophets to Bethlehem, over fields fiJled 
with abandoned tanks , asking one three-star general, his floating 
face a toothy grin, where we could find an ointment. 
He said if you're human forget it, go home, there is nothing for 
sale but Christ-faced shrouds, pissed on by Camels and Christians 
and souled by the dozen from boxes with arrows pointing up. 
Of course, we didn't know what he meant, so he died. We had to 
step over him to avoid waking his pet sidewinder, which lay on 
its back like a whore. 
A COURTROOM FANCY 
Suddenly, 
I am part of a jury, 
Watching the judge 
Study a file 
Closely. 
A long silence interrupts the flow of useless energy from the 
sweaty little pillbox we find gurgling around us. Hat on head, 
gravel in left hand, bows and ribbons of ceremonial garbage 
creeping down the back of a swelling neck left bendless by years 
of procrastination, the judge lifts his sightless orbs from his 
duty and inflicts order upon the shocked and blameless room. 
Raise the curtain, Anarch! 
He cries though all is silent; 
And a grey and floating tepidness 
Creates itself over and over again, 
Begotten, like a phoenix, of incest. 
Find the light switch, Devil! 
Booms the thundering command: 
Then: presto-milky, swimming, living, 
crawling, the light of dawning 
Slowly inches, bubbling, up the silvered walls. 
And a form, protoplasmic, with the gnarled hands of a horse that 
n~ith~r ~orkd nor dies, plants itself behind, away from, together 
with, ms1de 
the judge 
and slowly nibbles at his honour's brain. 
we watch together: 
we close our eyes collectively 
and open them as one 
but it's still there; 
and then we close them, 
feel for it, 
and touch its bloody pulp 
with virgin hands 
and draw them back in horror, 
feeling nothing at all of love -
It says, 
Will the defendent please rise: 
and the twin forms of Heaven and Hell 
both steady their gargantuan forms 
on feet designed to move and not to stand. 
Defend? It says. Then who attacks? 
This one! That one! Both, say neither, 
Either cannot never neither know. 
And that's the first time we saw of them, and that's the first we 
heard of them, and that's the first they seemed to be a little 
more than just our foolishness. They looked like horses blackened 
in the greying coldness of the amber light, they looked like 
frighten~d w3:lruses out basking in the baked eternal sun, they 
looked like fnendless agents of construction with their hammers 
i~ their skulls. But swin~ them_ as they would they did not damage 
smce the wall was workmg as it must have and the chains 
protruding catching them wrist-while little fingers dancing cross 
their elbows tickling, stilling, finding, grasping, clasping 
making willing unwilling in the vastness of the darkness ~fthe 
lig~tnes~ of the never wanting-to-be-lacking ecstacy and 
ex1stentton. 
THE SILENT ANGEL SPEAKING 
Loud boisterous, and dull, a voice wafting its way into my 
roomseat tears to little shreds the ear within. I stand salute 
and raise my half-burnt flag towards the top. ' ' 
Oh, brother, sister, cousin, father, other, 
reverse yourself I say; 
make plans to be amended if you can; 
I can help you 






But [ have , I said. I'm dripping my way to hell as soon as I can 
just uncross my eyes to see the way. Amending my own 
unwillingness is reversal, but reversal is the in of out and to 
of from and there of here and then of when and now of won and who 
of oh-wow; I've reversed myself so much that womanly inwards I 
now go with greenness sliming outside not within. Reversing is 
but versing for the failed. 
THE LOQUACIOUS ANGEL SPEAKING 
Soft and white, clean and bright, I am happy to greet you saith 
I. He , 
the whitest halo of all, 
matching, no doubt, 
his red nose, 
looked at me· and 
laughed in silence 
until he bowed his head 
and gently puked. 
Only in my head, of course. 
I mean, who the hell ever heard of a real angel either 
speaking or silencing? 
A 2ND VISION OF HEAVEN AND HELL 
Heaven stands mopping the sweat from his brow, 
mopping the sweat from his wrinkled old brow, 
a red flaming handkerchief trying to absorb all the fire. 
Shirt buttoned up wrong, 
shoes lacking polish, 
birstles of beard showing 
shaven before yesterday; 
crescented armpits, 
and sweat-streaked grey trousers, 
his nerves dancing gaily 
in front of his contorted face. 
His eyes are looking inward only, 
away from the fire and towards 
the coolness of his brain. 
eyes wavering inwards inwards - smaller yet - still smaller -
looking past refraction - looking past reflection - looking 
past light - past energy - past synergy - past element - past 
divinity-Past Myth Itself- / 
straight into the heart of heartness, 
the heartness of heartlessness, 
the heartlessness of lessness, 
the lessness ofless, 
the less of 
wild, encoded messages 
that plant themselves and dare to be unknown, 
that cannot without brain be ever anything but once-avoided truth-
Let us look deeper, 
Let us look deeper within, 





fingers in each jurycunt 
beside me gush and groan as all I hear 
silent as a beanpole 
rising down to where 
the clouds no longer form 
Brainless Matter Not At All, 
what say the headlines? 
electrode-probing ruled unlawful, 
even though a meat-probe is just fine. 
the sweetness of my lord 
is exactly equal to 
the fineness of my he -
so saith the judge 
so saith his wisdom 
so saith his words. 
Oh, yes, I forgot to tell you: 
THIS IS HELL, 
yawning before you with his soul plunged into everybody's very 
depths, 
bored beyond tears (both heller and hellee), wrenching souls and 
forcing groans from brainless oozing bodies: 
OPEN WIDE 
I want to take your teeth out. 
Hell says this slowly, then, gazing at the churning void, says, 
This will make you less abrasive. 
For flowing is to poetry what feces is to shit, 
and feces is to poetry what flowing is to shit, 
and poetry is Heaven-spawned 
and shit's the child of Hell. 
And the judge sits gaping, 
slack-jawed, jack-dawed, 
black-clawed, wracked-god, 
watching Heaven, who sweats, 
and Hell, who makes sweat, 
two beings who stand beside each other, 
thin but infinitely up and down, 
or is it short with endless back and forth? 
The judge can't tell, 
I know that now, 
and I must rise and help him take his stand: 
I take the seconds, stroll towards the front, 
and club him with his gravel till he falls. 
Falling, he fails; failing he falls -it don't 





a series of object-based texts 
By Richard Gessner 
The Ball texts are an exploration of the cyclical processes in the 
growth and death of hair. 
Baldness is a form of death and the growth of hair is infinite , as 
it continues to grow even after death . 
Within the confines of these ball-words , baldness is perpetuated via 
the infinite growth of hair ( the ball is comprised of a network of 
infinite hairlines which cause baldness on the pates of men) . 
The ball is a nucleus of receding, a container of ceded men, i.e. 
the rooted set who become line operators once they enter the ball. 
The ball texts are also an exploration of the contradictory notion 
of hair as a force of impotent virility. The ball is an all-male world 
which cures its own impotence by covering bald pates, yet robbing the 
owners of these pates of their freedom & virility by tethering them 
with lines which make them passive and dependent on the ball. 
Hence the conundrum CURE - VIA - CA USE - oil; the ball cures baldness 
by covering it with the very same lines used to cause baldness. 
A line projecting fran a man's forehead is all oiled up, 
slippery and infinite, flowing fran a far off source, 
inching backwards on his pate and vanishing against the 
horizon in the opposite direction. 
He cups the line to his ear, listening to the so\IDd of 
taut sputtering machinery operating in unison. 
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The man goes bald as he moves closer to the ball. 
He stands before the ball watching his line 
run through the walls far above him. u1111i1----.---~..;.;;-~.;..; .. .__~ 
Tho 13t1ll is Lhrc,1dcd up wi Lh ,1 network 
of hairJ incs proj0ct i ng out w;n·d, in al 1 
d iTcclions fn)(n the hub, octopus. s tylc . 
The rooted set keep 
the ball swivelling 
with each and every 
movement. 
The interior a:vI)aratus of the parietal structure, 
or, jargon aside - the innards of the big ball -
is a huge control rcxJ11 all speckled over with tiny 
openings through which the lines run in and out. 
A cadre of line operators maneuver the lines 
as they unwind from Slow Moderate and Rapid 
Receding spindles -
The rooted set go bald on this oil conveyed to their pates 
via the lines which shorten as they abelorb them and get pulled 
into the ball by the line operators 
. · ng covering and hence 
The ball is a generic umbrella !oupee, ca~si th baldness of others. 
curing the bald, who maneuver lines, causing e 
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ERRATUM: in the last issue of Rampike the article credited to the company Graphic Alliance should have 
been more specifically credited to Gary Shilling, Toronto's superlative graphics artist. Our apologies Gary! 
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